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ABSTRACT

The thesis identifies the ways in Which the CUSO-OXFAM Labour

Project (COLP) has worked to strengthen international labour solidarity
in saskatchewan. COLP is a development education project mandated

to work primarily With the worldng-Class in saskatchewan. COLP's

ideology contrasts "'lith that of the canadian Labour congress (eLC)

leadershipl as manifested in the international labour solidarity
movementI by developing ciass-consctcusness rather than economism,

piurausm, and social democracy. In contrast to eXisting practice, COLP

has taken its internationalist educational programs directly to

rank-and-file trade unionists rather than circulating its information

amongst the union leadership alone.

COLP's curncuium falls "'litllin the tradition of progressive labour

education programs in the Western English-speaking world and is

demarcated from the ideology of standard labour education programs

in canada, the United states, and Great Britain. Standard labour

education programs today are characterized by their reproduction of

pluralism and economism, and are organized according to an

intellectually fragmenting and skills-based curricular ideology.

Alternative and progressive labour education programs have enjoyed

the support of radical or progressive trade unions, but have been

opposed or consciously ignored by dominant labour centrals. COLP

shares these characteristics.

The saskatcnewan Labour Information Project (SLIP) provided a

precedent for class-conscious development education with workers
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wnen it 'Was organized in 1976. After SLIP's demise, its ideology was

carried into the formation Of COLP in 1980. COLP's steering committee

and coordinator work closely together to develop a policy and practice
which advances international labour solidarity in Saskatchewan. COLP

receives support from unions in the forefront of the class struggle in

this provtnee, but is not endorsed by the Saskatchewan Federation of

Labour or the CLC. Dependence on state funding from the canadian

International Development Agency (CIDA) may have limited COLP's

ability to articulate an alternative ideology for the international

solidarity movement to that of the CLC.

COLP aims to educate for a class-conscious international labour

solidarity movement in saskatchewan. To this end, the project's

curriculum design is consistent with both radical development

education theory and a dialectical materialist theory of education.

Curriculum has been implemented in a dialectical fashion as wen,

although limitations imposed by COLP's trade union context have

prevented a fully successful implementation.

The ideology transmitted through the project's curriculum

content contrasts 'With that of standard labour education programs by

promoting class-consciousness in its fullest sense. Tours to Nicaragua

organized by COLP have been particularly significant in this regard.

The advancement of internationalist class-consciousness in Canadian

labour education comes at a time of crisis for the North American

labour movement and presents a necessary alternative to the social

democratic ideology wnicn dominates Western labour internationalism.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Labour education in the Western world has always taken the

form of ideological reproduction. In 19th century England and canada,

for example, the mechanics' institutes were intended to educate the

worklng class in middle class values. Later in the 19th century in

Canada and the United States, radical labour organizations explicitly

used labour education to promote their ideology amongst their

membership. By the early 20th century, the leadership of the

American Federation of Labor (AFL) fought against a liberal and

socially-oriented trade unionism over the content of labour education

in the U.S., and won. The dominant theoretical ideology (see page 3) in

Canadian labour education curriculum content has emerged as

pluralistic (see page 47) economistic, (see page 48) Taylorist (see page

50) and social democratic (see page 30). This occurrence is both a

result of the influence of the British and American labour movements

on canadian trade union history and a response to conditions in the

canadian social formation and the trajectory of the Canadian dass

struggle over the past century. At the international level, the

Canadian Labour Congress has engaged in labour education programs

which promote pluralism and economism in underdeveloped countries.

However, the rise of a "new" labour internationalism during the last

decade has been accompanied by a "new" ideology for labour

internationalism. In Saskatchewan, the CUSO-OXFAM Labour Project

(COLP). a labour education program designed to support a
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class-conscious trade unionism, has taken the lead in promoting the

new ideology through its educational programs.
Since 1960, COLP has been mandated to do development

education work With organized workers in Saskatchewan. The project
is sponsored and funded by CUSO and OXFAM-canada. Funding also

comes from the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA)

through the Saskatchewan Council for International Co-operation

(SCIC). The single COLP employee operates out of a corner of the

second floor of an ex-synagogue (now the Community Aid Centre) in a

poor worldng class area of Saskatoon. The considerable development

education experience and class-consciousness of both of the

coordinators which COLP has known in its six years has contributed to

COLP's ability to meet its mandate. In trying to achieVe its goals, COLP

has engaged in five types of educational activities: (a) developing and

distributing printed media, primarily in the form of newsletters and

information ldts; (b) aiding in the organization of, and/or teaching at

meetings of trade unionists or of other or�ed workers; (c)

organizing and helping to organize tours of third world trade unionists

or working class representatives to some tommunities in

Saskatchewan; (d) organizing tours to Nicaragua by trade unionists and

trade union supporters from Saskatchewan; and (e) atting as a resource

to meetings of development educators on methods, strategy and tactics

of doing development education work with organized Workers.

This thesis examines the contribution of COLP tQ the introduction

of an internationalist, class-conscious ideology to Saskatchewan

workers through its curriculum. This examination is framed within the
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social and historical context of COLP, both on a Canadian and an

international level. The concentration on an educational program,

particularly its curriculum, places this study within the domain of

studies in education. The emphasis on ideology as a central concept
and on COLP·s social, historical and international context requires the

selection of a methodological and analytical framework. from the

foundations of education.

1.2 Research Problem and Research Questions

This study, in following Althusser (1971) and Sharp (1980),

distinguishes between practical and theoretical ideologies. Practical

ideologies are conceived of as the "taken-ror-granted" world View of

the subject, with material reality and material force, and manifested

through the roles, habits, behaviors, manners and customs of subjects.

Theoretical ideologies are abstract theoretical systems or sets of ideas.

Of primary concern here is the theoretical ideology introduced by COLP

to the Saskatchewan working class through its curriculum content

However, COLP·s practical ideology will also be examined in the context

of its curriculum design and implementation. COLP·s practical and

theoretical ideologies break. with the dominant tendency in labour

education content used in Saskatchewan and with the national labour

education programs of the Canadian Labour Congress, and also with the

labour education content used in Western-dominated international

trade unionism since World War I I. The project's theoretical ideology

is of primary concern because it is through curriculum content that

COLP has made its clearest and most significant break witn the
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dominant ideology.
COLP's theoretical ideology, manifested in its curriculum, clarifies

and lusnnes a political trade unionism which can integrate

Saskatchewan workers into a "new" working class internationalism of a

nature not seen since World War I I. For example, support for the

people of Nicaragua has been slowly growing both in Great Britain and

in the United states. In Great Britain, trade unionists have organized

the Nicaragua Must Survive Container Appeal to send containers

packed with tons of essential items, such as medical suppliesand

materials for primary and trade union education, to Nicaragua. In the

United States, the National Labor Committee has sent at least one

delegation to Nicaragua, has opposed the AFL-CIO's policy on Nicaragua,

and recently sent ten ambulances to the Central American country

(Spain 1936, 19a6, p. 25). Support for the struggle of the people of

South Africa is also groWing amongst trade unionists in countries

ranging from the United States to Ireland, sweden and Australia (Labor

Against, n.d., p. 1-2). In canada as welt tours are being organized to

Nicargua, and aid is being raised through such organizations as Tools

for Peace, wbile the SACTU Solidarity Committee is mobilizing support

for South African workers.

The new labour internationalism represented by COLP is a

response to a world economic crisis Which has created fundamental

problems for trade unionism in Canada. This working class
�

internationalism, both in Saskatchewan and other regions in the

advanced industrial world, has recent origins and serious problems, but

is being facilitated by identifiable educational programs in several core
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capitalist st3tes. The interests of tnese core states.. and of compromised

labour bureaucracies.. Will not allow tlle internationalist labour

education programs to operate unmolested.

Thus the problem emerges.. for what reasons and in What ways

does tne tJleoretica1 ideology inherent in any labour education

curriculum change over time? One way of addressing the problem of

change in me ideology of labour education curricula is to intensively

examine tlle case of how a particular labour education program

represents 3 break from tne dominant world view. In what ways and

for What reasons has the theoretical ideology of the CUSO-OXPAM

Labour Project been introduced to members of saskatchewan's working
class througb its curriculum content?

From these over-arching research questions certain subsidiary

questions beCome apparent. These questions need to be answered in

order to fully answer the major questions. They are:

1. What is the dominant Uleoretical ideology of the labour education

curriculum content of the canadian labour movement?

2. Which theoretical ideology in labour education curriculum content

on a world scale is supported by canadian trade unionism?

3. In which ways does the theoretical ideology of COLP differ from

tne dominant theoretical ideology in canadian labour education

curriculum content as it is used at both the national and

intemationallevels?

4. Which historical and social factors account for the theoretical

ideology inherent in the curriculum content of labour education

programs supported by the leadership of the Canadian labour
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movement, at both the national and international levels?

5. Which historical and social factors account for the break from the

dominant theoretical ideology in Canadian labour education

curriculum content, at both the national and international levels�

Which is manifested by COLP?

6. In which ways has COLP's practical ideology influenced the

development and implementation of its curriculum content?

7. Why has COLP introduced its curriculum content to Saskatchewan

workers?

1.3 Purpose of the Study
With the significance of the case Of COLP in mind, the primary

purpose of this study is to examine how and wby COLP has made an

ideological break with the dominant ideology of labour education in

canada, the United states and Great Britain, so that otller progressives
active in the fields of labour or development education can build on the

lessons learned from the experience Of COLP. It is increasingly

apparent that many of the political ano economic problems whidl

affect the immediate interests of Canadians are integrallY related to a

global economic system and cannot be SOlved in national isolation. At

the same time, if these problems are to be addressed effectively,
solutions will require class-conscious and politicallY sophisticated
action by organized workers. It is both in the self-interest of workers

and within their capacity, as they are centrally related to the means of

production, to force the necessary changes wnen tlley deem such

changes necessary. Yet, in recent history, the ideology promoted by
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labour education programs in Canada, the U.S., and the U.K. has served

the long-term interests of capital, rather than workers. Given the

mnunce of the national trade union organizations of each of these

nations in international trade unionism, the dominant ideology carried

in their programs on an international level has had profound

consequences for the advancement of peoples in third world countries..

and has militated against the possibility of international labour

solidarity between workers in core states, or semi-peripheral states

like Canada, (see page 27) and workers and peasants in peripheral
nations. International labour solidarity is in the interests of all

working people throughout the world.. since it can serve as an effective

weapon for the abolition of imperialism and the building of a new

human order.

Available information suggests that, except for its predecessor,

the Saskatchewan Labour Information Project (SLIP), COLI> was the

first organization in Canada to be solely committed to development
education, that is, education work around international issues, with
workers. However, because COLP is joined in its mission by people

doing similar work all across Canada, the major purpose of this study is
to share know1edge and analysis about COLP With other

internationalists, so that more effective development education work

can be facilitated in this country. COLP is also only one case of

educational programs committed to building international labour

solidarity which exist throughout the world, in particular in Australia

and the South Pacific, in the UX., and in the United States. This study
of COLP may be of some use to progressive educators and activists in
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these other lands.

1.4 Significance of the Study
A review of the literature suggests that there has not been a

great deal of academic work in North America in the field of

non-formal adult education about development issues. A contribution

in the form of a Master's thesis to a sparse academic literature may

help gain recognition and respect within the academic community for

the relatively informal field of development education. However, wbile

the thesis may make a significant contribution to academic knowledge

of the field, this study is intended to be of primary value to

development educators engaged in praCtical work in Canadian

communities.

This thesis may be of primary interest to internationalists

working either in the field of development education or within the

trade union movement as employees or rank. - and- file activists. What

may be of major interest to both groups will be the description of how

COLP has developed and implemented its theoretical ideology through

a curriculum and a curriculum development process which builds

towards intemationallabour solidarity in Sask.atchewan. Development

educators may find the lessons COLP has learned from working within

the labour movement of most interest. The concept that organized

workers are an important constituency to work with is not new to

development education. However, COLP's curriculum development and

implementation model has been derived from class-consciousness and

radical development education theory; therefore COLP's six years of
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experience in attempting to implement this model may be instructive.

Activists in the labour movement may find the study's

description and analysis of COLP's curriculum content of interest

because it establishes a theoretically grounded model for curriculum

content in labour education. Historica11y# the labour movement has

been concerned about labour education, which has tended to focus on

training trade unionists to fulfill such union functions as collective

bargaining and grievance-handling. Yet# standard labour education

programs today generally leave little room for the discussion of trade

union issues within an internationalist framework, the concern of COLP.

An internationalist perspective is usually only provided, if at a11# either

informally or at the higher levels of the labour education merarcny,
that is, when a union member has already taken several levels of

courses. Since labour education is not given a high priority in the

labour movement in general, the opportunity to develop a theory of

labour education is rare.

This thesis may be of interest to people V{Orking within the

international labour solidarity movement in other countries. The

introductory chapter, which introduces the concept of labour education

as ideology# utilizes data from both the U.S. and Britain to analyze the

histories of labour education in these countries. As wen, COLP's

development education theory, which directs its curriculum

development and imptementation, essentially represents the radical.

side of a debate on aims, strategy and tactics within development

education. In effect, COLP's implementation of its theory provides a

strategy for building a ctass-conscious international labour SOlidarity
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movement. For members of this movement throughout the Western

world, the critical analysis of COLP's theory and practice may offer

insights into their own work.

1.5 Delimitations

The thesis is limited to an examination of the relationship

between the manifest ideology of COLP and that of standard labour

education programs supported by the canadian labour movement.

Thus, the study is concerned with the ideologies of the labour

movement in general only to the extent that this understanding will

shed light on COLP's origins and its role within the trade union

movement. Nor does this study provide a detailed comparison of

COLP's curriculu1m design methodology and curriculum implementation

with that of standard labour education programs. Only the- general

characteristics of standard labour education programs which reflect on

ideology are discussed.

Research has been essentially limited to the province of

Saskatchewan, in the three centres of Regina, Saskatoon and Melfort.

Data collected from participant observation have been collected only

from some COLP-sponsored events, not from non -COLP education

programs.

Content analysis of COLP curriculum materials and CLC

publications in Chapter Five has been conducted quantativety, that is,

based on an analysis of concepts and the relationship between

concepts, rather than on frequency counts. The sources of data

concerning the ideology of standard labour education curricula in
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Canada have been limited to comparative and historical studies and

drawn from primary and authoritative secondary sources in canada.

Data from trade union education programs which the CLC has worked

with in underdeveloped countries is restricted to a selection from

Zimbabwe.

Content analysis of labour education curricula from the advanced

industrial world is restricted to materials from Britain. Materials from

Britain were obtained as a result of a field trip there. Neither money

nor time was available to conduct a field trip to the United States. As

well, labour education programs from Great Britain and the United

States were studied because of the historic influence of the labour

movements in these two countries on the Canadian labour movement.

With these criteria in mind, it becomes unnecessary to investigate

curriculum from other western nations. Conclusions concerning

American curricula are again drawn from the study of secondary

sources.

1.6 Limitations

Especially in qualitative research, the main limitation is the

personal bias of the main research instrument - the researcher himself.

For example, the Marxist approach taken by the researcher implies

that the question of class-consciousness becomes paramount. All

researchers collect data selectively; therefore, any suggestions in this

thesis that COLP is necessarily preoccupied with advancing

class-consciousness may be as much a matter of the researcher's

particular data selection and coding categories than of the objective
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reality of the project, Inherent limitations of qualitative research will

be discussed in the following section on methodology.

Research has also been limited by the criteria for participant

observation opportunities. Access to meetings of trade unionists in

which COLP conducts educational work was limited to meetings of 15

or larger, to safeguard COLP's and my concern for unobtrusiveness.

COLP program presentations in centres outside of Saskatoon were not

observed in all cases.

The researcher's philosophical concern about reincation, that is,

the turning of subjective factors into seemingly objective and neutral

factors has meant that the first person is occasionally used where

many academic studies might rely solely on writing in the tbird person.

1.7 Methodology

A case study is the development of a detailed description of a

single person, institution, organization, or social movement. The

proposal to conduct a case study implies that a field study design and

certain research methods are used. Field study requires that research

take place in the "natural" environment of the SUbject. Primary

qualitative research methods are the intensive ethnographic interview

and participant observation. The use of qualitative research design..

strategy and methods requires a set of standards for the evaluation of

research quite distinct from those for quantitative research. This

section of the thesis will proceed in three parts: I) the drawing of

distinctions between functionalist and Marxist approaches to research;

2) a discussion of my general approach to the research; 3) a discussion
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of theoretical considerations concerning the methods to be used.

The relativist theory of knowledge held by many qualitative
researchers (sarup, 1976) leaves a reader perplexed about the validity

of their truth claims. One of the best-known qualitative researchers,

Harry Wolcott (1960), defends his field against the critique of

relativism by arguing that qualitative researchers '11ave

preconceptions that insist some facts are more important than others..

. . Their task is not to investigate wbenther or not culture is 'already

there' ... but to put it there." The debt most qualitative researchers

owe to Weber is that the facts wbich are "more important" and the

"culture" wbich is "put there
II

are derived from a

structural-functionalist theoretical perspective (Goetz and Le Compte"

1964).

This case study is conceptualized from a dialectical materialist

rather than a functionalist theoretical perspective. If one assumes a

dialectical perspective, there is a requirement to attend to the

structure of and transformations in the overall social structure, much

more so than for a functionalist. "Without a hOlistic and historical

methodology capable of penetrating the specificities of capitalist

development in varying conditions," says Sharp (1960), "the analysis of

the curriculum must degenerate into a series of oversimplifications and

platitudes" (p.44). In contrast to both the limited commitment of some

phenomenological researchers to simply reveal the "taken-for-granted"

world of the subject, and the uncritical view of many functionalists" the

Marxist or neo-Marxist researcher "does not accept the illusions of

(the) epoch, the participants' own commonsense appraisals of their
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intellectual and programmatic activities (though these are important to

be sure); rather, the investigator must situ3t� these activities in a

larger arena of economic, ideological and social conflict- (emphasis in

original) (Apple, 1976, p. 121).

As well as being dialectical, the methodology used in this study

is materialist. -Only through a materialist study of history can the

ideological content of the curriculum adequately be revealed- (Sharp,

1960, p. 153). ·What is required is an examination of theoretical

ideologies in the context of the capital accumulation process and the

class struggle in different social formations, its trajectory in

relationship to the specificities of the development of the capitalist

mode of production, using a comparative and historical framework"

(Sharp, 1980, p. 147). Sharp has given a number of examples which

provide a dialectical materialist comparative analysis of national

curricula. She also directs our attention to historical studies of

curriculum change, studied from a dialectical materialist perspective.

Sharp's work. has provided guiding principles for the research goals of

this study.

The methods chosen are limited to the extent commonly

attributed to the qualitative mode of inquiry. Generalizability is not

achievable to the extent that quantitative research findings may be.

The presence of the researcher in the participant o�rvation research

setting may alter the behavior of the people being studied. No two sets

of findings by two qualitative researchers are lik.ely to be the same

(Bogdan and Bit1en, 19a2). Essentially, the quantitative research

criteria of internal validity, external validity, reliability, and objectivity
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are impossible to match (Guba, 1981). However� the qualitative

research criteria of credibility, transferability.. dependabinty, and

confirmability (Guba, 1981) have been applied.

Despite the limitations of the phenomenological/qualitative view

and research strategy .. there are important reasons for its choice as a

qualified procedure for this thesis. Interviews conducted within the

qualitative research paradigm and participant observation allow for a

rich description of reality concerning social relations which

quantitative methodology cannot hope to achieve. Participant
observation has the advantage of providing opportunities as they

naturally arise, and the researcher can develop a more intimate

relationship with those being observed because investigation takes

place over time. Intensive interviews allow for the probing of the

informant and for adjustment of questions to adapt to previous

answers, thus maximizing the potential of receiving detailed

information. The ability to help the informant feel at ease because of

the flexibility which intensive interviewing anows also facilitates the

recovery of rich descriptive data (Cohen and Manion, 1965, Williamson,

Dalphin, and Karp, 1977).

Findings from qualitative research contribute new knowledge

about social relations which the quantitative research strategy cannot

reveal. The work of Kohl (1967), Kozol (1967), Leacock (1969), Rist

(1973), Bernstein (1971), Sharp and Green (1975), and researchers

published in Young (1976), and Hextall and Sarup (1977) stand out as

models of qualitative research in education. Keddie (1971) contributed

to a theory of ideology by demonstrating the difference between the
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theory and practice of liberal teachers. Willis (1961) described and

analyzed working class education, using an ethnographic methodology

from a Marxist perspective. Anyon (1961) has shown that school

knowledge and the source of school knowledge have different

meanings for both school personnel and students in different schools,

relative to the class origins of the students. It is with the best

characteristics of the research cited above in mind that I have opted

for the use of a qualitative methodology. As well, the methodology

generally used to conduct case studies is that of the qualitative

researcher.

Methods used for this study have included intensive

semi-structured interviews, participant observation, and content

analysis. The intensive interview allows the researcher to probe

extensively for candid information from data sources in a natural

setting that helps keep the informant at ease and willing to talk

(Williamson, Dalphin, and Karp, 1977). Interviews are an especially

useful instrument for recovering detailed information wnen direct

observation is not possible. Semi-structured interviews help insure

that the same sort of information is sought from each type of

informant, while permitting the researcher to be flexible, thus

supporting the probing aspect of the intensive interview.

The value of participant observation lies in the opportunities the

method makes available for the purpose of collecting detailed data

from observations in natural settings. Furthermore, accounts in the

language of the member(s) of the group or situation are obtainable.

The method is particularly useful for obtaining data on social
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interactions. Burgess ( 1984) outlines four types of participant

observation, according to the role played by the participant observer.

Observation for this study was conducted in- the role of

·participant-as-observer·, Where participation was allowed. This

method was Used successfully by Roy (1970) in his study of labour

union organizing in the southern United States.

Primary sources from fUe records, such as minutes of meetings,

contracts, business letters, memoranda, notes from telephone calls and

reports, provided data for this study. SUch documents cannot be

viewed uncritically. It is essential to locate them in context, to consider

the motive of the writer, to question the typicality of the document,

and to question gaps or the abundant presence of documents related to

particular issues (Burgess, 1984). Ethics dictate that no confidential

documents or letters of a personal nature be used 'Without permission
of the owner or author.

Content analysis is a method not customarily Used in qualitative

research studies. The research assumption was that, if there was a

theoretical ideology in the Canadian Labour Congress on international

affairs, it woUld likely surface through artides and editorials by the

CLC and CLC position papers on international iSSUes. The theoretical

ideology of COLP would be reflected in its curricul\l.m materials. For

analyzing the general beliefs and philosophical differences of the CLC

and COLP, the method of content analysis retommended itself.

Research related to this field has been conducted by Britt and Lowry

( 1941) Who analyzed the treatment of conflicts bet\veen the American

Federation of Labour (AFL) and the Congr�s of Industrial
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Organizations (CIO) in labour newspapers to reveal how closely local

leadership was following the official position of the national leadership,

and by Seider (1974) wno analyzed executive speeches to reveal the

ideology of American business leaders.

Content analysis requires that a sufficiently large data source be

selected to prevent problems caused by the bias of the researcher. For

this purpose, five years of the CLC's newsmagazine have been analyzed.

Triangulation, or the checking of data items by at least two

sources, was achieved through intervtews with informants with

varying perspectives on the same question. For example, COLP steering
committee members and COLP coordinators were considered to hold

distinct views on the role of the steering committee member. Both

parties were interviewed on this question. To a greater extent,

triangulation was achieved by cross-checking recoverable data from

file records and printed and audio-visual materials with the content of

interviews.

Analytic induction, as explained by Burgess (1984), and the use

of categories suggested by the structure of the thesis were used for

purposes of analyzing all data.

Given the contemporary nature of this thesis, ethics dictated that

excerpts from tnterviews to be used in the thesis were approved by

respondents, also known as member checking, and that the COLP

coordinator read a draft of each chapter before it was submitted to

committee members. This approach was deemed advisable both to

protect the job security of key informants who may have disclosed

sensitive information, and to insure the accuracy of the statements.
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Howeverl these consultations have occurred without interference in the

analytical perspective brought to the data.

1.8 Data collection and analysis

Intensive semi-structured interviews were conducted with

eleven trade union staff members from six unions, including two

Education Officers, as well as three local trade union leaders wno had

participated in and/or organized COLP programs. The chairperson of

the SFL Education Committee was interviewed. A representative of the

CLC was interviewed, as was an Executive Council member of the SFL.

Interviews were conducted with both the current and former COLP

coordinator, six former or current members of the COLP steering

committee, ten members of the 1982 and 1985 COLP-sponsored or

co-sponsored tours to Nicaragua, representatives of the sponsoring

organizations of COLP, the current and former Executive Secretaries of

the Saskatchewan Council for International Cooperation, five resource

people for COLP programs from 1980, and three development

educators from the One Sky Cross-Cultural Centre. Informants were

selected on the basis of their key positions within the Saskatchewan

labour movement, such as the SFL Education Committee chairperson, or

their knoWledge of and experience with COLP. The SLIP coordinator

was interviewed twice by telephone. During the course of travel for

personal reasons in 1985, interviews were conducted in Zimbabwe,

Great Britain and Northern Ireland with six labour educators, two

publishers involved in international labour solidarity work, and one

senior trade union Official. Names of informants are listed in Appendix
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1.

Interviews were conducted, wnen possible, With the use of a

portable tape recorder. The location for interviews 'WaS selected by the

informant. Permission was usually sought for use of the tape recorder.

However, on some occasions.. permission to use the tape recorder was

assumed.. and was not challenged by the informant. In cases where

tape recording 'Was not possible, such as Interviews over the telephone,

rough notes were kept. Transcriptions, or partial transcriptions were

entered into a notebook, and categonaed by name of informant.

Records of interview schedules were kept and filed by name of

informants.

Participant observations of nine COLP educationals were

conducted. These included a presentation to the 1985 SFL Annual

Convention. Three COLP steering committee meetings were observed.

Data was entered on lined notepads. Access to COLP files was granted,

and research of their contents was thorough.

For the purposes of content analysis, I chose data sources Which

presented the international perspectives of the eLC leadership and

COLP in some detail. the newsmagazine Canadian Labour. wbich is the

official publication of the CLC, and the printed and audio-visual

curriculum materials of COLP seemed to fit these qualifications and

were chosen for analysis. As well, two recent position papers, one on

South Africa and one on Nicaragua, and an article by the International

Affairs Department of the Canadian Labour Congress explaining the

perspective of the Department on the third world for publication in the

journal International Persp-ectives (19a 1, March-April) were selected.

'-'-"-'."'-''"-'�''''''''
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These papers were chosen because they seemed representative of the

CLC's position on international affairs. While there may be disparities
between the content of the articles in Canadian Labour and the official

position of the CLC leadership, this disparity did not seem to be

significant. For purposes of tnangulation, intervisws with a CLC

Regional Education Officer and the chairperson of the SFL Education

Committee were conducted.

Before embarking on a large-scale analysis of canadian Labour

articles and editortals, I completed a pilot project of the issues from

one year of the magazine in order to test the reliability of the method.

This procedure affirmed the possibility of testing relevant aspects of

the thesis statementwith content analysis data.

For the purposes of this study, a sample of all issues of Canadian

Labour published since 1980 and the content of all COLP kits and

audio-visual materials used since 1980 was analYZed. A research aim

for this study was to make valid inferences from the nature of the

content to the philosophy of the producers of the content. The aim was

met.

In attempting to develop a comprehensive understanding of the

various issues involved in this study, a wide Variety of secondary

sources written from a broad range of ideological perspectives was

consulted.

Data gathered through field research and content analysis were

coded using categories suggested both inductively trom the data

sources as they emerged and by the structure of the thesis.

Transcrtpts of interviews were photocopied, the.n the cut and paste
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method was used to file data into folders for each category. Data were

matched against the original thesis statement and research question or

its subsidiary questions. Where instances were found which modified

or clarified the thesis statement, the statement was changed to account

for the new data. Data were presented as they became appropriate for

each section of the thesis structure.

Member checks were conducted both during and after the

collection of data. Specifically, rough drafts of the thesis chapters were

photocopied, then quotations from sources were mailed to informants

With a covering letter asking for verification and seeking permission
for their use. As well, the COLP coordinator has read all chapters of

the thesis and confirmed the reliability of the data.

1.9 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is structured to flow from the presentation of a

general argument to its application in a single case. Chapter One

identifies the goals for the research, outlines the research strategy and

develops the essential theoretical concepts necessary to understand the

rest of the study. Chapter Two develops an historical and comparative
analysis of labour education as a form of ideological. reproduction, both

on the international and the individual state level in Canada, the United

Kingdom, and the United States. The history of class-conscious labour

education programs in the three countries is also briefly described in

the context of the respective wholes. Chapter Three begins the

descriptive analysis of one case of class-conscious labour education in

Saskatchewan, the CUSO-0XFAM Labour Project, by examining COLP's
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origins, internal structure, relationship to the Saskatchewan trade

union movement, and funding base. This chapter provides a concrete

description of COLP in its social context so that the educational work of

the project can be more clearly understood. Chapter Four moves from

a general description of COLP to a study of how the project has applied
class-consciousness to the practice of developing and impementing its

curriculum. Chapter Five examines the ideology \\1hich COLP carries to

trade unionists through a content analysis of the curriculum materials

it has developed and implemented. The chapter also assesses the

contribution COLP has made to the international labour solidarity

movement in Saskatchewan by the transmission of this ideology to

trade unionists. Conclusions of the thesis are presented at the end of

Chapter Five.

1. 13 Review of the Literature

1.13.1 Qass and class politics. The structure of a thesis using a

quantitative methodology calls for the review of all relevant literature

at this stage. However, the purposes of this thesis Will be more

effectively met if much of the secondary data is presented in relevant

chapters. That is, Chapter Two, for example, requires the full scope of

a thesis chapter, structural autonomy from the rest of the thesis, and

almost exclusive dependence on secondary sources for its effectiveness.

The evaluation of the social significance of COLP in Chapter Five also

requires the substantial use of secondary sources. As well, Bogdan and

Biklen (19c52) recommend beginning a review "after you have been in

the field for a while" (p. 153). Therefore, the principal purpose of this
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review is to introduce the basic theoretical material and concepts

necessary to understand the purpose and content of the study.

The thesis is written from a Marxist theoretical perspective.

Central concepts for this study are those of class, class struggle, and

ideology. Within a broad Marxist theoretical rramework, each of these

concepts has a meaning which is distinct in some ways from

conventional non-Marxist uses. Notions of the state and social

democracy also playa significant role in the theory used in this study,

and also are conceived in particular ways by most Marxists. To

attempt a single-sentence definition of any of these concepts would be

more confusing than helpful to the reader. Therefore, they are

developed in more detail below. Within the debate on development

theory amongstMarxists� this thesis is written from the perspective of

world-systems theory.

The concept of class was never clearly defined by Marx, and

Marxists still differ over its definition. Howard and King (1985) say

that any particular class is "made up of those who share a common

relation to the productive forces" (p. 6)� wbile Gandy (1979) claims that

"aasses are defined by their economic position, by how they make a

living" (p. 96), and distinguishes class from income groups or status

groups. Basically, membership in a class is determined by a person's

relationship to the materials and resources used for producing wealth

in our society. Thus, for instance, all owners of meat-packing plants

are members of the capitalist class. People Who own nothing of

productive value but their ability to work are not members of tile

capitalist class.

-.'.-.".... ' •• " .... '- .. «.- ••

�.
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While there is agreement on the meaning of class amongst

Marxists, the definition of ·working class" is more obtuse. Miliband

(1977) states that for Marx, the concept of a working-class person

hinged on his notion of the "productive worker" (p.23), and that:

The "working class" is therefore that part of the collective

labourer which produces surplus value, from a position of

subordination, at the lower ends of the income scale, and also at

the lower ends of what might be called the "scale of regard" (p.
24).

Since state employees do not produce surplus value they must,

according to Miliband, be viewed as "a class apart" (p. 26). Gandy,

however, utilizes the Marxist concept of class fractions: "Class is not

homogeneous. It has fractions operating with autonomy in a context of

basic class interest" (p. 104). For the purposes of this thesis,

differences between elements of the working class separated by their

relations to the means of production will be viewed as differences

between class fractions.

In the Marxist view, class has both a subjective and objective

dimension. Without class consciousness, the working class is merely a

mass. Miliband says that:

Proletarian class-consciousness may be taken to mean the

achievement of an understanding that the emancipation of the

proletariat and the liberation of society require the overthrow of

capitalism; and this understanding may also be taken to entail

the will to overthrow It" (p.33).

Mann (1973) has analyzed class-consciousness into four component
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parts. Mann's analysis will be introduced in Chapter Two and used to

analyze COLP curriculum content in Chapter Five.

The introductory sentence of The Communist Manifesto is: "The

history of aU hitherto existing society is the history of class struggles"

(Gandy, 1979, p. 105). Gandy critiques this statement for its

oversimplification and Euro-centrism, but finds it to remain powerfully
and increasingly relevant for an understanding of much of the course

of human history. He notes that "A fully open class struggle has three

forms: economic, political, and ideological· (p. 111). In November,

1977 the Philadelphis Workers' Organizing Committee published a

pamphlet entitled "Trade union question: a communist approach to

strategy, tactics and program." In part, the pamphlet said:

The ideology of a union as a class organization we call class

struggle trade unionism. Class struggle trade unionism is an

ideology which is based on the irreconcilability of the working

class and the bourgeoisie, and on the necessity of the overthrow

of the bourgeoisie. Class struggle unionism is the trade union

ideology which reflects the class interests of the workers that

the union represents; it is the application of Marxism to the

trade union movement (p. 13).

Work in trade unions according to the principles of class struggle

trade unionism was to strive to improve the conditions of workers on a

day-to-day basis and, at the same time, to demonstrate to one's fellow

workers the absolute necessity of overthrowing capitalism.

Class power can be taken to mean the ability of the owning class

as a whole to exercise control over the working class as a whole or in
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part. There are times when it is important for the continuing health of

the capitalist system that the owning class as a whole, or the dominant

sector of the class, have a means of wielding its power in its own

long-term self-interest, possibly against the interests of a sector of the

class. For example, changes in the working conditions for employees

throughout a country may be deemed necessary, even though some

individual capitalists may go bankrupt if the changes take place. The

alternative might be continuing waves of strikes. The means by which

class power is exerted is through partisan use of the instruments of the

state. Panitch (1977) defines the state as:

A complex of institutions, including government, but also

including the bureaucracy (embodied in the civil service as well

as in public corporations, central banks, regulatory commissions,

etc.), the military, judiciary, representative assemblies, and

(very importantly for Canada). . . the sub-central levels of

government, that is, provincial executives, legislatures, and

bureaucracies, and municipal governmental institutions (p. 6).

It is a stock tenet of Marxist analysis that the state is the central

agency of class rule in any given society. One of the leading

theoreticians on the Marxist view of the state is Ralph Miliband.

Miliband (1977) outlines four k.ey functions of the state, two of Which

are to foster ideological consensus amongst the populace and to

advance what is perceived to be the national interest through external

relations with other states. One major agency for advancing Canada's

"national interest" overseas is the Canadian International Development

Agency (CIDA) which provides development assistance, "now the chief
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instrument of Canadian foreign policy towards the Third World
R

(Carty
& Smith, 1981, p. 27). CIDA's approach to the granting of development

assistance has become increasingly business-oriented over the last two

decades (Pratt. 1984). CIDA is the major funder of COLP.

This thesis views the world and the work of COLP from the

perspective of modern world-systems theory (MWS). In North

America, credit is given to Immanuel Wallerstein (1974) for creating

the model for development theory known as MWS. In recent years,

Samir Amin (1974, 1976, 1980) has been given increasing attention.

Amin has been described as "an insightiul - at times brilliant - writer"

Who "rewards us with a theory of historical materialism that truly does

go beyond Marx's and Lenin's time and leads us tho Where we are right

now" (Hoogvelt, 1982, p. 199).
What all world-systems theorists share is the tonowing set of

assumptions: (a) There is only one system, wnicn is worldwide; (b) the

economic structure of the system is based on a core, a periphery, and a

number of semi-peripheral states; (c) placement at the core,

semi-periphery or periphery for given states bas changed over time

and continues to do so, under systematic restrictions; and (d) the

development of the system has been characterized by long waves of

expansion and stagnation or contraction, known as Kondratieff waves,

from its birth in the crisis of European feudalism until today

(Thompson, 1983. Contending).
One of the original insights of Wallerstein} but an approach used

even more by Amin. is the incorporation of class analysis into the

theory of development. Amin and Wallerstein argue that stmurtaneous

�=='"�"--.-.-----." "'-'-�-�- '::'o::.,,�'!."""'.
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working class power. Social democracy is selt -consciousiy anti -Marxist,

anti-revolutionary, and anti -communist.

Amin (1900b) has integrated an analysis of social democracy

with his world-systems analysis. He posits that the:

Unequal international division of labour ... has made it possible

for the workers of the center to conduct their economic class struggles

under relatively more favorable conditions. . . these conditions have

produced a situation conducive to the political illusions of reformism

which has come to prevail among the workers of the center (p. 22).

Amin quotes Marx to offer one definition of social democracy as

"capitalism without capitalists- (1976, p. 63). According to Amin

(190oa), the material conditions for the acceptance of social democracy

by "relatively privileged" workers in the developed nations were

prepared by the rise of imperialism and the international division of

labour, which '"transferred the center of gravity of the contradictions of

capitalism and relegated the major contradictions of yesterday to the

rank of secondary contradictions, modified by new contradictions" (p.

188). Amin also claims that a necessary condition for the spread of the

ideology of social democracy was "tne monopolization of capital on the

one hand, and labor organization on a national scale, on the other"

(1976, p. 75), which facilitated the emergence of "planning" as a

solution to all ills. Social democracy is a feasible ideology for members

of the most privileged sector of the global proletariat, but not for those

offering the worst deprivations of the imperialist system (Amin, 1980).

Since one problem with social democracy is that it serves to maintain

an international hierarchy of labour, the ideology, at face value, cannot
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promote international labour solidarity.

1.13.2 Development education

Development education is a field of education which has existed

in Canada since the late 1960s. The literature in the field does include

official reports by development education agencies, popular

publications and handbooks, government reports, and articles in

academic journals. One useful work which does not appear in the

academic literature is the Study of international development

education in canada: final reRQtl (Perras and Prempe, 1982). The

report, prepared for the canadian Council for International Cooperation,

reports the findings from a study and analysis of development

education activities in canada. The study was an assessment of the

strengths and weaknesses of development education in Canada, as

perceived by the authors, and included a review of the history of

development education both in canada and internationally. The report

concludes with a series of recommendations.

A review of the secondary literature published on development

eduction in canada provides the basis of a framework for analyzing

COLP as a development education project. A search of the educational

journals published in Canada, the United States, Great Britain and

Australia over the past ten years reveals, however, only one article on

development education work with trade unions. That article was

authored by former COLP coordinator Christine Smillie (1983) and was

intended both to familiarize an audience with COLP's philosophy and

background and to outline some basic lessons Smillie had learned from

her development education experience with workers. This thesis will
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build on Smillie's piece by providing a description which is richer than

one journal article can allow by placing COLP in its historical, national

and international context and by providing a theoretical analysis of

COLP's work within a framework of labour education as ideology.

Smillie's article appears in a Special Edition of Canadian and

International Education ll(3), published in 1983- The Special Issue

provides the only substantial treatment of canadian development

education in the scholarly literature. The issue essentially consists of

the papers presented to the 1983 "State of the Art" conference on

development education at the University of Calgary. Of the twenty

articles in the publication, three are supplementary to the conference.

Two of the remaining seventeen papers deal wholly With pedagogy,

four contribute to program planning, two survey development

education on an international level, six are brief case studies of ongoing

projects, two address issues within development education, and one

provides a history of development education in canada.

The fact that the papers have been written by nine

administrators, one academic and only seven practitioners in the field

is often reflected in the kinds of concerns addressed by the authors.

The papers also display a wide range of ideological positions. For

example, a number of the papers reveal a liberal analysis of the state..

and only four papers address the issue of class in any significant way.

Of these four .. one utilizes a Weberian conception of class, and another

one fails to distinguish between farmers and workers in terms of class

relations. Only the two papers from Saskatchewan utilize a Marxist

concept of class. Only one writer, Robb from Saskatoon, makes direct
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reference to development theory.

Clearly, the papers are more instructive for the purposes of this

study in wnat they leave out than in wbat they include. For most

development educators in Canada, a clear notion of the meaning of

economic class and its significance for social change does not appear to

have been a pressing issue. Robb's (1963) description of the state of

development education in Saskatchewan in the 1970's corroborates

this point. Nor does the relationship of development theory to

development education practice seem to have been a concern. The

centre of theorizing about the implications of class, class struggle, and

the nature of the state for development education theory and practice,

to the extent that it did exist, seems to have been in Saskatchewan. An

analysis of the state which does not see it as the agency of class power

both internationally and in Canada has implications both for the

strategies of the development education organizations in maintaining

their security and for the content of development education

curriculum. For example, such an analysis might see conflicts between

CIDA and development education projects which support and promote

workers' power as due to misunderstandings or poor communications,

rather than differences in class viewpoint. One serious limitation of the

papers and the special issue of the journal in general is that there is no

reliable way of determining to what extent the views of the authors

reflect a state of consciousness in Canadian development education as a

whole.

Despite the serious limitations of many of the papers, a number

of observations are made which help put COLP in the context of the
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pragmatic world of development education in Canada. Christie's

overview of the history of development education work in Canada

shows that from the beginning of the field in the 1960's, development

educators have been inspired by critical perspectives of both the

development aid based on modernization development theory and the

role of the federal government, and were motivated by a commitment

to social change. (Burns found this to be the case in Australia, Sweden

and the Netherlands as well). Christie recognizes the contradiction

between those development education projects which often act as

critics of government policy and are at the same time dependent on

government (CIDA) funding for finandal survival. Wood's analysis of

this situation is, on the one hand, to see that political activity by

development educators has led to a withdrawal of funds, but, on the

other hand, to refuse to recognize it as a limitation on the autonomy of

development educators. Belliveau offers evidence to suggest thatwhen

development educators become specific and concrete in exposing the

self-interest Canadians have in issues in the world economy, they lose

funding.
Several issues in program planning and pedagogy in

development education are raised in the papers. Christie and Mooney

both address the fact that there has historically been no "blueprint"

(Christie, p. 15) for development education work. HOllingworth's report

on a national study of development education projects conducted in

1961 identifies three problems: a) the integration of media into

program planning; b) the emphasis on content rather than form in

educating; c) the difficulty in moving beyond an established audience.
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Moore, Hall, and Smillie also expressed concern about the methodology

used in development education, saying that not enough attention bad

been paid to it. This is the case despite Christie's finding that two of

the original theorists who inspired development educators in the days

of the field's birth were Illich and Freire. Hall claims that a "feeling of

lack of influence, of disenfranchisement, of futility and helplessness in

spite of knowledge is perhaps the most critical prcbtem" (p. 112) facing

development educators on the question of methodology.

Belliveau's insights into development education experience in

Canada are perhaps the most useful observations to bring to an

understanding of COLP. He speculates that the radical approach he has

been associated with in Nova Scotia may have been "tolerated by the

authorities because we were of only marginal interest to them - and,

for the time being, at least, Innocuous" (p.70). He suggests that a

quarrel over domestic content in programs has been ongoing between

projects in the field and CIDA. Finally, he questions an emphasis on

methodologyI if the purpose for which it is being used is not taken as

critical. The Special Edition includes a number of other articles by

some of the leading workers in the field over the past ten years. For

example, Budd Hall (1963) analyzes the field of development education

and outlines principles of education for working in development

education. Pat Mooney (1983) bases his comments on his deep

personal experience and his familiarity with development education

around tne country to develop "the law of physical properties of

development education" (p.62), and to describe three kinds of

approaches to development education which have worked. In
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"Autonomous Initiatives", Michael Belliveau (1963) articulates a goal

for development education work wnicn helps local people and criticizes

the state's approach to development education for frustrating the

achievement of that goal. Bill Robb (19a3) reports on the history and

work of the One Sky Cross Cultural Centre in Saskatoon and describes

the radical transformation which has occurred in the goals and strategy

of development educators in that centre over the past ten years. Jean

Christie (1963) reviews a history of development education in Canada.

other articles in the Special Issue are less relevant for the purposes of

this thesis.

OUtside of the Special Issue no other articles about development

education have appeared in academic literature published in Canada.

Eight articles were written in the United States on the subject of

education on international issues in the trade union movement

between 1924-1962. Two articles on the question of development

education work in trade unions have been published outside of the

major English-speaking countries. Both of these were in the house

organ of the International Labour Organization" based in Geneva. Both

articles were very sketchy, containing no useful information for the

practitioner in the field. None of the articles cited above, aside from

Smillie's, dealt directly with the problem addressed in this study:

curriculum for labour education.

1.13.3 Ideology.

Considerations of curriculum content necessarily require a

consideration of ideology" for education is nothing less than the

planned and systematic shaping of consciousness (Castles and

��� _._._._.-
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Wustenberg, 1(79). We can see the relationship between

consciousness and ideology When we read Marx and Althusser. For

Marx:

My relationship to my surroundings is my consciousness.... For

the animal, its relations to others does not exist as a relation.

Consciousness is, therefore, from the very beginning. a social

product and remains so as long as men exist at all (Quoted in

Johnson, 1(79).

Sharp (19aO) paraphrases Althusser to define ideology as "the way

individuals live their relation to their real conditions of existence" (p.

95). Thus, a study of the shaping of consciousness implies an analysis

of ideology.

The argument that a consideration of curriculum requires a

consideration of ideology is not restricted to Marxists. Certainly Harris

(1977) holds the view that questions about the curriculum are

inseparable from questions abour ideologies of the social formations in

which the curriculum is designed. In 1971, Michael Young wrote that

"education is not a product like cars and bread, abut a selection and

organization from the available knoWledge at a particular time which

involves conscious or unconscious choices" (p. 14). Young's essay, "An

Approach to the Study of the Curriculum as Socially Organized

KnoWledge" notes Raymond Williams' "original and insightiu1" linking

of ideology, class and education in a historical context, and laments that

no sociologist has -followed it up" (p.29). Bernstein (1 (71) argues that

"how a society selects, classifies, distributes, transmits and evaluates

the educational knowiedge it considers to be public, reflects both the
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distribution of power and the principles of social control" (p. 47).

However, Bernstein's analysis of the roots of the problem he

perceptively identifies never seems to go beyond a concern about

"power and control". Despite his concern about class discrimination and

class powerJ he reflects a bourgeois concept of class, especially in his

later writing (1975). Nowbere does one find mention of the role of the

state. Bourdieu, the "critical runctionatist" (Murphy, 1979), again
makes perceptive observations about the role of ideology in education

in his discussion of the school's role in reproducing "programmes of

thought" and "systems of thought
..

in a society (1971, p, 189, 196). His

view of ideology extends to include "a programme of perception,

thought and sctsu:" [italics added) (p. 199). However, Bourdieu's

concern is for "culture" in an analysis which makes no consideration of

mode of production or, again, the question of the state. A general

review of ideology, which offers a quite thorough investigation of

different perceptions of ideology, but is of limited specific value for

this study, has been completed by Jensen (1983).

A Marxist theory of ideology is particularly useful in an analysis
of curriculum content for several reasons and includes: the analysis of

the dialectic between relations and forces of production; the role given

to the mode of production and the relations of production in

understanding the development of different forms of ideology and its

manifestations; Gramsci's concept of hegemony; Altnusser's

articulations of theoretical and practical ideologies; and the Marxist

methodology .

In wbat is probably the best-known of all of Marx's formulations
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about ideology, in A Contribution to the Critigue of Political Economy.
Marx said:

In the social production of their life, men enter into definite

relations that are indispensable of their Will, relations of

production which correspond to a definite stage in the

development of their material productive forces. The sum-total

of these relations of production constitutes the economic

structure of society, the real foundation, on Which arises a legal

and political superstructure, and to Which correspond definite

forms of social consciousness. The mode of production of

material life conditions the social, political and intellectual life

process in general. It is not the consciousness of men that

determines their being, but, on the contrary, it is their social

eXistence that determines their consciousness (Quoted in

Thomson, 1973, p. 00).

Marx makes three essential points clear here: it is the dialectic

between the forces and relations of production that is the dynamic

force in history; the key to understanding transformations in ideology

is the mode of production; the analysis of historic change has to go

beyond the dominat forms of social consciousness through which the

world is understood. The passage cited above is not without

difficulties. It can be criticized for its somewbat mechanistic view of

the relationship between the base (or economic underpinning) and the

superstructure (the state and ideology). However, Engels later went to

pains to clarify the fact that neither he nor Marx ever claimed more

than the -ultimately determining" role for the base in developing the
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course of history (quoted in Sharp, 19aO, p. a9). Also, after the famous

passage cited above was written, Marx wrote Cap-ital. in which the

concept that ideology is an utterly illusory offspring from the economic

base was modified to recognize that ideology does indeed "gear into

real social practices and concerns" (Sharp, 1980, p. 92).

Antonio Gramsci ( 1891-1931) is the preeminent Marxist

theoretician on the role of ideological struggle in socialist

transformation. Gramsci's concept of hegemony was an enrichment of

earlier Marxist, especially Lenin's, thought. Gramsci's argument was

that:

Through the centuries (the) popular masses. . . have not

elaborated a culture of their own, but have always been

subjected to the idt?t,Jogy [emphasis in original] of the dominant

classes. The lack of an adequate ideology has maintained them

under the begeJ11('oy [emphasis in original] of the bourgeois

classes (Bianco, 1977, p. 12).

The key to the ideological hegemony of the capitalists was to succeed in

portraying their own interests as those of the society as a whole.

Ideological hegemony has been operative in Canada for a long time.

Curtis (1983), for example, explains the 1837-1846 educational reform

in Canada as an endeavour to "shape and develop individual will so

governance could proceed by individual self -repression, without

actually being experienced as such" (p. 112). To overcome the

ideological hegemony of the ruling class, Gramsci saw a crucial need for

organic intellectuals of the working class and a political party which

had an educative role as well as preparing for the seizure of state
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power. Gramsci's view of the problem of hegemony and the need for

educational work to overcome ideological hegemony is a perspective

which will be used to analyze labour education curricula and the work

of COLP.
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2. LABOUR EDUCATION AS IDEOLOGY

2.1 Introduction

On the question of mobill2ation . . . .we will never resolve the

isSue if we treat the working class itself as a subject for

strUctural and statistical analysis, while consciousness and

social thought are studied only through histories of socialist

and communist parties. The dialogue between social being

and social consciousness, which produces the action of the

workers themselves, must move to the center of our attention

(Montgomery, 1983, p.16).

labOur education in the Western English-speaking world

reinforces capitalist hegemony through the ideology it reproduces.

Furthermore, the Canadian Labour Congress is at least one Western

labour movement Which exports its ideology to the underdeveloped

world. This chapter identifies the theoretical and practical ideologies

which provide the foundations for most labour education programs in

the Western English-speaking world. This study considers only the

labour education ideologies of Great Britain and the United States

because it is the labour movements of these two countries which have

given shape to and provided much of the historical basis for the

Canadian labour movement - the context within which COLP operates.

While this thesis is written within the theoretical perspective of

world-systems theory, the theory does not deny national or cultural

differences. Thus, the Western English-speaking world can be taken as

a cultural bloc, to some extent. It is the ideologies of this bloc which
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are manifested in canadian labour education and the ideologies from

which COLP breaks. A comparative and historical review of labour

education in the English-speaking western world is given in this

chapter to investigate the foundations of Canadian labour education

ideology. A comparative study focuses appropriately on essential and

relevant similarities between the three nations, specifically the

dominance of pluralism and economism in the respective labour

movements, and the relationship of centralized labour bureaucracies to

class struggle trade unionism and the education programs which class

struggle trade unionism has supported. This historical study focuses

attention on these aspects as well, but also shows that Canadian labour

education owes some of its character to the influence British and

American labour movements have had on shaping Canadian labour

history.

"",--""",_",.. ,'
.•. _'..:.....:....:_._

Critical similarities exist among labour education programs in

the United Kingdom, the United States and Canada, despite differences

in the respective labour movements. The basis for these similarities is

located in common features between the three nations - most notably,

the prevalence of a capitalist social formation and labour movements

which acquiesce to capitalist rule. This chapter reveals a tendency

towards incorporation within capitalist ideological hegemony at a time,

as will be revealed in the concluding chapter of the thesis, that an

ideological break with capitalism is critically necessary. Labour

education is viewed as fundamentally ideological in order to examine

the claim that its function is to reproduce a way of thinking amongst

trade unionists Which meets the political interests of the dominant

labour leadership. The evolution of labour education ideology is set in
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a materialist framework. This approach shows that changes in the

influence of class-conscious labour education within labour movements

correspond, to a significant extent, to changes in the political economy
at any given time.

At the same time as they train trade unionists to defend

hard-won rights and benefits, labour education programs in the

English-speaking western world reinforce capitalist ideology. This

seeming enigma is created in four ways. First, labour education

purveys the capitalist ideology of pluralism through the knowledge it

selects for curriculum content. Second, and closely related to the

problem of pluralism, labour education programs mirror the

economism of most trade unions. Third, within an overall political

philosophy of pluralism, labour education programs spread either the

ideology of business unionism, or of social democracy, or of both.

Fourth, most labour education programs emphasize training in skills,

and thereby fragment conceptual materials in such a way as to

discourage consistent analysis. Thus, most labour education programs

thwart the development of a revolutionary class consciousness.

Most Canadian labour education programs are pluralist,

economistic, social democratic, and fragment workers' mental processes

through an almost exclusive emphasis on the teaching of skills. These

characteristics combine to provide an ideology for labour education

which reinforces capitalist ideological hegemony in our society. This

form of labour education is suitable neither for a Saskatchewan

working class oppressed and exploited by capitalism, nor for the

building of a class-conscious international labour solidarity, which is

COLP's principal concern. A class-conscious theoretical ideology for
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labour education 'Which breaks with the dominant ideology could

define society as basically divided into two classes - the bourgeoisie
and the proletariat, and would reflect this definition in its curriculum

content. Such an ideology would go beyond economism and treat

political issues and the nature of the state as being of practical

importance to the working class. The alternative ideology would be

socialist rather than social democratic, thus promoting

class-consciousness and class struggle by workers against their class

enemy, the bosses and their political liege, as the motor of social

change. It would also promote reform as part of a transition to a

society characterized by a totally different set of class relations, rather

than an adjustment to the existing social system. The labour education

ideology which 'breaks" with the dominant trade union ideology would

encourage program participants to wrestle with concepts, rather than

train workers in the use of "vatue-tree" skills. Ways in wbich the

practical ideology of a class-conscious labour education program would

be characterizedWill be itemized in Chapter Four, wbich focuses on this

question. To the extent that labour education programs display these

characteristics, they break with the dominant labour education

ideology.

This chapter begins by laying its theoretical foundations

and making preliminary observations. The evolution of labour

education in Great Britain, the United States (U.S.) and Canada are then

reviewed to show that the ideology of labour education in

English-speaking countries in the western world is in harmony with

existing social relations. The presence of pluralism, the dominance of

economism, and the fragmentation of intellectual processes in labour
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education are demonstrated as the defining characteristics of this

ideology. The Canadian Labour Congress' (CLC) role in providing labour

education internationally and in transferring capitalist labour

education ideology to the imperialized world are ezammed. Because

the CLC represents the Canadian labour movement at the world level,

and because COLP's primary concern, as a Canadian institution, is

international labour solidarity, they confront each other in the arena of

the internationallaoour solidarity movement.

2.2 Theoretical foundations

The implementation of pluralism, economism, and social

efficiency curricular ideology in the form of tool subjects prevents the

use of labour education to develop class-consciousness. (In labour

education, "toot subjects", also known as tool courses, are "those which

attempt to develop amongst unionists the skills needed for the

internal operation of the union- [Cohen Brody, 1973, p.6).) Since

standard labour education programs are designed in such a way as to

assume private ownership of the means of production, they cannot,

by definition, deliberately promote class-consciousness. COLP's

program implementation has the effect of raising working-class

-consciousness and providing an alternative in labour education to

pluralism, economism, and social efficiency-based curriculum; the

project thus breaks with standard labour education and CLC labour

education ideology. Theoretical clarification of these three central

ideologies that shape most labour education programs show how they

sustain capitalism.

Pluralism as a political philosophy parallels and complements
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liberal reformist economic theory (Edwards, 19as). With reference to

trade unionism and class conflict, pluralism involves:

The mystification of power relationships . . .(in which)

industrial conflict ... is displayed as a legitimate form of social

action between groups of broadly equal power . . . . The

struggle for control Within industry is not treated as a

fundamental problem, in the sense that an alternate industrial

order is presented, but as a mechanism that allows marginal

structural adjustment through the institutional process of

collective bargaining . . . . Concern is therefore with the

process of negotiation over the allocation and distribution of

economic rewards within the existing social and industrial

structure. Trade unions can thereby be regarded as legitimate

pressure groups (Oements, 1977, p.309).

By emphasizing collective bargaining and other methods for "structural

adjustment" in their labour education curricula, to the excrusion of

other forms of class struggle, the trade union movements considered

here support existing relations of production.

Conventional labour education programs also reinforce the

domination and exploitation of workers on behalf of capital by

reflecting the ideology of economism. In its most popular usage,

economism today generally refers to the tendency of many trade

unionists to separate economic issues and actions from political issues

and actions. Mann (1973) calls the view that "freedom and justice are

best secured by breaking down' man's needs into separate segments

(work, consumption, politics.etc.)" the -ideology of begemoDif

a,pi!..:rjism" (italics in original) (p. 19).
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To the extent that labour education programs avoid explicit
treatment of political issues, or make trade union issues the Whole

substance of their political content, they support the ideology of

economism and therefore support the preservation of capitalism. In

his famous work What is to be done? (1973) V.1. Lenin wrote:
The history of all countries shows that the working class,

exclusively by its own effort, is able to develop only trade union

consciousness, i.e. the conviction that it is necessary to combine

in unions, fight the employers and strive to compel the

government to pass necessary labour legislation, etc. (p. 37)....
The �'Df3.0t?t'us(italics in original) development of the working
class movement leads to its becoming subordinated to the

bourgeois ideology. . . for the spontaneous working-class
movement is trade unionism ... and trade unionism means the

ideological enslavement of the workers by the bourgeoisie

(p.49).... But why ... does the spontaneous movement ... lead

to the domination of the bourgeois ideology? For the simple
reason that the bourgeois ideology is far older in origin than the

socialist ideology, because it is more fully developed and because

it possesses immeasurably (italics in original) more

opportunities for being spread (pp, 50-51).
Here Lenin identified trade unions and trade union

consciousness as ideological problems for the emancipation of the

working class and saw them as inevitably controlled by the ideological

hegemony of the ruling class. Lenin saw the systematized ideology of

those who claimed to be revolutionaries but tailed trade union

struggles as being guilty of "economism". This tailist strategy he
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portrayed as "a vulgarization of Marxism Which downgraded the

conscious element in social life; a striving to restrict political agitation
and struggle; a failure to understand the need 'to establish a strong and

centralized organization of revoiutionanes" (BoUomore, 1983, p.143).
Social efficiency, the third ideology to sustain capitalist

hegemony in labour education, is founded in the work of F. W. Taylor

and his scientific management school. In the late 19th century,

Frederick W. Taylor initiated the scientific managementmovement as a

systematic and purposive attempt to apply science to production under

an emerging monopoly capitalism in the United States (Braverman,

1974). Taylor's central aim was the efficient control of labour at the

level of the firm. His system operated according to three principles:

first,
..

the dissociation of the labour process from the skills of the

workers" (Braverman, p. l13t wherein the knowledge of the skilled

craftsmen is collected by management and then reduced to rules,

formulae, and laws; second, "the principle of the separation of

conception from execution" (Braverman, p.114t wherein intellectual

aspects of skilled work are removed from workers and centred in

management; third, "The use of this monopoly over knowledge to

control each step of the labour process and its mode of execution
II

(Braverman, p.119). The application of these principles to the labour

process by Taylor and his successors has led to the fragmentation,

deskilling and loss of control over work by workers Which

characterizes the capitalist labour process today.

Taylor's atomization of the labour process for capital was

paralleled in the curriculum development industry by the rise of the

social efficiency movement. Franklin Bobbitt, who initiated the
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movement in 1913, professed that:

Human life, however varied, consists in the performance of

specific activities. Education that prepares for life is one that

prepares definitely and adequately for these specific
activities. However numerous and diverse they may be for

any social class, they can be discovered. This requires only

that one go out into the world of affairs and discover the

particulars of which these affairs consist. These will show the

abi1ilties, attitudes" habits, appreciations, and

forms of knowledge that men need. These will be the objectives

of the curriculum. They will be numerous, definite, and

particularized. The curriculum will then be that series of

experiences which children and youth must have by way of

attaining those objectives. .. that series or things wbii.';l

children and youth must da and experient':e (italics in text) by

way of developing abilities to do the things well that make up

the affairs of adult life; and to be in all respects what adults

should be (quoted in Schiro, I 97fJ" pp. fJ5-fJ6).

Taylorism in education became the aim even to the extent that

social efficiency forecasted the seriation of the Ford assembly line. In

social efficiency curriculum development and implementation, all

problems and complexities of teaching and learning can be distilled to

"specific activities", popularly known in education jargon as "skills":

The whole has been broken up into various parts whose

interrelationships in the whole can no longer be ascertained.

This is the essence of alienation, wnetner the part under

examination is man, his activity, his product, or his ideas. The
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same separation and distortion is evident in each (Williams,

1974, pp. 26-29).

The determination of skills to be learned is done by the managers of

knowledge, the curriculum planners. The intellectual labour of

teachers, not to mention students, is trivialized. The model for

students to attain is fixed by tne curriculum managers/planners. The

social efficiency movement was renewed and proselytized by Ralph

Tyler after 1949. Today, those Who uphold behavioral objectives and

"sk.i11s" as the centrepiece of the curriculum are implementing

Taylorism in education.

Pluralism and economism are taught to students of labour

education programs in the form of tool subiects, designed according to

the principles of social efficiency curricular ideology. Examples of tool

subjects are: training in handling shop floor grievances, collective

bargaining, occupational health and safety problem-solving (as defined

in agreements and/or legislation), parliamentary procedure, public

speaking, and so on. Carlson's (1971) finding in his study of American

labour education that 10 a major extent, labor education is the training

of the union's lower level officers" (p.116).. and that "It consists of. ..

tool subjects- (p.117) applies to the dominant forms of labour

education in Great Britain and Canada as well.

Tool subjects cannot develop working-class-consciousness. Mann

( 1973) has analyzed working -class consciousness and claims that it

consists of four components: class identity - in Which one sees oneself

as working -class; class opposition - in Which one sees the capitalist and

his agents as the enduring enemy; class totality - in which one accepts

the two previous parts as the defining characteristics of one's total
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situation and the total environment in which one lives; and the

construction of an alternative vision, in which the alternative is

achieved through struggle with the class enemy. These parts combined

form revolutionary working-class consciousness. Qearly, tool subjects

fail to address any of these components adequately.

Pluralism, economism, and SOCial efficiency curricular ideology,

then, share the objective function of supporting capitalist ideological

hegemony amongst the working class. Pluralism fails to see that

differences between employers and employees are fundamental and

inevitably antagonistic, and thus limits its strategies to negotiating

adjustments between two interest groups of comparable power with

ultimately common goals. Class identity, class opposition and class

totality are all mitigated by the pluralist view. Within economism the

working out of class differences is limited to the economic sphere, thus

preventing alliances across classes and falling into the dangerous trap

of ignoring the state as the instrument for rule by the capitalist class as

a whole. Political struggle is limited to the immediate concerns of

narrow and short-term economic gain for specific groups. The

conception of a revolutionary class-conscious view of social relations

and human values is therefore out of the question. Social efficiency

curricular ideology merely trains students in the more efficient conduct

of accepted tactics, using preconceived skills for achieving pluralist and

economist ends. Together, pluralism, economism, and social efficiency.

or Taylorism in education, compose a capitalist ideology for labour

education. The following sections demonstrate the prevalence of this

capitalist ideology in labour education programs in much of the world.
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2·3 Preliminary observations

Morrison (1976) says that "The English and Scottish traditions

created out of generations of experience with industrialism lent a

definite cast to the Canadian working class, especially in its trade union

mannestations" (p145). Canadian affiliations to U.S. unions, on the

other hand, began in the 1660s. Since then, American-based labour

movements, from the Knights of Labor of the 1660s-16905 to the

Industrial Workers of the World (lWW) of the early 20th century, to

the craft unionism of the American Federation of Labor (AFL) and the

current AFL-CIO, have been prevalent, if not domtnant, in Canada.

Given these influences, the ideology of Canadian labour education is

more fully understood by examining the cases of Great Britain and the

United States.

Arrighi and Silver (1964) have compared the labour movements

of Europe (including Britain) and the U.S. and found their peaks of

strength and weakness to differ substantially. Bean (1965) found that,

after 1660, European unions embraced a ·class philosophy· (p.55), had

politica11inks with parties of the left, and enjoyed a more conciliatory

relationship with the government, while the American movement was

more economtstic and was unable to institutionalize collective

bargaining as in Europe. Ross (1961) developed a typology for three

kinds of union movements, placing the Americans and the British in

different categories. Ross claims that "U.S. unions are the most

prominent representatives of geolls business unionism" which, he

says, is "premised on extreme particularism, exist(ing) to provide

narrow protection for its members. Business unions usually make no
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pretense of 'class' orientations" (p. 613). Ross then says that

"class-social democratic" unions are those Which "attempt to transcend

particularistic concerns so as to promote general class identification

among workers, and they are affiliated with Social Democratic political

parties" (p.622).
While no accurate situating of the Canadian labour movement as

a whole can be conducted within the range of dichotomies identified

above, given the scope of this thesis, it can be stated that both the

British Trades Union Congress and the Canadian Labour Congress are

"class-social democratic" federations. The studies of individual labour

movements, or of the growth of individual working classes, such as

those by Harrison (1984), Hinton (1983), and Pelling (1911) for Britain,

Aronowitz (1983) and Foner (1955, 1965) for the United States, or

Dracne (1984), Lipton (1967), and Palmer (1963) for Canada support

the view that significant differences exist.

Contrasts and similarities between . the labour education

programs of all three countries are identified below. ConSidering the

important differences in the labour movements of each country, the

fact that common themes run through the histories of labour education

programs of these countries and are maintained at the world level is

intriguing. That is, identifiable differences in the labour movements

will eliminate causes or explanations for the common characteristics of

the labour education ideologies. The study must then turn to shared

characteristics between countries for explanations.

2.4 Labour Education in Britain

British labour education programs today legitimate capitalist
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class relations in that they are pluralist, economistic, and designed

according to the principles of social efficiency (Taylorist) curricular

ideology. The theoretical ideology of British labour education has

changed throughout its history in response to transformations in the

political economy, varying strengths of sectors of the labour movement,

and the political conditions of the time. For example, the decline of the

coal industry in Britain led to the shrinking of the South Wales Miners'

Federation, thus weakening a major base of support for class-conscious

labour education. The election of Margaret Thatcher as Prime Minister

of Britain facilitated changes in labour education in a later period.
Critical points in the evolution of labour education in Britain

are developed in the following account. These critical points have

included the formation of the college system of providing labour

education in the first quarter of this century, the founding of the

Workers' Educational Association in 1903, the centralization of trade

union education in 1964, and the growth of shop steward training

programs after 1974. Changes in the ideological content of labour

education and in the material base for these changes are noted in order

to reveal an increasing tendency towards incorporation within a

hegemonic capitalist ideology.

Movements for the education of craftsmen in London pre-date

the French Revolution (Cole, 1953). However, the first long-term,

sizeable and identifiable movement for the education of craftsmen, or

"mechanics", in Britain were the mechanics' institutes. Ulrich (1965)

attributes the origins of the institutes to a Scottish professor, 'W'hile

Keane (1932) credits a group of militant working-class students with

their founding. The disagreement over origins reflects a contradiction
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within the movement. On the one band, most of the students were

worlters; on the other hand, the institutes were sustained by
bene�olent voluntarism from the middle dass. Both sides of the

contradiction are represented in conflicts over curriculum content.

While there was agreement that the institutes should be used for the

technical training of the craftsmen, some, such as Thomas Hodgskin, a

laboUr economist 'Who "anticipate(d) Marx- (Collins, 1969, p.22) argued
that they should also become centres of anti-capitalist economics.

Generally, the middle-class benefactors "hoped to wean the working
men from their misguided notions and to demonstrate the identity of

the interests of Capital and Labour- [emphasis in original] (Cole, 1953,
p.192). The people with the money won the debate and, consequently,

-divergent issues in politics, economics, and religion were specifically
exclUded- (Keane, 19a2, p.93). While the peak. of the movement for

mechanics' institutes was not reached until after I a60 (Kelly, 1962),
the introduction of state education for adults, the difficulty for workers
in dragging themselves to a form of mental work after an exhausting
day, the general overall low level of literacy amongst workers and,

above all, disagreement over aims and goals for the institutes led to

their demise by 1900 (Tylecote, 1957).
The mechanics' institutes were not the only benevolent effort to

educate workers in the 19th century. In the midst of the English
reform movement of 1a15 - 1650, Samuel A. Barnett founded

Toynbee Hall in London in Ia44. Although most of the students were

ultimately from the urban petit-bourgeoisie (Kelly, 1962), "a number of

great strikes were conducted from these headquarters" (Ulrich, 1965,

p.77), reflecting a militant tendency in the ideology of the program.
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Between the HHOs and World War I (WWI), a mass labour

movement was formed in Britain, paralleling the consolidation of the

factory system. Membership in trade unions grew from about half a

million in the mid- 1870s to over four million by 1914. By 1914 nearly
a quarter of the working population belonged to trade unions,

compared to a mere 4 per cent in 1880 (Hinton, 1983). This

transformation in the character of the British work force led to the

creation of the first permanent workers' educational institutions and

organizations.

While Ruskin Hall (from 19071 Ruskin College) at OXford had

been established in 1899, the deliberate design of educational

programs for ideological reproduction in Britain began with the

formation of the Workers' Education Association (WEA) in 1903 by a

group led by several university dons. The purpose of the WEA,

according to its principal founder, A.B. Mansbridge, was to make "finer

and purer men" (Mansbridge, 1920, p.54). The WEA ideology was

made more explicit in 1908 wnen a joint report by Oxford University

and the WEA stated that education would make the trade union leader

"at once a more efficient servant of his own society and a more potent

influence on the side of industrial peace- (Broomhill, 1981, p.ll).

Nevertheless, by 1914 a total of 953 union organizations had affiliated

with the WEA (Broomhill, p.ll). The WEA established branches

throughout England and set up tutorial classes for workers, primarily

in the areas of economics, politics and industrial history. From

1919-1964, liason between the WEA, the Trades Union Congress (TUC),

and the universities was promoted by the Workers' Educational Trade

Union Committee (WETUC).
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A more radical approach to workers' education had begun with

the formation of Miner's Institutes in the British mining valleys at the

turn of the century. The same ideology which infused the Miner's

Institutes motivated a students' strike at Ruskin in 1906. Although
RUSkin College was under the trusteeship of the Parliamentary

Committee of the Trades Union Congress (rUC) and other trade unions,

and although the ruc had issued a call to its membership for support
of Ruskin in 1907, the strikers criticized the College for 'bourgeois and

reactionary teaching" (Kelly, 1962, p.245). When the principal of the

College was fired in 1909 after supporting the students, the militants

created the Central Labour College (CLC). The CLC received the support
of a number of trade unions, notably the South Wales Miners'

Federation (SWMF) and the National Union of Railwaymen. A Marxist

body called the Plebs League was formed to support the CLC and

conducted classes during WWI using the Marxist history and economics

curricula of the CtC (Pelling, 1976; Francis and Smith, 1960). By 1916

the College had 5,000 students, including those enrolled in extension

classes.

Three factors led to the closing of the CtC in 1926. First,

England's staple industries, in particular coal mining, were alread in

decline. !he number of coal miners fell by over a third from 1.25

million in 1920 to under 600,000 in 1939, and membership of the

miners's unions fell in proportion" (Hinton, 1963, p.120). By 1926, the

CLC was costing the South Wales Miners' Federation around £3,000 per

annum (Francis and Smith, 1960) and, in the face of its withering

financial base, the Federation withdrew its support. Second, the ruc

had, by the 192 os, developed an ideology with a definitely
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conservative and eco!lomistic cast (Hinton, 1933). and withheld support

from the CLC. Third, tbe CLC, for ideological reasons, refused support of

any kind from the state. Without the support of the TUC, the SWMF,

or the state the Central Labour College was doomed.
,

Tbe National council of Labour Colleges (NCLC) was founded in

1922. During its heyday in the 1920s, it consisted of several local

labour colleges wnicn offered political classes to union branches, trades

councils and political groups "with a view to equipping (workers) for

the class struggle and aiding them in the fight for the abolition of

capitalism" (BroombiU, 1961, p. 12). No colleges came under the

control of the NCLC after 1926. As the revolutionary fervour which

bad seized the conscioUsness of many workers after WWI faded into an

acceptance of the status quo, and labour centrals became increasingly

accommodated to bOurgeois regimes, the NCLC drifted rightward, so

that by the time of its dissolution in 1965 the subjects taught and the

syllabuses followed were not
..

startlingly dissimilar from those being

employed by the WEA itself" (Lowe, 1970, p.159).

The social and ideological mileu which cost the NCLC all of its

colleges by 1926 presaged the increasing bureaucratization and

ideological shift to the right of the ruc. Pelling (1976) notes the

general conservatism of the TUC during the 19305 and says that "tne

ruc was gradually drawn into the machinery of consultation" (p.206).

When the Communist Party became prominent in several unions

during the 19305, "the TUC acted vigorously and successfully against

them" (Robinson, 1969, p.176). Hinton (1963) also comments on the

prO-WEA, anti-NCLC position of the ruc in these years. By the time

the Labour Party lost political power in 1951 after a political split in
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the party, the right-wing of the party "Y\7aS led by trade union leaders

(Hinton, 1983).
When Labour won political power in 1964. it was behind

Harold Wilson's ideology of "managenausm" which saw the need to

complete a managerial revolution through "an alliance of professional

managers} technicians} scientists and workers" (Hinton. 1981 p.186).
George Brown was made head of the Department of Economic Affairs

and began to establish close links with both the new Confederation of

British Industries (the country's business leaders) and the roC. When

the COnfederation submitted its brief to the Royal Commission on Trade

Unions and Employers' Associations (1965-8), it asserted that "For

many years employers have felt that the greatest single contribution

which could be made to the better working of the industrial relations

system would be better observance of agreements- (Fox. 1977, p.139).
Hyman (1985) has pointed out that there is a process of merger and

amalgamation in British trade unions which has become particularly

rapid in recent years and which facilitates the growth of the labour

bureaucracy. It is in this context that we must view the next stage in

labour education evolution in the UX.

As early as 192 I, the TUC had accepted the responsibility in

principle for union education. The subject was then dropped until

1944. when the ruc stated its intention to provide training facilities for

officers and members (Robinson, 1969). From 1948, the ruc General

Council encouraged affiliated unions to consider training for shop

stewards, and in 1951 opened up its own shop steward courses

(Salmon, 1983). However, it was in 1964 that the TUC took over

centralized control of most union education programs, consciously
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excluding involvement from either the WEA or the NCLC. The final

decisions about the content of the post- 1964 ruc labour education

programs were made exclusively in consultation with the

Confederation of British Industries, and 'both parties agreed that it was

desirable to arrange courses for workplace representatives on the basis

of release from work with no loss of pay. Where this occurred,

employers and unions would consult on the question of syllabus

content" (Smith, 1964, p.75). The ideology of class compromise would

be reproduced in the TUC's curriculum construction.

The reason why management might be interested in the

education of workplace representatives is clarified by examining the

role of the shop stewards. In comparing the labour movements of the

U.S., the U.K., and Canada, the strength of the British shop stewards

movement is unique. Since they led the largest national work stoppage

during the War in 1917, the shop stewards have provided, to a greater

or lesser extent, a militant shop floor alternative to the power of the

labour bureaucracy. In the 19205, the stewards organized the

unemployed, in the General Strike of 1926 they provided the most

militant support and, even after the Strike was defeated and the

stewards lost support, they held their strength in the engineering

sector. Salmon (1963) traces the growth of interest in trade union

education which materialized in 1964 to the increasing influence of the

stewards throughout the 19505 and the higher incidences of unoffical

strikes during that decade. The [oint statement issued by the ruc and

the Confederation of British Industries in 1963 which announced the

ruc centralization was directed at the shop stewards (Salmon).

However, it was not until the Social Contract between the Labour
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government and organized labour of 1974 - 79 that shop steward

training programs mushroomed. As a result of legislation which gave

shop stewards the right to time off for training and provided grants to

the TUC to establish such programs, attendance at shop steward

training courses expanded at a rate of 30 per cent per annum to a peak.

of over 60,000 places each year (Robertson and Schuller, 1962). By

1960, approxtmatety 50,000 trade unionists were on some kind of

roc-sponsored course, supported by government grants of £ 1.5 million

(Burkitt, 1962). Bright and McDermott (1962) found that "some

companies ... actively encouraged their stewards to follow courses"

(p.15). Most of these companies looked to "an improvement of

domestic industrial relations", with a few enjoying
..

the absence of

stewards from the factory" (p.15). Salmon says:

It was not only intended that shop steward education was to

meet a specific objective (a reform by which to create an

orderly framework of industrial relations), but it was also to

become eventually subject to statutory entitlement and

judicial regulation. . what was being advocated was the

establishment of rules and regulations both to

clarify and control behavior (p.30).

In 1965 I was told by trade union tutor Kenny Christine in Derry,

Northern Ireland, that to the best of his knowledge the only labour

education centre in the U.K. that was now expanding its programming

rather than cutting back was in unruly Ulster.

Shop stewards training courses "clarify and control behavior"

through a four-level system of training. Newly appointed shop

stewards are initially given a brief induction course of between two
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and five days. After a break of about six months, the shop steward is

then invited to participate in the rue's day-release basic training

course, lasting ten days over ten \"t'"eeks. The topics covered are tool

SUbjects: "Your Job as a Shop Steward"; "Disputes and Grievances";

1tights at Work. - Employment Law"; and "Skills for Shop Stewards"

(Broomhill, 1961, p.12). After another break. of a year or so, shop
stewards are able to take one of a number of "follow-on" courses on

specialized topics, such as "Obtaining Company Information". The final

level of training can be taken at one of the major trade union colleges -

Ruskin or Northern College in Barnsworth. The focus in this advanced

four-week course is largely on political economy and trade unions.

The principa1limitation of the sources consulted for this review

of British labour education history is that we cannot see inside the shop

stewards' courses to determine wbat teaching and learning actually

takes place. However, trade union tutor Roger Smith says the British

curriculum is "very nitty-gritty - skills based .... The content has, if

anything, actually become more skills-based over the past ten years

(personal communications, June 9, 1965). The British trade union

education program claims to be "student-centred", utilizing small group

discussions (Gowan, 1962). However, Kenny Christine says that,

'beyond (the) rhetoric the reality of the provision is that it entails little

more than a training (emphasis in original) program for shop ste-wards

and union safety representatives" (Christine, n.d., p.2).

In speaking to the issue of the content of the ruc program, Roger

Smith says, "I suppose politics does come into it ... I mean, in banter"

(personal communication, June 9, I (.H�5). He is supported by Christine

who criticizes the curriculum used in Northern Ireland for its
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"avoidance of p_Qlitics (emphasis in original) and thereby of the national

question" (Christine. n.d. p.j). McIlroy and Brown (1980) surveyed

eighty-nine workplace representatives. all of whom had graduated

from trade union training courses. and found that "almost all of the

students felt that from their experience ... it was necessary to have

further or longer courses in order to deepen and expand on social,

political and economic issues which are only touched on briefly" (p.93).

My examination of the TUC's first-level union representatives
curriculum revealed that the course curriculum consists of three

professionally designed "workbooks" on "organization"; 'bargaining";
and "skills". The aims of the course are stipulated in "organization" and

include, as the eighth aim in a series of eight, "to "understand the

economy" (p.2). This is the closest any of the general aims come to a

concern outside of trade unionism in its narrowest sense. The use of

"economy" rather than "political economy" suggests that economics can

be separated from politics. No section or sub-section in the three books

is devoted to the economy. In 186 pages of text, one sub-section of six

lines considers "policies which create jobs". The concepts of "state",

"politics", and "class" are nowhere mentioned in the material.

Statements like the following do appear: ". . . remember, you are

always vulnerable as a representative and should avoid giving

management excuses to discipline you. As an employee you have the

same obligations to management as any other worker" eOrganisation.

p.9). "The law" and "the government" are placed in a contextJess

structural functionalist cocoon.

Dixon (1982) has located the rise of Thatcherism within the

context of the world economic crisis. Three significant changes have
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taken place in the field of trade union education since Thatcher's first

election. First, as part of a post-Social Contract strategy to confront the

power of the shop stewards, trade unionists have been refused

day-release for ruc courses. Instead, in at least one case, management

has insisted that shop stewards be trained at the company's own

management training centre, by the company's own tutors. (This

strategy may not mark a radical innovation - Roger Smith remembers

When a man hired through ruc funding to train union representatives
WOuld "spend his mornings teaching managers and his afternoons

teaching trade unionists" [personal communication, June 9, 19a5].)

Second, while the Thatcher government has not cut off funding to the

programs, the government did make grants conditional on the unions'

agreeing to other government policies. Third, some unions have begun

to abandon the "apolitical" approach of the ruc programs and have

attempted to link union educational work with the political needs of

the communities (Fisher, 19a4).

This review of British labour education has necessarily focused

on its central features. It should be remembered that the TUC offers

other programs not discussed here, such as programs on multinational

corporations. As well, most unions run their own educational

programs. Although these programs "run alongside the TUC scheme"

(Organisation, p. 51), some include components that deal with such

matters as multinational corporations (Handley, D., personal

communications, June 27, 19a4).

To conclude, the content of labour education curricula in Britain

has been the subject of ideological debate from the time of its origins.

The TUe's decision to move towards a labour education program which
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fortifies capitalist ideology was a conscious political choice consistent

with its conservative approach to labour education since at least 1909.

The massive expansion of labour education programming in Britain was

a product of the Social Contract between organized labour and the

Labour government after 1974, which was a peak of class compromise

in Britain and was directed at curbing the militancy and controlling the

politics of the independent shop stewards movement. Available

primary evidence suggests that the program should be having the

desired effect. An alternative to the current labour ideology in British

labour education succumbed to the material conditions which have

forced Britain into decline over most of the past century, so the grip of

the TUC on labour education ideology is quite hegemonic. Nevertheless,

resistance to the TUC's program has come from both the progressive

rank-and-file and from the conservative Thatcher government.

Changes in the content of labour education curriculum can, in the

case of Britain, be seen to result from structural changes in the political

.
economy, changes in the nature of the class or popular struggle, and

changes in the internal politics of trade unionism. The rise of the

factory system and organized labour precipitated the expansion of

labour education in the early 20tll century. The decline of the British

staple industry contributed to the reduction in size and power of both

the South Wales coalminers and the transportation workers on the

railway, important causes of the eradication of both the Central Labour

College and the NCLC. The world economic crisis of the last fifteen

years encouraged the election of a conservative government headed by

Margaret Thatcher, which led to some changes in labour education

curricula.
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The mechanics' institutes. Toynbee Hall. the rise of the Central

Labour College, and of the NCLC all occurred during periods of relative

worker or popular militancy. The NCLC declined from the late '2 Os

onward. during the low levels of class militancy after the 1926 General

Strike, and the depressed '305. The shop stewards movement has

ebbed and flowed as the conditions for militant class struggle changed.

The persistent pluralistic and economistic ideology of the TUC first

contributed to the demise of the CLC and NCLC, then led to the creation

of Taylorist, pluralistic, and economistic "labour education" programs

for union representatives, principally shop stewards.

Thus, current influences from Britain upon the ideology of

Canadian labour education will probably reinforce existing class

relations in both countries. In its emphasis upon preparing shop

stewards and other union representatives for more effective

implementation of collective bargaining strategies, British trade union

education is pluralist. At the same time, by reducing politics in

education programs to a place for 'banter", the rue is implementing an

eccnomistic ideology. Through its increasing influence on "skills", trade

union education in the UK. is practising Taylorism in education.

Certainly, any model for trade union education appropriate for the

COLP ideology will have to be found outside of mainstream British

labour education.

2.5 Labour Education in the United States

As in Britain, most American labour education programs are

inherently capitalistic in their ideology. For Canada, this means that

the two external labour movements which have had the greatest
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influence on our labour movement's definition provide no

revolutionary alternative. As"W'ith Britain, the emerging new

international labour solidarity movement, of Which COLP is only one

manifestation, "W'ill have to look elsewhere for models in education.

Secondary data concerning the history of labour education in the U.S.

is sparse, relative to the body of literature from the UX.

Consequently, after historical case studies Which generally end in the

19205, a lacuna exists in the literature. This lacuna may partly be due

to the more recent expansion of labour education in the U.S. This fact,

in turn, may be related to a longer tradition in Europe, including the

UX., of cooperation between employers and unions and between the

state and the unions, than was the case in the U.S. As well, the more

economistic business unionism of the American Federation of Labor

(AFL) seems to have been a disincentive to attending to cultural issues

even in their most narrow sense. The problem created by the

existence of a smaller body of literature on U.S. labour education is that

the ensuing description will not be as rich. However, inferences are

drawn from the existing literature.

The early history. ideological nature and recent trends in

American labour education are examined here as a basis to consider

canadian labour education. Study and analysis of available literature

on U.S. labour education suggest that patterns similar to the tradition

and recent history of the U.K. have emerged. However, Whereas in

Britain the earliest programs for labour education were substantially
motivated by the interests of the middle class, in the U.S. the earliest

sustained and national programs were initiated by a radical trade

unionism - on the autonomous initiatives of the working class itself. As
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in Britain, regardless of sponsorship, there is evidence of an early

interest by workers in their own education. Although Marxism did not

enjoy the same level of support in the U.S. as in the UX, the direction

which labour education content took. over time in the U.S. is similar to

that in Britain - towards sk.i11-oriented classes, teaching an economistic

ideology and away from both social critique and liberal education.

Progressive labour education programs in the U.S. appear to

have begun with the Knights of Labor (K of L). The Knights believed

that workers had to be educated before assuming the leadership in

society which was their due inheritance. The Knights established

libraries and reading rooms and also organized lectures given by

prominent men and 'WOmen in the organization, as well as by friendly

progressives from the outside (Foner, 1955). Their work was followed

by that of the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) who formed

Propaganda Leagues and Industrial Education Clubs for the purpose of

education in the early twentieth century (Foner, 1965), and by the

feminist Women's Trade Union League who began a special training

program for women trade unionists in 1913 (Rogin and RaChlin, 1968)

or 1914 (Valli, 1986). Although the Women's Trade Union League was

dominated by middle-class women and was certainly not radical, in

contrast to the economistic labour education programs of today, all of

these early American labour education programs had explicitly social

aims.

The International Trade Union Educational League (lTUEL), as

another example of this phenomenon, was founded in St. Louis in 1915

as a broadly syndicalist organization aimed at aiding in the

development of a strong trade union movement and conducting

�\
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propaganda work within that movement. While it endeavoured to

become a national organization, its main strength was in Chicago, where

"an those who might be classed loosely as 'members' did not exceed

100" (Foster, 1937, p.a2). The organization collapsed in 1917.

Founders of the ITUEL re-organized as the Trade Union Educational

League (WEL) in 1920 and became the "recognized American section

of the (Red International of Labor Unions)" (Foster, 1937, p.166). The

work of the TUEL essentially consisted of propaganda work around its

program amongst trade unionists. . Although it was consistently and

viciously attacked both by the AFL hierarchy and by the Socialist

Party, the TUEL continued to gain in strength until it was reorganized

and became the Trade Union Unity League in 1929. Its final

convention was attended by 690 delegates from 1a states, wno

represented close to 60,000 workers (Foster, 1937).

Within the American Federation of Labor, the left social

democratic current represented by the Socialist party of America led a

movement for labour education that was less explicitly ideological. A

left-wing union, the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union

(lLGWU), was the first union to establish an Education Department in

1914 (Altenbaugh, 19a3). This initiative was followed by that of the

Amalgamated Qothing Workers of America in 1919. Before that time,

both unions, with their membership heavily concentrated in New York

City, had participated in the programs of the Rand School of Social

Science (Rogin and Rachlin, 196a).

One response of many socialist educators to the world-wide

wave of radical militancy following WWI 'Was to develop labour

colleges and labour education programs for workers. Left-wing faculty
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members from colleges and universities across the United states began

to set up programs aimed at increasing the social consciousness of

workers. By 1922, there were 22 such programs in operation (Rogin

and Rachltn, 196a). While these programs often consisted only of a

series of evening classes, notable institutions were also established.

For example, Brookwood Labor College began operations in Katonah,

New York in September, 1921. Commonwealth College was founded in

Louisiana in 1923 and moved to Arkansas in 1925. other colleges

were established across the U.S. following the Brookwood model, the

Seattle Labor College being one example.

Brookwood College offered a two-year program combining broad

general education with training for union activity. Students were

encouraged to organize and to participate in off-campus strike

activities as part of their educational experience. The political content

of the classes at Brookwood was social democratic. The head of the

college, AJ Muste, claimed:

There was... no such elaborate development of Marxist and

other "social science" classes and varied cultural activities in

connection with the young socialist movement here, as was

the case on the contintent of Europe and to a considerable

extent in Great Britain (emphasis in original] (Grabiner, 1979,

p.196).
A leading member of Brookwood's faculty was the well-known

anti-communist David 1- Saposs (Grabiner). The Communist Party of

the United States (CPUSA) was, in fact, rather critical of Brookwood.

Nevertheless, 'When a number of students and faculty at

Brookwood decided to support a left-wing candidate in a challenge to
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John L. Lewis' leadership of the United Mineworkers of America, the

AFL used the incident to move against Brookwood. On August 8, 1928

the Executive Council of the AFL advised its affiliated unions to

withdraw support from the college. The Executive Council claimed that

Brookwood held "pro-Soviet demonstrations", taught "doctrines

contrary to the American Federation of Labor policies" and encouraged

"anti-religious doctrine" (Attenbaugn, 1983. p.411). No progressive

political content of any sort in labour education was to be tolerated by
the only American labor central of the day. Without the support of

organized labour, Brookwood nevertheless managed to struggle on with

the support of some AFL-affiliated unions and progressive individuals

until 1937. By this time, Brookwood could claim to have trained "an

impressive number of people who played a leading role in the founding
of the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO)" (Brooks, 1972, p 154).

An early strategy of the AFL towards labour education

programs, then, was to attempt to crush them. Another strategy was to

incorporate them. In 192 I, a group of labour intellectuals and

educators organized the Worker's Education Bureau (WEB) with the aim

of establishing cordial relations between American labour educators

and the AFL. The WEB was able to win the approval of Samuel

Gompers, the President of the AFL, and eventually the AFL took over

financing for the organization. By 1929, the WEB had, in effect, become

the educational arm of the AFL, but it was not recognized as such until

1954 (Rogin and Rachlin, 1968).

From the time of the Women's Trade Union League in 1903,

there had been a distinct feminist presence in the U.S. tatour education

movement. In the same year as Brookwood College was founded
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(1921), Bryn Mawr, a women's college in the suburbs of Philadelphia,

experimented 'With an eight-week summer session for 100 women

workers (Rogin and Rachlin, 1968). This precedent led to the

development of the summer school movement which had as its

purpose the education of female industrial workers. The Wisconsin

Summer School, the Barnard Summer School, the Southern Summer

School, and the Vineyard Shore School were part of the movement

which was reminiscent of the philanthropic endeavours of a number of

educators in 19th and early 20th century Britain. In 1927, the Summer

Schools joined as the Affiliated Summer Schools (Cohen, Brody, 1973).

Valli (1986) claims that the name of the organization was the Affiliated

School for Women Workers, and that it formed in 1928. The Bryn
Mawr program was evicted from the university campus in 1938 by

conservative elements opposed to the summer school'S union socialist

and communist ties, but reopened a year later as the Hudson Shore

Labor School and continued until 1952.

The American Labor Education Service (ALES) was the last of the

"independent
..

labour education programs in America. ALES evolved

from the Affiliated Summer Schools into an independent organization

Which inititated its own educational programs and worked primarily
With the labour unions on education programs for workers of both

genders. Heavily state-funded, ALES saw itself as part of a process to

further the cause of democracy. ALES was also committed to

promoting a form of internationalism amongst American workers.

Thus, most of ALES' programming from 1951 -1961 concentrated on

conducting projects on international affairs. ALES calculated that it

reached 67,000 Americans between 1952-59 (Cohen Brody, 1973,
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p.159). In 1961 the organization lost state funding and it disbanded

the following year.

In the United states today, there are about 24.4 million

members of 174 unions and 34 employee associations (Hodgkinson,

1983, p.149). About 25 per cent of these organizations have ongoing

educational programs (Hodgkinson, p. 153). carlson's (1971)

observation that most of these programs teach tool subjects was a

corroboration of earlier predications made by Abbot (1962) and

McCollum (1962). Abbot says, "Labor education is imprisoned in the

intellectual concentration camp of pragmatism and empiricism...

(which) trains unionists within a status quo context" (p.37). McCollum

defines training as
..

the process of teaching or acquiring specific skills"

and claims that in American labour education,
..

there is very little

education and a sizable chunk of training" (p.42).

The exceptional case to the tool SUbject-orientation in American

labour education may be the United Auto Workers (UAW), who appear

to have been conducting a somewhat different program since 1936. A

1965 study revealed that, "The union's educational work consisted

mainly of explaining the policies of the executive leaders to the

secondary leaders and gaining their acceptance of their ideas ....(and

of) developing the shop leader into a political supporter for the

incumbent leader of the union" (Linton, 1965, p.306). Furthermore,

during a strike in 1971, the union leadership ruled that members of

the union, in order to receive strike pay, must attend either an adult

education class or walk the picket line. "The adult education class ...

was one in which the issues involved in the strike would be explained

to them by union officers" (Bentley, 1971, p.35). Here is a blend of the
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pragmatic view of union education with more of a "class struggle"

perspective, suggestive of early models both in the U.S. and Britain.

The UAW is known for its relatively progressive social democratic

tradition.

Recently there has been a marked professionalization of labour

education programs in the U.S. (Mackenzie, 1980). Universities now

produce about 70 per cent of labour education programs (Hodkinson,

1983). The New York City District of the American Federation of State,

County, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) have established a

university campus in its headquarters (Taafee and Litwak. 1980). Paid

educational leave. 'Which will be discussed below, has also been

introduced into American contract bargaining.
From this examination of American labour education, a number

of themes and tendencies emerge. While labour education has always

taken the form of ideological reproduction, it has been more or less

explicit. More explicitly ideological programs were initiated by the K of

L. the IWW, the lTUEL, the TUEL, ALES, and the UAW. A less explicitly

ideological content seems to have been represented by the labour

colleges. the WEB, the women's programs. and the AFL-CIO programs

today. This contrast is of limited utility. however. We do not know. for

example, the extent to which the womens' programs were consciously

feminist. If both the labour colleges and the WEB are only implicitly

ideological. why did they find themselves on opposite sides of the

AFL's political fence?

Comparisons and contrasts with British labour education can be

made which clarify other themes and tendencies in American labour

education. With the exception of the TUEL. American labour education
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saw no presence of Marxist ideology comparable to that of the Central

Labour College/National Council of Labour Colleges. Aronowitz (1963)

claims that the business union ideology 'Which dominates the American

labour movement was the only realistic possibility, given the

incentives offered to the working class during the rise of American

global hegemony. Syndicalism and social democracy were the

alternative ideologies in American labour education, while in Britain

syndicalism's presence was not strong and social democracy became

the official ideology of the TUC. The United States has seen a more

eclectic approach to the provision of labour education, with a network

of women's programs being the only sign of the benevolence which

characterized much of the early British system, and with a specific

program for international education. Finally, collaboration With the

state has taken different forms in the two nations, with the TUe

receiving direct subsidization, "While the AFL-CIO has moved towards

professionalization of its labour education system.

However, the history of labour education in both nations shows a

background of political turmoil over the appropriate ideology for

labour education programs. In both nations a number of labour

colleges were organized but collapsed after opposition from the labour

central. In totn nations the evolution of labour education has been

towards collaboration with the state. The evolution of labour education

ideology in both nations has also been toward tools courses dominated

by the centra11abour bureaucracy. (The somewhat different orientation

of the UAW's programs does not necessarily make it less economistic).

The emergence of "tools-coursism" occurred after the labour central

made political decisions against more left-wing alternatives. The
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available evidence suggests that American labour education programs

today support capitalist ideological hegemony. Models for a labour

education program which provides a break with the ideology of labour

education in the Canadian labour movement in general and the CLC in

particular, and which contribute to the building of a genuine

international labour solidarity, will not be found in mainstream United

States labour education. Rather, the CLC and the AFL-CIO programs are

mutually reinforcing.

2.6 Labour Education in Canada

Labour education in Canada, as in Britain and America, has

become increasingly incorporated Within capitalist ideological

hegemony. It is this Canadian ideology in particular With which COLP

marks a break. The history of Canadian labour education shares siX

essential features with the labour education programs in Britain and

the United States. First, there is evidence of an early interest by

Canadian workers in their own self-education. Second, changes in the

content of labour education programs have been related to some extent

to changes in the labour process and the political economy. Third, the

scope of labour education curricula has narrowed over time. Fourth, it

was the more radical or non -economistic workers' in Canadian labour

history who saw education as a greater priority. Fifth, the dominant

labour central has cooperated with the state in some way to advance

its particular ideology of labour education. Sixth, the current tools

course content of most labour education curncula is represented in the

programs of the dominant labour central, and is, in part, the

consequence of tne repression of alternative programs and
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organizations.
This section of the chapter provides evidence for each of the

above propositions through an analysis of the evolution of Canadian

labour education. Th� propositions, taken together, support an

argument that the evolution of labour education has been

retrogressive, against the interests of the Canadian working class, and

has been consciously managed by a class collaborationist labour

bureaucracy. The sedjon will conclude with an examination of current

practices in Canada, 'With special emphasis on the programs of the

Canadian Labour Congress.
Canadian workers have a history of interest in their cultural

self-development The first institutions for the education of adult

workers in Canada were the mechanics' institutes, transplanted directly
from England. By 1879, there were 72 institutes in Canada, with a

membership of over 9,000 (Palmer, 1983), and by 1880 there were

over 100 institutes in Ontario and Nova Scotia alone (Verner and

Dickinson, 1974). However, the Canadian institutes shared the same

characteristics and SUffered the same problems from middle-class

benevolence as those in England, with the result that they had

withered away by the turn of the century (Palmer, 1983).

At the same time, cultural self -development by workers' own

organizations had begun. In 1860 the Quebec Typographical Society,
for example, established a library which ultimately had a collection of

over 1000 volumes (Logan, 1948). Meetings of the Society, Logan says,

"were characterized by oratorical efforts, and a little later a series of

dramatica1 soirees were given to crowded houses" (1948, p.34-5).
Palmer tells us that union halls "were often cluttered witn
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workingmen, attentively present at lectures or topics of interest, or

leisurely thumbing the pages of a worn classic" (1976, p.112)- The

cultural self -advancement theme ran through labour education right

up until World War II (WWII). Some unions before or during the

1930s "developed a library... and offered occasional lectures" (Sullivan,

1962). Logan says that "in the winter of 1939 an Italian local of the

(Amalgamated Cothing Workers of America), in Montreal staged its

own play. In 1940 and 1941 a chorus, forum, and dramatic activities

were staged (p. 221). The Amalgamated, it will be remembered, had

been one of the early sponsors of workers' education in New York City.
Non-economistic labour organizations who saw a prinicipal or

key role for workers in the future formation of Canada and worked to

build unity outside of narroWly craft-oriented business Unionism have

treated labour education as a priority. By 1666. the Knights of Labor.

founded in Philadelphia in 1869. had peaked in Ontario, with a

minimum memberhip of 21,800 (Palmer, 1963). The west was the

canadian base of the American-originated Industrial Workers of the

World (IWW) in the early 20th century. By 1912, according to a source

cited by Palmer (1983), the IWW had approximately 5,000 members in

locals ranging from Victoria to Winnipeg. The IWW formed

Propaganda Leagues and Industrial Education Cubs for the purpose of

education, as they had in the United States. A number of factors

caused the decline of the IWW: the economic recession of 1913/14; the

collapse of the railway boom in the West, and the scattering of its

IWW labour force; competition and aggression from the AFL in the U.S.

and the Trades and Labour Congress (TLC) in Canada; and state

repression, especially in the U.S (Palmer, 1985; Foner, 1955),
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Post-WWI Canada saw the intersection of British and American

influences in Canadian labour education. Albert Mansbridge brought

the Workers' Educational Association (WEA) to Canada in 1917. Even

the moderate program of the WEA was too much for the "Red Scare
U

days of North America in the 192Os. An attempt was made to eliminate

the word "Workers" from the Association's name in 1928, because

"some felt
.

Workers' had the connotation of communistic activities"

(Verner and Dickinson, 1974). After WWII, in the mileu of the attacks

on the progressive wing of the labour movement by the dominant

labour bureaucracy in both Canada and the U.S., the WEA was again "a

target of a smear" (Verner and Dickinson, 1974). The political force of

the labour bureaucracy in North America can thus be given at least

some credit for the fact that the WEA's activities peaked in the

1930's-1940s and went into decline thereafter.

If the 1920's were adverse times for the WEA, so much more so

were they ill-starred for the Trade Union Educational League. Canada

was the Fourth District of the American-based educational body, and

delegates from Montreal, Toronto, Guelph and Winnipeg had attended

the TUEL's founding convention in Chicago in 1922. The work of the

TUEL led to the organization of a number of unions in Toronto, and for

some time its members controlled several other union locals, "the most

important being the coatmakers' Local 2 11" (Logan, 1948, p.2 17). The

TUEL was particularly successful amongst the Finnish lumber workers

of central Canada and the needle trades. However, attacks on the TUEL

in the U.S. and on the Communist Party in Britain aided the work of the

TLC and its affiliated unions in Canada. The secretary of the TUEL, Tim

Buck, and other members were suspended from their unions. Logan,
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hardly a friend of the TUEL, credits the organization 'With instilling "a

militant spirit into certain areas of lethargic AFL unions. . . (but)

creating a vast amount of disruption in the Trade Union movement

(which) brought (the TUEL) to a dead end before 1930" (p.33a).
The concept of trade union education in Canada has been under

discussion in the dominant sector of the Canadian labour movement for

some time. For example, at the first organizing meeting of the Trades

and Labour Congress (TLC) in 1006, a resolution calling for "a course of

winter lectures .. lor the purpose of improving the moral and mental

condition of the working classes, so as to better qualify them for the

discharge of their increased and important duties as citizens" was

carried unanimously (Kidd, 1975, p.5). However, in HA. Logan's classic

work on Canadian trade union history, published in 194a, he was able

to claim:

The formal educational work of the unions among the

membership is scanty. Mainly education emerges incidental

to the day to day activities of the unions in relation to

collective bargaining, holding conventions and local meetings,
and supporting or criticizing policies (pp. 606 -607).

However, a new Canadian labour education bureaucracy was

about to be born after WWII, slowly but perceptibly. The new

bureaucracy would promote an ideology which would, in part, reflect

its own class collaborationist interests.

Systematic labour education programs appear to have been

inititiated on a national basis in canada in 1947, With the

establiShment of the Committee on Education by the Canadian Congress
of Labour (CCL), the federation of industrial unions in Canada
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comparable to the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) in the U.S.

(Forsey, 1950). Just as the CIO had been organized to provide an

umbrella labour organization for new industrial unions in the United

states, as an alternative to the craft-union led AFL, so the CCL became

an alternative central labour organization to the Trades and Labour

Congress in Canada. By 1948-49, three kinds of educational activities

were being sponsored by the CCL: weekend institutes, summer and

winter residential schools, and staff seminars. This is the structure of

most trade union education conducted by the CLC to the present day.

In 1949-50, 800 trade union activists were students in CCL weekend

institutes in every province except Prince Edward Island and

NeWfoundland (Mosher, 1950). National labour education took

another step towards institutionalization in 1951, With the

appointment of the CCL's first full-time Director of Education and

Welfare (Education, 1951). The curricula of the CCL's programs

primarily consisted of tool courses but did not exclude topics of

political interest.

The political ideology of the CCL courses was forged in the

anti-communist McCarthyism of the era. The first "Working Principle"

of the Committee on Education read: 'The policies of the Congress must

be kept in mind at all times; they are determining factors in the

planning of all local and national activities" (Education, 1951, p.329).

Congress policies can be deduced from reports of decisions by CCL

conventions and Executive Council meetings, editorials and articles and

statements of the CCL's only president, A. R. Mosher, in the CCL's

magazine, The Canadian Unionist. For example, in his New Year's

message of 1949, Mosher observed:
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In Canada and in the United States, the opposition of national

labour centres to communism has been shown by the

suspension or expulsion of Communist-led unions, and there

can be no question as to the determination of the vast

majority of Canadian and American workers to destroy the

influence of Communism in their ranks. It is

evident that Communism is being recognized as a treacherous

and despicable conspiracy against human values (Mosher, 1949,

p.290).
The folloWing year, Mosher's Labour Day message was similarly

focused:

It is no longer possible to have any doubt regarding the

menace of Communism to our civilization . . . . The democratic

countries have been for too long complacent in permitting the

development of Communist groups, as well as the spread of

Communist philosophy throughout the world. . .. The Canadian

Congress of Labour has publicly opposed Communism ever

since it was formed ten years ago (Mosher, 1950, August, p.

178).

Young CCL trade unionists inculcated with this ideology would now be

reaching retirement age.

In 1956, the CCL and the more conservative Canadian labour

central, the Trades and Labour Congress of Canada (TLC), amalgamated
to form the Canadian Labour Congress (CLC). Six years later, the

Labour College of Canada was founded in Montreal under a charter

issued by the CLC and the Universities of Montreal and McGill. The

Labour College was designed to be "a bilingual institution of higher
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education for potential trade union leaders" (Labour College, 1973. p.l).
The Labour College is attended by students who can obtain financial

assistance from the CLC, provincial labour federations and unions

affiliated to the CLC. the federal and provincial governments, and

"industry
..

(Register now, 1973, p.4). Enrollment has averaged

between 50-100 students every year since 1963, except in 197a, When

no session "WaS held. (By comparison, approximately 26,000

participants enroll in the CLC's summer and winter schools each year [J.

Simonds, personal communications, July 7, 1979]). The duration of the

program has been expanded from six weeks to eight since 1963-
Courses offered at the College, at the first year university level, are

labour history} labour law} economics, history, industrial sociology} and

political Science (Labour Canada} 19a2).

While the Labour College curriculum does not consist of tools

courses} Sullivan's (1982) summary description of labour education

programs in Canada is more typical of the content and methods

accessible to most trade unionists in this country. Sullivan says that:

With no k.nown exceptions} all the courses . . . include. .

.conecuve bargaining} labour economics, and grievance handling.

. . . (Other courses include) public speaking, legislative changes

affecting collective bargaining, equal opportunities, women and

trade unions, communications and the fastest growing element in

Canadian collective bargaining - health and safety. _ .. In the last

five years . . . "humanization of work." and "union counselling"

have appeared in union education programs (p. 212-213).

Sullivan's description of Canadian labour education's pedagogy

reveals a definite commitment to the social efficiency curricular

�.\
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ideology:

Trainers who wish to implant specific skills to adults will tend to

use syllabuses with a practical rather tnan theoretical base; they

will seek to provide simulations of the situations with Which

they wish their trainee to cope; they will use visual aids to

convey examples of areas to which skills should be applied; and

they will use short sharp question-answer (programmed

learning) and discussion techniques to allow understanding to

develop. This is what the record shows for canadian trade union

education (p.2l6).
Christine Smillie's experience supports Sullivan's general

findings. She remembers being shown the curriculum for the Public

Service Alliance of canada (PSAC). It also reflects the social efficiency

approach to curriculum design, in that control over the content seems

to be taken out of the hands of the teacher and determined by the

curriculum developer. They have written out almost everything that

the leader is to say and ask," says Smillie. "The comments, the

questions... .It's just right there, it's all laid out, and you just walk

through it," she says (personal communication April 16, 1986).

The CLC took a significant turn towards collaboration with the

state in its educational provision in 1977 with the creation of the

Labour Education and Studies Centre (LEse). The LEse was founded in

1977 when the federal government granted $10 million to the CLC for

the creation of the LEse. The LEse has had three priorities: to produce

a series of tool courses for use in weekend and one-week schools; to

produce a series of "concise teaching materials" for use in these

programs; and the production of curricula on "wider economic and

/
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social issues' (Murtagh, 19�2, p. 16). Consequently, the LESC has

produced materials, many of them in an audio-visual format, related to

shop stewards training, collective bargaining, arbitration,

union -bustmg, trade union economics, union counselling, "women's

issues" (Murtagh), pre-retirement, the place of the disabled person in

the labour movement, unemployment, occupational health, labour law,

technological change, and internationalism. In 19a1 the LESC received

another grant for $10,765,352 over three years (Three-year grant,

19a3).

The most important innovation in labour education since WWII

has been the winning in contract negotiations of Paid Educational Leave

(PEL). FollOwing precedents set in Europe, the 1976 convention of the

CLC "urged all affiliates" to negotiate PEL "into their contracts and to

lobby governments for appropriate legislation" (Delegates approve,

1976, p.4). The first union in Canada to succeed in negotiating PEL was

the United Auto Workers whose first program began in the fall of 197a

(Benedict, 19a 1). By 19a I, PEL had been negotiated into 30a

agreements covering 115,000 workers in Ontario and Quebec alone.

To the extent that PEL represents an opportunity for meaningful

engagement in educational work by trade unionists and a reduction in

surplus value given up to the employer, the program is progressive. To

the extent that it represents a further incorporation of working class

consciousness into the hegemony of the ruling class and the state, PEL

needs to be critically examined.

To summarize, it is clear that a cultural penetration of the

Canadian social formation by labour education institutions both from

Britain, in the form of the mechanics' institutes and the WEA, and from

/
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the United States, in the form of the Knights of Labor, the IWW, the

TUEL, and American-based continental unions, has taken place. More

decisive for determining the nature of canadian labour education has

been the ideology of trade unionism imported from Britain and the

United States. While Canada has a "class-social democratic" trade

union movement, as in Britain, my discussions with trade unionists in

the UK. in 1985 confirmed that the Canadian variant pales beside its

cousin in the sense that class-consciousness is much more of a present

element within British trade unionism. This difference might be

attributed to the mediating influence of American business unionism,

which has had a significant effect on Canadian trade unionism since at

least the Berlin Convention of 1902 (Drache, 1984). At its convention

of this year, held in Berlin, Ontario (after 1916, Kitchener), the TLC

leadership officially agreed to accept the dominance of American -based

unionism in Canada.

With specific reference to labour education, the fact that there is

no Canadian trade union education program as extensively organized as

in Britain may be partially attributable to two factors: (a) ideological

residue from the American labour movement's tradition of

maintaining a relative distance from the state; and (b) different

perceptions on the legitimate extent of the welfare state in Canada and

the UK. On the one hand, the Canadian labour central has provided

university-level classes through a Labour College it controls itself,

comparable to Ruskin and Northern Colleges in Britain, rather than to

turn to cooperation with a number of universities, as in the United

States. On the other hand, American anti-communism has helped

prevent the growth of an independent labour education program, such

/
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as the WEA.

The characteristics which Canadian labour education shares with

both Britain and the U.S. are the critical factors for consideration,

however. The miners' institutes, the Central Labour College, and the

NCLC in Britain, the Women's Trade Union League in the U.S., and the

Knights of Labor, the IWW, the TUEL, and the education programs in

the needle trades in both Canada and the U.S. were largely

class-conscious labour education programs supported by at least

relatively class-conscious workers' organizations. Middle class

benevolence was manifested in all three countries, though in different

forms and at different times. The decline of the mining industry in

Britain, the rise to global economic hegemony of the U.S., and the

dependent nature of the Canadian economy, particularly in the West,

put their stamp on the forms of trade unionism in each country and

therefore provide some material basis for labour education ideology.

Labour education became increasingly centralized as the trade union

movements were themselves centralizing. The essential content of

labour education became increasingly reactionary as it moved from

libraries and plays to stimulus-response and from radical conceptions

for reconstructing society to techniques for collective bargaining. As

the labour education programs came to depend on or cooperate with

the state, a pluralist and economistic ideology for their curricular

content became negemonic. That labour education ideology should

become accomodated to the class interests of the state while at the

same time providing essential trade union skills is consistent with the

dual function of state-funded education since its inception in Canada

(Palmer, 1984). As the nature of the capitalist labour process became
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increasingly fragmented, a social efficiency ideology for curriculum

construction also became virtually hegemonic. Labour education in the

English-speaking western world serves to legitimate capitalism.

2.7 The CLC and International Labour Education

The central purpose of this thesis is to examine the extent to

which the ideology of COLP represents a break from the ideology of

Canadian labour education in general, and that of the CLC in particular.

Since COLP is an agency designed to promote international labour

solidarity, the role of existing labour education programs in the

international trade union movement, which ostensibly exists to

promote the same goal, is of particular interest. The official

representative of the canadian labour movement in the international

trade union movement is the CLC. It is in their respective approaches

to international labour solidarity that the CLC and COLP are in clearest

and sharpest opposition.

Robert F. Arnove (1980) has called for a world-systems

analysis of education. Certainly Arnove (1977). Ball (1983), Berman

(1979; 1982), Keith (1978), and Silva (1980) have contributed to such

an analysis. The world-systems analysis Amove calls for would focus

on the role of international aid networks, such as UNICEF, the major

universities, such as Harvard and Oxford, and the foundations, such as

Ford and Rockefeller, in promoting and developing the interests of the

core nations in knowledge production and distribution in the

periphery. In the case of labour education, the International

Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU), a Brussels-based

federation of labour centrals from more than 50 non-Communist

/
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countries, helps fulfill this role. This section provides a description of

the CLC's role in international trade union education, as an agent of the

ICFTU and in concertwith the Canadian state.

The primary reason for establishing the ICFTU, according to

Lorwin (1953), was "to promote educational work among the workers

with the object of increasing their understanding of national and

international issues" (p.266). The ICFfU has, since its founding, been

engaged in labour education programs throughout Latin America, Asia

and Africa (Busch, 1963, Thomson and Larson, 1976). The Canadian

labOur Congress has been actively involved in this work since at least

the 1960s. By 1974. 132 of the a22 students Who had graduated from

the Labour College of Canada were from "overseas" (12th Labour

College, 1974), funded by Canadian government aid money (Saskatoon,

Solidarity Committee, 1961). In their booklet, Partners in Imperialism,

the Saskatoon Solidarity Committee (19a 1) review the international

educational work of the CLC in the 19705. The Committee quotes the

CLC International Affairs Director's summary of the content of five

one-month labour seminars sponsored by the CLC and the ICFTU in

three African countries, Mexico and Barbados in 1971: "Political

subjects are not discussed. We concentrate only on all aspects of trade

unionism, how to set up a budget and new techniques in adult

education" (p.23). In 1976, the CLC participated in another education

program with the ICFTU, teaching tool subjects to trade unionists from

12 Anglophone African countries. Education programs were also

conducted in Francophone Africa, culminating in this case with a

three-week course in economics (CLC-ICFTU, 1977). Again, the CLC's

contribution V\>"aS partly financed by the canadian International
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Development Agency (CIDA).

For a number of years, the CLC has contributed approximately

$50,000 per annum to the International Solidarity Fund (CLC Executive

Council. 19a I t much of which is turned over to the ICFTU for trade

union education (Kisses, 19a3). At least half of this money comes from

CIDA (International solidarity, n.d.). The CLC finances ao per cent of all

educational trade union activity conducted in Latin America (Harker,

19a 1). As well, five project planners were appointed to the CLC to

work with the ICFTU's regional affiliates throughout the third world in

19a2 (Five CLC, 19a2), much of whose energy has been devoted to

labour education programs. The CLC has used CIDA money to help

support labour education programs in rural India, South Africa, and

Namibia in the early 19aOs. A CIDA grant for work in South Africa and

Namibia at this time amounted to $249,900 (Canadian Solidarity,

19a4t part of Which went to provide tool courses to trade unionists at

the International Labor Organization's (ILO) Vocational Training Centre

in Turin, Italy in 19a3 (Training, 19a3).

Through the ICFTU-affiliat.ed Commonwealth Trade Union

Council, the CLC worked with the newly-formed Zimbabwe Congress of

Trade Unions (ZCTU) in 19a2 to set up Worker Education study circles

and to produce curricula. This model was then taken to Lesotho,

Swaziland and Botswana with the aid of a $45,000 grant from the CLC

(Harker, 19a3). Study circles are a model of labour education imported

from Sweden (Jackson, 19a 1; Schuller, n.d.). A review of the aims of A

study circle book for workers in Zimbabwe (Zimbabwe Congress of

Trade Unions, n.d.) reveals an economistic outlook. One-half page of

the 65-page book is devoted to "Building Socialism" (p.t o). The section
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tells the reader that the vvay to help build socialism in Zimbabwe is

"By joining and being active in your union" (p.18). The only hint of

political program or policy is, "At national level unions cooperate with

Government and industry in the economic development of the country"

(p.18). The Director of Education for the ZCTU addressed the issue of

control over the content of the curriculum When he acknowledged that

the ZCTU had cooperated with the Canadians and the ICFTU in its

development, but said, "In most cases we want to maintain the

implementation part of the programs to ourselves" (Chifamba, personal

communications, May 22, 1985). Thus, Chifamba tacitly admitted that

tne selection and control of content for Zimbabwean labour education

does not lie exclusively with the ZCTU.

The CLC has also imported its economistic view of the world back

into Canada in its domestic education programs. Tours by third world

trade unionists across Canada are occasionally sponsored or supported.

In 198 I, the eLC hired a development education animator, a man Who

had worked for the Brandt Commission and the ICFTU in Asia (CLC

appointments, 1981). The CLC has produced an educational program

"on union projects helping workers in third world countries"

(International affairs education, 1984, p.4). CIDA money has also paid

for a CLC audio-visual production "Why International Solidarity".

However, when I asked the CLC's Prairie Region Education Director, AU

Walker, for permission to preview it, he was unaware of its existence

(Walker, personal communications, February 10, 1986). International

education does not appear to be a priority in the Prairie Region, since I

'Was later able to locate the video casette in the CLC's Regina office.

Inquiry into the Cl.C's role in international labour education
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shows that the CLC is a significant actor on the world stage, a loyal

member of the ICFTU guild. The CLCrrUC/AFL-CIO acceptance of the

ideology of capitalist hegemony is mirrored in the global curriculum.

Most labour education programs for trade unionists in the third world

are pluralist in that they consist by and large of training for shop

stewards and other union representatives for the purposes of collective

bargaining. regardless of the national needs of indigenous working

classes or the particular nature of peripheral social formations.

Programs are economistic in that they make a pretense of being

apolitical. However, programs do not necessarily follow the social

efficiency model as strictly as in donor nations. Social efficiency

curriculum dictates the use of highly organized materials sequentially

organized to meet the stipulations of behavioral objectives (Schiro,

1978). study circles, as used in Zimbabwe, call for a more

discussion -based curriculum. The partnership between the CLC and the

canadian state is another outstanding feature of the CLC's aid program

to third world workers. Chapter 5 will reveal the political interests

expressed by the CLC/ICFTU throughout the non-Communist world in

more detail.

2.8 Conclusions

This chapter has provided the context of labour education in

which the program of the CUSO-OXFAM Labour Project is presented.

LabOur education ideologies in much of the capitalist world reinforce

imperialism and thwart the development of a revolutionary class

consciousness both in their design and in their content. Programs

studied here share three characteristics which have provided

-
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particular focus in this chapter. First, they are derived from a pluralist

ideology, wnicn ignores the fundamental fact of class conflict in favour

of a view which sees collective bargaining for a larger share of the

chips in a poker game amongst sometimes testy friends as the basic

purpose for organizing workers, and sees the state as a neutral arbiter.

Second, labour education programs are generally economistic, in that

they may pay lip service to political interests, but rarely do they

provide trade unions or labour education programs with an

important role as political instruments to advance the interests of the

class as a whole. Third,labour education programs are organized, most

often, according to the Taylorist principles of social efficiency,

fracturing workers' mental processes into so many skills to be learned.

Labour education programs in each of the nations studied here

share important secondary characteristics. In each case, labour

education programs evolved out of a history Which at one time saw

education as a means to prepare the working-class for political control

of society. In each case, these early programs were actively opposed

by a more reactionary labour bureaucracy. Control of labour education

programs became increasingly centralized, increaSingly removed from

the hands of the spontaneous but self-initiated rank-and-file workers.

The direction of labour education ideology in each country has been

towards incorporation into a larger capitalist ideological hegemony

which, among other things, accepts the Taylorist organization of the

labour process as being natural. Collaboration with the state has

increased in each country, a logical circumstance if the labour

movement is dominated by a pluralistic ideology.
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3. COLP: THE EMERGENCE OF CLASS-CONSCIOUS

LABOUR EDUCATION IN SASKATCHEWAN

3.1 Introduction

Chapter Two established that labour education developed in the

wake of late 19th century industrial consolidation and the consequent

large-sca1e growth of trade unionism. It showed that most labour

education program curricula supported capitalist ideologicial

hegemony, and thus worked against workers' interests; and it

showed that radical labour organizations have generally been the

strongest proponents of membership education. While the education

programs of these organizations did not always reflect a

class-conscious content, they constitute a tradition of progressive
labour education programs in Great Britain, the United States and

Canada. No c1ass-conscious labour education program has continued to

exist without the support of class-conscious trade unions. This

chapter also showed that the opposition or negligence of dominant and

more conservative labour centrals to class-conscious labour education

programs tended to reduce general trade union support for the

programs and that structural changes in the economy often

contributed to the decline rather than the growth or creation of labour

education programs.

COLP is consistent with the tradition of ctass-conscious labour

education programs in four ways. First, the ideology it puts forward is

class-conscious in content and thus promotes the development of

class-consciousness amongst trade union members. Second, it has

received the support of the more class-conscious wing of the
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Saskatchewan trade union movement. Third, COLP has generally been

ignored and sometimes attacked by conservative or reactionary

elements within the proVincial or federa1labour centrals. And fourth,

as with such bodies as the Central Labour College in Britain and

Brookwood Labour College in the U.S., COLP exists outside of the

structure of mainstream labour education in Saskatchewan.

COLP stands outside of the tradition of other class-conscious

labour education programs, however because economic crisis appears

to have precipitated its creation rather than decline. (It may also

contribute to its decline, as fiscal restraints and policy changes by a

conservative government reduce CIDA's interest in maintaining

support for a labour-onented development education project). Second,

COLP is mandated to conduct development education only. Programs

for international education do not have a significant place in the

literature on labour education history. Third, COLP has not received

the sort of financial support from unions that former independent

labour education programs did, and instead is dependent for funding

on the state and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), themselves

substantially state-dependent Nor is COLP a program of a labour

organization, as a number of progressive labour education programs

were. Because COLP is essentially a development education project,

this study must consider COLP within a development education

framework.

COLP is a development education project, the aim of Which is to

bring a c1ass-conscious perspective of the world to Saskatchewan trade

unionists. As a class-conscious education program., it necessarily breaks
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with the pluralist, economistic and social efficiency ideologies of the

programs dominant in the history of labour education. With

development education as its mandate and class struggle trade

unionism and class-conscious internationalism as its ideology.. the

project forwards a development theory with the working-class as the

motor of social change and sees workers around the world as

objectively sharing a class interest. However, COLP is prevented

from explicitly critiquing the class-coUaboration of some labour

organization by the political1imitations imposed on it as a state-funded

project operating within the Saskatchewan labour movement.

This chapter will argue that COLP is a product of the dialectic

between the social and political conditions and the internationalist

class struggle trade unionism of key development educators of the

1970's by ezamtning COLP's origins, internal structure, target audience,

and funding base. The chapter shows that the driving force for the

creation of COLP came primarily from members of a professional

working class intelligentsia committed to class struggle trade unionism

based in Saskatchewan development education, and that in both its

rise and demise, COLP's progenitor, the Saskatchewan Labour

Information Project (SLIP), reflected the balance of forces within the

Saskatchewan trade union movement debate of the time.

Study of COLP's internal organization reflects its

class-consciousness in the structure of the steering committee, the

recognition by the committee that its workers are state employees, and

the hiring of its coordinators. The analysis of COLP's audience in this

chapter snows that.. within the labour movement, it has been class
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struggle-oriented unions which have by and large provided the

support for COLP. However, the predominant reaction from the social

democrats has been to simply Withhold support from the project.

Examination of COLP's funding base snows that COLP's dependence on

CIDA for most of its funding has sustained the program and has

allowed it to work with autonomy from the provincial and federal

labour bureaucracies. However, COLP coordinators have used their

theoretical analysis of the state and experience within the development

education community to interpret the invisible boundaries outside of

which their content dare not go. Concretely.. this has meant that COLP

has always avoided making explicit critiques of the SPL and tJle CLC in

its presentations. COLP has also been unable to offer specific

programmatic proposals for action to its audiences.

3.2 The historical, social, and theoretical origins of COLP

The precedent SLIP provided for COLP was built from a

c1ass-conscious theory of development education that emerged in

saskatchewan in the latter years of the last decade. The preconditions

for this theory to win supportwere established by the world economic

crisis of the 197Os, causing a break in most western countries from

the social democratic ideology Which had been hegemonic in most

trade union movements for decades (Frank, 1983). Saskatchewan did

not escape the crisis, nor its ideological consequences. The practical

and ideological fallout of the Vietnam war, which caused some

radicalized American youths to move north and also had a general

effect of raising the consciousness of many young Canadians about the
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nature of American imperialism, was still having an impact. As well,

university graduates radicalized during the New Left years of the

19605 were entering the white-collar 'WOrkforce, some of them into

development-related jobs (Christie, 1983). Returned cusa volunteers

who had been radicalized overseas were primary candidates for

development education employment Development education workers

guided by the counter-hegemonic theory were the organizing core for

the construction of SLIP in 1978.

Throughout its nineteen month existence SLIP demonstrated the

possibility of bringing an internationalist class-struggle trade unionist

view to Saskatchewan trade unionists. SLIP's success was due not only

to the SLIP coordinator's dedication and strategy, but also to the

Saskatchewan labour movement's readiness for c1ass-conscious

education concerning internationa11abour solidarity. However, SLIP's

class-conscious perspective of international labour solidarity and of

trade unionism in general offers the best explanation for the

withdrawal of support from the program by the SFL leadership in

1979.

The creation of SLIP in 1978 must be set in the context of the

progressive rank-and-file trade union militancy of the time.

Economically, the 19705 on a 'WOrld scale were a decade of rapid

cyclical inflation and recession. In the inflationary period of the

mid-70'S, social democracy in Saskatchewan began to lose its political

hold on the provincial trade union movement's loyalties. In January,

1975 the provincial NDP government passed Bill 28, which ordered

striking International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (lBEW)
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members back to WOrk. The legislation caused the SFL, for the first

time, to decide that in the future it would only support those NDP

candidates who were prepared to support labour. In February, 1976

the NDP provincial government decided to co-operate with the federal

government in its wage control policy. By 1978 the combined wage

control policies "WOUld cost 18,367 Saskatchewan workers a total of

$19,079,920.90 in roUed-bacK wages (Wage controls, 1978, p. 4). The

direct attack on the ability of workers to negotiate freely was

reinforced by an increasing tendency for courts to interfere in strike

votes and collective bargaining agreements, and for police to begin to

repress labour militancy (Right to Strike, 1977 p.t). The mainstream

press attempted to split public sector workers from private sector

workers by calling for long-term control of public sector wages (Attack

on, 1977, p. 1).

The response by many rank-and-nle workers and some unions

was to move towards class struggle trade unionism. After failing to

convince the provincial cabinet to reject wage controls on October 29,

1975, the SFL Executive declared that "It is clear that we can expect no

help from the provincial government. Indeed it is clear that we must

be prepared to fight them" (NDP Labour, 1978, p. 1). On February 2,

1976 over 4,000 'WOrkers demonstrated against wage controls. NDP

cabinetministers were almost booed off the stage at anti-control rallies

in Saskatoon and Regina (NDP labour, 1978, p.I). The SFL organized

rotating walkouts, information pickets of cabinet ministers and of t\'lO

NDP conventions, in 1976 and 1977. On October 14, 1976

approximately half of Saskatchewan's organized workforce walked off
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the job (luring a National Day of Protest. The SFL Convention of

October, 1977 refused to endorse the NDP and withstood an electoral

challenge for the leadership from the right-wing of the labour

movement (SFL conventiOn, 1977-78, Dec-jan, p.ll). In individual

provindat union conventions in 1977, the Saskatchewan Division of the

canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE) and the RWDSU also

withdrew support from the NDP. Clearly, a shift towards class struggle

trade unionism was taking place within the Saskatchewan labour

movement in the period immediatly prior to the formation of SLIP.

Social and political conditions provided fertile soil for a class-conscious

labour education program.

An historical understanding of the origins of COLP can ultimately

be traced baCk to the emergence of development education as angry

CUSO volunteers returned to Canada in the 19605. However, the

immediate r<)()ts of the program began in Saskatchewan with the

opening of a <1ebate on development education theory in the middle to

late 19705. �nti1 that time, a liberal theory of development had been

accepted in development education learner centres. The learner

centres, suP�rted primarily by CIDA funding for the purpose of

raising we general understanding of canadians about development

issues were tnore concerned with education and its content than with
,

fund-raising tor aid programs. In general, liberal development theory

proposes tba� development in third world countries can be facilitated

by Western atd in the form of capital and technology transfers. If the

structure of �e imperialist world system is challenged at all, it is for

the p� of improving the situation without transforming the
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system as a whole. Thus, support for a New International Economic

Order is frequently advocated by liberal development educators. Nor

does liberal development education accept the role of class struggle in

creating social change. The theory tends to lead development
educators to focus on issues such as "smallness" (McConkey, 1964, p.

35), "appropriate life style" (Harding, 1916, p. 4), and energy

conservation. The concept of the ifD.i.mat.eur, who takes the lead in

organizing development education projects and events is central to the

strategy of liberal development educators, while the use of the

Freirean methodology and such techniques as the "All-hah seminar"!
are the cornerstones of the liberal method. When assistance is given
to those '\oI1Orldng for justice in the third wortd, it takes the form of

support, involving such activities as fund-raising and the sponsorship
of speakers from the third world, Vrithout clearly relating third world

conditions to Canadian problems. This approach is sometimes known

as "third worldism".

OUtside of the learner centres, a conservative view, manifested

by organizations such fund-raising agencies as UNICEF, held that

development education should be limited to the provision of

information that people are poor, and aimed at raising money for

overseas aid (K. Shipley, personal communication, November 14, 1911).

Reducing the content of educational programs to a minimal Ievet of

controversy was the surest way of raising the maximum amount of

money from Canadian donors. The conservative critique of liberal

development education theory had provoked a major debate on the

definition, role and strategy of development education at the
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Saskatchewan Council for International Co-operation (SCIC)2 Annual

General Meeting (AGM) in 1977� so much so that a second AGM had

been forced. Liberal theory narrowly won tne day. By 1977� tnen, the

SCIC reflected tne liberal analysis in most of its development decisions,

but was required to be conscious of a critique from tne right. The fact

that tne liberal view was dominant within the SCIC is reflected in the

decision of tne SCIC Development EdUcation Committee to support SLIP

in 1976.

Radical development educators in Saskatchewan began to argue

for a new theory of development and development education in

1977-79. Workers at the One Sky Cross-cuttural Centre were leading

the debate.3 Proponents of the new theory argued that effective

development education work depends on: (a) -An understanding of

how class structures work both in the developed and developing

countries; (b) an understanding or, combined with support tor,

struggles for social justice in canada. Real solidarity with the Third

World means changing society here- (History� 1960, p. 4). Tnus, one

way in 'Which radical development education theory contrasts with the

liberal view is over the analysis and emphasis placed upon class and

class struggle. A second way is tne contrast between mere support for

third world peoples, on tne one hand, and solidarity with third world

peoples, which requires working for change in canada as well as in

third world, on the other hand. Radical development educators aim to

transform the capitalist world economy rather than to merely improve

it Development educators with a class-conscious perspective are

explicitly committed to a strategy which supports the initiatives of
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others to learn and engage in active work on behalf of development, on

the principle that it facilitates independence, rather than to the liberal

animateur's strategy of leading others, which reinforces dependence on

development education project staff. The radical educators'

methodology is more traditional than that of the liberal development

educators, since they argue that -the medium... is not the message

(Turning point, 1960, p. 5), that is, that Preirean methodology in itself

does not significantly advance 'WOrkers' interests. Straightforward

information-giving in the form of an informa1lecture is as often as not

the technique used, although some radical development educators

utilize Preirean methodology. There is a belief that alternative

methodology may be nothing more than gimmjckry and can cause

embarassment amongst program participants (Robb, personal

communication, May 23.. 1966). These development educators see

themselves self -consciously as workers. By 1979, workers in three

Saskatchewan development education projects had signed union cards.

Radical development educators expressed an interest in playing a role

in the labour movement, not only as development educators, but also

as members of the labour force.

Qass-conscious development education theory became dominant

in OIFAM-Canada West after 1976. In September, Laurie Thompson

joined the staff as Western Region Coordinator. Thompson brought a

radical social critique to the position. The view was reinforced when

Kelly and Michael Murphy joined the staff in Saskatoon in 1977. The

Murphys had been radicalized by their recent experience as CUSO

volunteers in Tanzania. The radical views of the three were acceptable
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in OXFAM-canace, an organization which has, since at least 1973,

sought "to restructure entire political, economic and social systems"

(OXfam Volunteer, n.d, p. 11). OIFAM-Canada has, in fact, worked in

solidarity 'With iatour in some way since at least 1974

(OIFAM-Canada, n.d.).

SLIP may have begun on September I, 1977 wnen Laurie

Thompson wrote to the Executive Secretary of the SFL" Larry Brown"

expressing an interest in strenghterung relations between the two

organizations. One idea Thompson raised was -direct sponsorship of

projects.
-

Thompson wrote to the Members of the Executive of the SFL

on the same day and made three specific proposals. One proposal was

that OIFAM receive SFL support to both approach SFL affiliates and to

work. with SFL staff on a campaign against the Chilean" South African

and Rhodesian regimes through boycotts" sanctions and disinvestment

campaigns. In October, Thompson was notified that the SPL Executive

had approved all three of Thompson's recommendations.

Thompson's September proposal materialized in January of

1978 wben Sandra Sorenson was hired on a three-month contract, with

funds made available to OIFAM from One Sky, to organize a boycott

campaign against Chilean and South African goods. Committees

conSisting of representatives from OXFAM, the SFL, and the Regina and

Saskatoon learner centres (in their respective cities) were organized to

proVide active support for Sorenson's initiative. Thompson vie'WS the

project as the precedent for SLIP because approaches were made

directly to union locals, without working through labour centrals

(personal communication, May 26, 1986).
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In February, 1976 Glen Belt chairperson of OXFAM's western

toaro, wrote to both the SFL Community Affairs Committee and the

SCIC Education Committee proposing a one-year development

education project to work exclusively with labour. On March 3, SFL

Executive Assistant Pat Gallagher responded to Bell on behalf of the

SFL, committing the SFL's in-ldnd support, as Bell had requested. The

SCIC, in turn, responded by granting $20,320 to the project.

Gallagher remembers the motivation behind the SFL's acceptance

of Bell's proposal:

SLIP was put to the SFL at a time when the labour movement

was in motion.... There were a11ldnds of requests being made

of the Federation regarding speakers and endorsements for

various tours that came across the country.... There was a lot of

existing policies on the books that had never been implemented

in any kind of significant way. . . . A lot of people within the

labour movement ... were very interested in what was going on

in the third world and the whole role of imperialism (and] wanted

to provide some kind of an educational framework (personal

communication, February 26, 1966).

SCIC approved of Bell's proposal because it recognized that

labour unions were an important constituency to reach if the Council

was going to contribute to social change (H. Kuhn, personal

communication, May 25, 1966). By the time Bell made his proposal to

the SCIC and the SFL, OXFAM had already received the commitment of

CUSO to contribute $4,000 to the new project. Officially, CUSC

supported the proposal for the same reason as SCIC, that is, the
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pluralist assumption that labour was a constituency which was not

being sufficiently addresseo by existing development education

projects. Unofficially# there was emphatic suppo� for the SLIP

proposal from radical develOPment educators on staff both in Regina
and saskatocn, as well as in ottawa (T. Morgan# personal
communication May 27# 1980). Like OXFAM# CUSO has had a history of

supporting projects which might contribute to progressive social

change (Smillie# 1966). It is clear, however, from the background to

the formation of SLIP which has been outlined above, that it is OXFAM

which took the primary initiative for establishment of the project
SLIP was established in June, 1976 with funding from CIDA

(routed through the SCIC), CUSO, OXFAM" and in-kind support from the

SFL. On June 9# SLIP hired Bob Jeffcott as co-ordinator for the project,
and he began work on June 15. Later that month, the steering
committee accepted Jeffcott's draft of -Goals and Strategy of SLIP

which remain virtually identical for COLP (Smillie, 1963).

SLIP's assumptions, in summary, were:

1. Workers are not just another constituency for development

agencies to appeal to for assistance.

2. Development education work. should be focused on the

organized sector of the working class through their trade

unions.

3. Workers in Canada will not actively participate in SOlidarity

work until they recognize the struggles of third world

people as being their own. . . . The goal is a politically
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conscious union membership which understands its own

situation and therefore the necessity for

international solidarity (Jeffcott, 1980� p.2).
The first assumption COnfronts the pluralist reasoning of the SCIC

for supporting SLIP. The defensive phrasing of the statement's implicit
class-consciousness suggests that the position was still in the minority
within the development education community as a whole - certainly

amongst the decision-makers in CIDA and the SCIC. At the same time,

the fact that Jeffcott felt free to make his point clear and emphatic is a

reflection of the degree of harmony which has generally prevailed
between the learner centres and the radical development education

community. In elaborating on the first assumption, Jeffcott appeared
to clearly take sides in the debate over development education theory
and strategy. SLIP" he said, "is opposed to the idea that real support

for third world struggles can be based on sympathy for the oppressed
or moral outrage against oppression. SLIP rejects the idea that urging
Canadians to change their personal life style will improve the lives of

third world people- (Jeffco� 1980� p. 2).

The second assumption indicates that the theory behind SLIP was

clearly aligned with the class struggle position being argued within the

development education community at the time. The assumption also

outlines the basic strategy that SLIP would employ" in contrast to

liberal ao.imat.ellf� who had been known to approach trade union

members on an individual basis. This strategy had been perceived by

radical development educators as implying a lack of respect for

workers' own organizations (L. Tbompson, personal communication,
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March 12� 1(86). The third assumption again implies a rejection of the

liberal development education theory that content snouid concentrate

only on Issues in the third world.

The project's statement of goats, however� is not as clear about

SLIP's perception of workers as a class. Since SLIP's goals are identical

to COLP's, and these are listed within the context of the study of COLP's

curricUlum in Chapter Four, close scrutiny will not be conducted here.

Briefly.. terms such as 'union members", "people" and labour· are

substituted in the goals statement for the terms "ctass" or

·working-ctass." The relationship between development and

underdevelopment is stated, however. The choice of words may have

been made to avoid rhetoric or to appease pluralist and social

democratic sponsors.

Jeffcott succeeded in establishing a base and a style of work for

COLP to build on and follow. Jeffcott spent the first three months of

the project developing education programs and series of programs in

cooperation with four OXFAM staff people in Saskatoon. He toured the

province's union offices and met with staff representatives, education

representatives and education committees. He discuSSed the

educational needs of the particUlar union. Later, Jeffcott adapted the

programs to union needs and program schedUles (jeffcott, I 980� p.s).
This strategy of working with the trade union teadersnip, rather than

attempting to work around them, woUld be inherited by COLP from

SLIP (C. Smillie, personal communication, November 29, 1984). Frorn

mid-September 1978 until June 14, 1979, SLIP presented 41 programs

to lA88 people for 14 labour organizations in 16 Saskatchewan towns
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and cities on such issues as health conditions in the third wortd, living
and working conditions in South Africa, runaway industry, the forest

industry in Saskatchewan and Bra2i1� multinational control of the grain

industry, women in the third world, economic austerity programs in

capitalist countries" and the profit-orientation of the health care

industry in Saskatche\\1an (Jeffco� 1980).

In the process of implementing the SLIP goals, Jeffcott and the

SLIP steering committee learned much about conducting education

with workers to build international labour solidarity. The

contemporary development education strategy of 1ink.age" worked as

an overall methodology. -I jnkage· means that development education

programs attempt to draw parallels between situations in the

periphery and situations in the core" and to show the similarities

between the two cases to the audience. Because Jeffcott employed a

class analysis" he realized that the parallels which had to be drawn

were between workers· similarities at the point of production in similar

industries and within a dass structure, rather than focusing on

simUarities as family members or consumers, for instance. The

correctness of establishing linkage through speaking to workers as

producers was reinforced wben the SLIP programs that deviated from

this official strategy sometimes precipitated confusion amongst
workers concerning the purposes of the programs (jeffcott, 1980).

Negative or ambiguous evaluations were turned in by participants of

these programs.

Consistent with the practices of other radical development

educators, Jeffcott and the SLIP resource people did not experiment
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with alternative teaching methods, but relied on informal lectures and

audio-visuals, followed by brief discussion periods wnen possible.

However" some of the lessons Jeffcott claims to have learned from his

experience are that the theory and factual knowledge presented in

audio-visuals must be followed by short presentations which tie this

knowledge back into the reality of the program participants. This can

be interpreted as a reinforcement of the Marxist educational principle
that theory must be united with practice. Furthermore" questions
which aim at developing a strategy for resistance rather than

discussing problems in abstraction should be designed for small-group
discussions by participants following the presentation. Jeffcott says
that the discussions work better Wben the professional resource

people are not involved. He does not say whether this is because the

resource person has a middle-class tendency to dominate the group" or

Whether the simple presence of an outsider disturbs the group's

solidarity (Jeffcott, 1980).

SLIP's limitations as an educational organization were imposed to

some extent by the limitations of trade unionism, the level of

consciousness of trade union officers" and the project's lack of

resources. Trade unions" which by definition make improving and

maintaining the immediate working conditions of the membership

their first priority" do not generally propose long-term political

programs for social change. Internationalist working-class

consciousness has not yet penetrated the ideology of most trade

unionists, including" and perhaps especially, trade union officials. The

defensive nature of trade unions and the economistic consciousness of
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some trade unionists had two implications for SLIP. First, Jeffcott was

rarely able to do follow-up work with program participants because he

was not invited to do so. Second, SLIP programs were often

sandwiched into limited time allotments without sufficient time for

discussion with tired and impatient trade unionists. The extent of

consciousness-changing through programs therefore remains uncertain.

The limited financial resources committed to SLIP meant an inability
to promote the program more extensively, and lack of research

capacity necessary to consistenly focus content on workers' specific

concerns. Nevertheless" the evaluations of resource people, trade

unionists" and Jeffcott himself (Jeffco� 1980) indicate that SLIP had an

effective message and mode of presentation, and that it was popular.
Part of the reason for SLIP's success was Jeffcott's record as an

active member of CUPE and his experience as a staff person for three

labour organizations. He therefore had credibility with the trade

unionists and understood how to work with a trade union audience.

other personal qualities earned him much respect from both program

participants and resource people. ·Jeffcott was one of the people that

was willing to get off his fanny and ... to do some work .... He wasn't

a sectarian type and he wasn't a manipulator," recalls a frequent SLIP

resource person (J. Harding" personal communication" February 25,

1986). Pat Gallagher says that, "Bob has got such a good analysis about

how to make imperialism understood by canadian workers.... so that

When you're anti-imperialist someone doesn't see a hammer and sickle,

but that you're anti-imperialist because it means something about

people's lives" (personal communication, February 28" 1986). Jeffcott's
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personal responsibility for the success of SLIP cannot be overstated.

·SLIP became Bob�" in the sense that the project was wholly identified

with Jeffcott, says then SCIC Executive secretary Helmut Kuhn

(personal communication, May 25, 1986). Christine Smillie readily

acknowledges her debt to Jeffcott's pioneering work in creating a

model for COLP to follow:

While he was in Saskatchewan I used to consult with him about

once a week for the first couple of years that I worked (atCOLP),

just in terms of getting advice on approaches to various union

people, new program ideas, checking with him on resource people
that I might use (personal communication, November 29, 1984).

The SFL does not appear to have felt a debt to Jeffcott Exactly

one year after he began working for SLIP, on June IS, 1979, Jeffcott

reported to the SFL Executive Council and made a recommendation for

the continuation of the project The Executive agreed to continue the

project, but to place it under the auspices of the CLC's International

Affairs and Education Departments.
Evidence suggests that the decision to transfer SLIP to the CLC

International Affairs Department was politically motivated. A1f

Walker, an educational representative for the CLC, claims that SLIP lost

the CLC's support because SLIP was supposed to have passed outlines

of its programs on to the CLC, so that the CLC could consider using

them, but that this never happened (A. Walker, personal

communication, February 2 1.. 1986). A spokesperson for SLIP,

however, maintains that program outlines were submitted to the SFL

President, the leader of the only labour organization which had a claim
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to them. The reason given to [effcott, indirectty, for the SFL decision

'WaS SLIP's use of resource people and materials "not endorsed by the

CLC and the ICFTU" (personal communication, March 18� 1986). The

only specific example of the use of such materials ever mentioned was

the use of a slide show which explicitly supported the South African

Congress of Trade Unions (SACTU). SACTU is the African National

Congress (ANC)-affilitated trade union congress and is a member of the

ICFTU's opposition, the World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU). The

naaard to SLIP which Jeffcott risked by presenting a program which

could be associated with SACTU will become more clear in Chapter Five.

The SFL decision to transfer SLIP to the CLC must also be

understood within the context of the growing political polarization
within the trade union movement, both at the national level and in

Saskatchewan. At its annual 1978 convention.. "the militant wing of

the SFL was dealt a major blow· when the right-wing's slate for

election to the leadership won (Brown, 1978.. p.3l. Nadine Hunt was

elected President at the head of this slate. The convention also gave

"almost blanket support" to the NDP (Brown, 1978.. p.3)' a retreat from

its more autonomous position of former years. Also in 1978, the

membership of the canadian Union of Postal Workers (CUPW) went on

strike, challenged back-to-work legislation.. saw their President jailed,

and its leadership verbally attacked by the CLC leadership (Two

strategies, 1979). The CUPW strike helped polarize the labour

movement nationally as trade unionists began to take sides over

support or non-support for the union's strategy. CUPW was seen by

some as a model of class struggle trade unionism.
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The conflict between class struggle trade unionism and social

democratic trade unionism continued during 1979. The CLC made the

election of NDP candidates a priority before and during the federal

election of that year, at the expense of other forms of activity (Election

79, 1979). The postal strike of 1978 had not been forgotten when

CUPE delegates met in national convention in the fall of 1979 and

called for CLC President Dennis McDermott's resignation (Ust, 1979).

The Retail Wholesale Department Store Union (RWDSU)" a non-affiliate

of the CLC in saskatchewan, was raided by the United Food and

Commercial Workers union" with the support of the CLC (Powell" 1979"

RWDSU). The move was aided by red-baiting tactics (Powell" 1979,

International) and motivated, it 'WaS charged, by RWDSU's refusal to

support the NDP (Kossick." 1979, October). In the progressive trade

union community" Saskatchewan Working Women (SWW) 'WaS formed

as an organization of working women to work to-wards reforms" such as

universal day care" of particular concern to women (Saskatchewan"

1979). By the time of the October convention of the SFL, a coalition of

progressive and militant trade unionists called the Trade Union Group

(TUG) was prepared to challenge the existing SFL leadership (Kossick"

1979, November). TUG lost, narrowly. Hunt and her moderate social

democratic slate had been supported by the "CLC establishment- (List,

1979, p.2).

By November 1979, both electoral support for the NDP and the

strategy of class-conscious rank-and-file militancy represented by

CUPW were the focus of a debate throughout the canadian trade union

movement. eLC leadership was being challenged in union conventions.

-_,------_
.._._. -
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In a November 5 front-page story in The Globe and Mail. Wilfred List

wrote that, The ultra left in some trade unions is planting ideologies
that could ultimately destroy the labour movement if they are allowed

to spread, warns Dennis McDermott- (p.i), According to List,

McDermott cited the incidents at the national CUPE convention and the

SFL convention a week earlier as the events motivating his comments.

According to Lis� McDermott claimed that '"the unions are back to the

early 1940's wben they had to fight the traditional communist party

(p.z), List quoted McDermott. as saying "If these people are on the

march, we are going to have to put them to death" (p.2). Commentators

have claimed McDermott was speaking figuratively.
Within the social context of a trade union movement divided over

many weighty issues, the SFL decision to transfer SLIP to the CLC was

an event warranting scant attention. The SLIP steering committee

was prepared to work with the CLC, however the CLC expressed no

interest in supporting SLIP (T. Morgan, personal communication, May

27, 1(86). Jeffcott continued to work for SLIP until the end of

December, 1979. After the SFL withdrew its support, OXFAM and

CUSO, with the support of the SCIC, decided to continue the project

independently of the SFL. "Our reading of the situation was that there

was sufficient intent on the part of ... unions that SLIP had made direct

contact with to continue that sort of work effectively," says a staff

member of OXFAM-Canada's Prairie Team, Michael Murphy (personal

communication, February 25, 1(86). Also, "In the period between SLIP

and COLP there . . . were discussions at the Board level,· says SCIC

Executive Secretary Mardel Harland. ·SCIC felt that the project should
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continue . . . regardless of What was happening with the labour

movement" (personal communication, March 14� 1986). The steering
committee of SLIP and the SCIC continued to support the project as the

CUSO-OIFAM Labour Project (COLPt which began operations in

january, 1980.

This section has argued that COLP had its concrete originS in the

economic crisis of the 1970s which faced western workers with

ideological and material challenges. As the crisis deepened in the

entire world-system, class-conscious Saskatchewan development
education workers began to articulate a new development education

theory which could help satisfy the questions they asked both as

members of the working class and also as educators concerned with

underdevelopment. An implication of the theory was that the working

class was both more receptive to and a more critically important

audience for development education. Class-consciousness based on an

examjnation of material conditions thus lay behind the initiatives taken

in 1977-78 to establish SLIP. Radical development educators found

natural allies amongst both trade unionists in the increasingly militant

Saskatchewan labour movement Who were concerned with the problem

of imperialism and internationa1labour solidarity, and progressives in

the SCIC and national offices of the sponsoring organizations. The SFL�

led and staffed by progressives in 1977 and early 197 8� realized that

the new program could meet some educational needs of their

membersnrp. The resultwas the creation of SLIP.

SLIP successfully carried out a mandate Which reflected the

ideology of ctass struggle trade unionism then growing in the Canadian
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labour movement as a whole. Lessons about the ways in which to

conduct development education with workers were rapidly learned by
the energetic and skillful coordinator. A strategy and methodology

informed by a radical class-conscious perspective was adopted,
criticized through practice, and refined. However, an attack on class

struggle trade unionism by social democratic forces within the

Saskatchewan trade union movement, supported by the Canadian

Labour Congress, gained power in the SFL SLIP's analysis and strategy

for building international labour solidarity was inconsistent with the

politics of the new regime. The result was that SLIP was terminated.

SLIP's supporters Within the development education community chose

to reconstruct a development education program for labour

independent of the provincial labour central under a new name.

3.3 The Institutionalization of ctass-consciousness in COLP

As an organization committed to internationalist class struggle

trade unionism, COLP has used ctass-consdous action to address its own

concrete needs. This theory-informed approach has strengthened the

operations of the organization, thus sustaining an instrument for the

confrontation of pluralist, economisttc, intellectually deskj1Hng and

social democratic labour education ideology. The structure and

function of the steering committee is examined to explore how

class-consciousness has enabled COLP to organize its decision-making

apparatus in ways consistent With both its political theory and also its

practical needs. Relations between the management and staff of (OLP

are examined to demonstrate that the organization's dominant
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ideology has influenCed structure in a 'Way consistent with a view that

work should be orgatuzed Cooperatively. The analysis of the relations

of production also ShoWs" however" that ideology is al'Ways constrained
by its operations \I1itlun a material context. COLP has not yet been able
to overcome this contradiction. While relations between the steering
committee and the COOrdinator are marked by a spirit of mutual

support, an examination of the perspective of the coordinator towards
trade unionism indicates a recognition of the objective class position of
the COLP staff perSOn. Finally" this section examines some of the

qualifications of the COLP coordinators to show the steering
committee's commitment and ability to employ workers capable of

advancing the int&rests of internationalist class struggle trade

unionism.

COLP is administered by a full-time coordinator and a steering
committee of five. When the project began in 1980" the committee

consisted of four appointed members from CUSO" OIFAM" the South

Saskatchewan Committee for World Development (SSCWD)., and One

Sky. By 1982, the One Sky appointee had been replaced by a staff

representative of the RWDSU" who 'WaS tater replaced by a staff

representative from the Saskatche-wan Government Employees Union

(SGEU). In 1985" the formal structure of the steering committee

changed again to include the coordinator.

The steering committee extended an invitation to trade union

staff people and activists who it knew agreed with COLP's goals both

because it recognized a need to have strong and knowledgable
class-conscious leadership" and because the inclusion of trade unionists
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helped meet very practical needs. "The labour people have the contacts

and ...the ideas. Labour people bring a certain commitment with them

as regards the value of the program to labour. Atso, having labour

people on the committee is very important when it comes to showing

that .. COLP has a good base in the labour movement .. to the funding

sources, particularly CIDAI" says Michael Murphy (personal

communication, February 251 1986). Martin d 'Entremont., an organizer

with SGEU and the chairperson of the steering committee says,

"Because rVe been around for a liWe whilel it's easy for the program ..

. to access the labour movement at large through me" (personal

communication, February 271 1986).

The coordinator's membership on the steering committee reflects

the committee's view that there is no need to exercise managerial

power over the staff.. nor to operate in secrecy. Ratherl the committee's

commitment is to a cooperative working relationship. "It's absurd not

to allow the coordinator to ... be a member of the steering committee

because she or he is the person who does all of the administration

work,· Murphy argues. The official recognition that the coordinator is a

member of the steering committee 'WaS the result of the current

coordinator's penchant for organizational clarity. Thompson merely

took the initiative to clarify what had de facto always been the easel

since Christine Smillie had always operated as an unofficial member of

the committee.

In tact, the single staff member of COlP has always had the

greatest amount of power within the organization. All the program

outlines have to be approved by the steering committee, but they
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generally don't question the choice of resource people. Their questions
are more often about the choice of an audio-visual or the content of the

program. Because the co-ordinator has day-to-day contact with the

program, she or he is seen as having a clearer idea of "what works

and doesn't work" what's the appropriate approach to a particular

program" (C. Smillie" personal communication, November 29, 1(84).

Laurie Thompson acknowledges that, "I have a fair amount of

influence" (personal communication" March 12, 1(86), a fact verified

by my observations of three steering committee meetings in 1985"

When Thompson played a leadership role in each case. Thompson

participated freely in the discussions" made recommendations" and

moved and seconded motions.

The role of the coordinator described above does not necessarily
reflect an interest in genuinely cooperative working relations between

management and staff" however. COLP's worker is, after all" the

project's "Chief Executive Officer". It would be expected in most

institutions that the person most in touch with day-to-day operations
would exercise a fair amount of authority. However" there is a genuine
commitment to a working partnership by both the steering committee

and the coordinator which is reflected in their consultations on the

major contradiction which exists between the two roles. "I never felt

entirely satisfied with the dynamic between myself and the steering

committee," says Smillie (personal communication" March 18" 1(86). "I

always felt that there was a danger that the steering committee was

Simply a body that was there to ratify suggestions that I made and

decisions that I had taken.... 1 wanted to feel accountable." Lynn
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Hainsworth, who sat on the steering committee during part of Smillie's

tenure, admits tnat, ·We relied excessively on Christine to do

�v�ryfJJ.i.Dg. So there was always a sort of tension in the room"

(personal communication, February 24, 1986). Thompson says, '"My

own agenda is to try and increase the role of the steering committee in

setting policy and to increase their awareness of what's going on"

(personal communication, March 12, 1986). Again, the COLP

coordinator has the ear of a sympathetic board: "Laurie wants to feel

accountable. It's really hard for him being the only staff person," says
Martin d'Entremont (personal communication, February 27, 1986).

Anne Betts" the Saskatchewan Working Women representative on the

committee is "a liWe disappointed that we haven't given [Thompson1
more support- (personal communication, March 26, 1985). The

coordinator and steering committee are currently working together to

implement practical measures to strengthen the role of the steering
committee in COLP's operations and decision-making processes.

Relations of production characterized by a high degree of

cooperation between management and staff are not necessarily those

of a progressive organization. Work.er-owned cooperatives are one

tactic capital employs to expedite its withdrawal from small businesses

which are no longer protitabte. Qass collaboration is not, however, a

problem at COLP. Both coordinators have been amongst the distinct

minority of Canadian development education workers who have signed
union cards and become active in their trade unions. Laurie Thompson
has sat on the Provincial Executive of his union, CUPE, historically one

of the mostmilitant and progressive unions in the province.
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Qass struggle trade unionism requires the combination of

sophisticated theory With effective practical work. In keeping with

these requirements, the steering committee has boon careful to hire

coordinators with the political background and professional expertise

necessary to fulfill COLP's mandate. Christine Smillie was well-suited

for the position of COLP coordinator for which she was hired in 1979.

Former steering committee member Lynn Hainsworth speaks of

Smillie's "clearly articutated analysis of underdevelopment" Prior to

returning to Saskatoon where she participated in solidarity work with

Chile at university after the coup in 1973, Smillie had worked for the

Latin American Working Group in Toronto, with responsibility for

working with trade unions. Smillie "brings to anything that she does a

political analysis coupled with an organizational sense thatmakes her a

very effective educator," says SGEU representative Pat Gallagher

(personal communiction, March 7, 1986). Smillie was "sensitive to

issues and tensions within the labour movement,
..

says Gallagher, and

was capable of "putting material in a systematic pattern that makes

them understandable to people." Former COLP steering committee

member and current SGEU staff representative Gary Bartley

remembers Smillie's" ability to walk a fine line between What had to

be done and what you had to do it with· (personal communication,

March 10, 1986).

When Smillie left COLP at the end of 1984, she was replaced by

Laurence Glen (Laurie) Thompson, Who has a rich professional

background wnicn has prepared him to work for COLP. Thompson

spent three years in the mid-1970s as an economic research analyst.

._ .. -
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For over two years, from 1976 -1978, he was the Western Regional
Director for OXFAM-Canada. After a brief period as an Education

Officer with the National Farmers Union in 1979-80, Thompson was a

teaching assistant in sociology for the University of Regina for two

years. He was employed as a development educator by One Sky from

1982 -83, and on a three-month contract With COLP in 1984 to develop

COLP kits. Steering committee member Anne Betts speaks of

Thompson as a ·wonderful organizer" (personal communication, March

26, 1(86). Thompson's years of experience in the trade union

movement is seen by Christine Smillie as "Laurte's main strength. . .

.He's developed a really good sense of what the concerns of union

people are, and now to work within the labour movement- (personal

communication, March 18, 1(86).

This section has studied two of the essential kinds of human

resources for the CUSO-OIFAM Labour Project: the steering committee

and the coordinator. With these two types of human resource, COLP

has been an effective vehicle for transmitting an ideology for a new

labour internationalism different from that of the CLC and the ICFTU.

The structure of the steering committee has been designed to bring

together people With the backgrounds most useful to putting COLP's

aims into practice. However, this structure has not avoided role

conflicts, despite the best intentions of a supportive employer, and

relations between the coordinators and steering committee which have

generally been very harmonious.

A ctass-conscious steering committee and coordinator have

cooperated to design an organization Which reflects their ideology.
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Qass strUggle trade unionism requires meeting two goals: the

theory-informed advancement of long-term working-class interests

and the confrontation of immediate practical problems. As an

organization, COLP has met these requirements. On the one hand,

c1ass-COnscious leadership has been sought and invited into the

management of the project in order to strengthen the organization's

capacity to move c1ass-conscious internationalism forward. On the

other hand, the practical need to portray a satisfactory image to CIDA

and other funding sources and to build a larger audience are

pragmatic reasons for asking trade unionists to join the steering

committee. Collective decision-making in COLP by the steering

committee and the coordinator has always been encouraged and is now

officially recognized. COLP's limitations in developing collective

leadership of the project is a concern of both parties, and the problem

is being collectively addressed. The eXistence of class relations within

the organization is nevertbeless rec0gni2ed by the role of the

coordinators in their own trade union. The need for the coordinator to

have a sophisticated understanding of the political economy and at the

same time to be able to relate well with trade unionists at a personal

and concrete level is reflected in COLP's hiring policies. The overall

effect of COLP's well-planned structure and internal consistency must

be measured by the impact the project has had on its audience in

advancing or reinforcing class-conscious international iatour solidarity.

3.4 Relations Between COLP and the Saskatchewan Trade Union

Movement
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The informal political structure of COLP's audience is consistent

'With the content of the project's message. That is, there is a

correspondence between COLP's internationalist class-conscious content

and those unions which have been supportive of crass struggle trade

unionism in its confrontation of social democracy. This is not to say

that the unions which have found COLP most worthwhile have either

embraced the concept of seizing state power through dass struggle, or

have abandoned electoral support for the NDP. It is to say that the

most militant and politically progressive unions come ciosest to a

definition of class struggle trade unionism as it exists in the 19805 and

are the unions which have most frequently supported COLP.

Economistic and/or social democratic unions have withheld support
from COLP both directly and indirectly. Directly, most of these unions

have only infrequently invited COLP to provide programs. As well, it

has been these unions which have provided the political backbone to

the SFL and the CLC. Thus, the economistic/soctal democratic unions

have indirectly contributed to limitations these labour centrals have

imposed upon COLP's growth and development The respective iatour

central's actions which may have created these limitations will be

examined in the second part of this section. The units of analysis in

this section are unions, union locals..
or other organizations, rather than

individual members of the working class. Codification into these units

is due to the accessibility of relevant data.. butmeans that existing data

does not measure the actual support for COLP amongst the

Saskatche'WaD working class in general.

COLP's primary audience consists intentionally of trade union
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members in Saskatchewan. Unintentionally, but perhaps inevitably,

most participants in COLP programs over the years have been

members of public sector unions. There may be structural, historical,

and political reasons why this is so. At any rate, the literature and

informal analysis 'Which has been devoted to the phenomenon of public
sector union militancy in the 1900s-70s provides reason for the

decision of NGA Associates (1985) to analyze COLP's audience

according to a public sector union/ private sector union dichotomy.

However, this diChotomy should not be over-simplified in analyzing

the nature of the COLP audience, since important exceptions to this

gross observation exist Generally, it appears that the critical factor in

developing an audience for COLP is the commitment of the union's

leadership, whether at the national or provincial, bureaucratic or

elected level, toWhat I define as class struggle unionism.

While those who have requested information about COLP span

the country from Vancouver to St John, New Brunswick, COLP's

primary audience is Saskatchewan workers, particularly trade

unionists. According to an evaluation report of COLP conducted by NGA

Research Associates in 1985, COLP delivered 137 programs to 2758

participants from January, 1980 to September, 1985. Table 1 snows a

breakdown of COLP's audience according to the location of trade unions

in the public or private sector.
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Table I

Num�r of Programs by Year and Sector

1980b1985a 1984 1983 1982 1981
/85 /84 /83 /82 /81

Public Sector 4 12 11 10 15 23
Private Sector 1 2 4 7 2 5
Other 8 5 6 4 9 9

TOTAL PROGRAMS 13. 1.9. .il u � 37

TOTAL
PARTICIPANTS 171 504 477 350 553 703

a April, 1985 - September, 1985
b January, 1980 - March, 1981 (NGA Research Associates, 1985, p.
29).4

The primary reason for the discrepancy in use between public
sector and private sector unions is simply that the largest unions in

Saskatchewan are in the public sector. Of the public sector unions,

CUPE accounted for 37 or 27.O� of the programs requested, While the

SGEU used COlP programs 16 times, or 11.7� of the total. CUPE is the

largest trade union in the province, with 16,165, or 17.2� of total

membership, 'While SGEU is the second-largest union, with 15.1� of

total membership (NGA Research Associates, 1985). Note that, by this

comparison, SGEU actually used COlP programs fewer times than its

membership might warrant. One reason Why CUPE members have

used programs at a rate higher than their share of the Saskatchewan

trade union membership, wb.i1e SGEU has not, may be CUPE's

decentralized structure. CUPE is organized into 160 tocals, many of

which are in rural areas. COLP has attempted to offer service to rural
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and smaller-centre Iocais, with 48 of its 158 meetings organized in

communities outside of the major centres of Regina and Saskatoon,

ranging from Gravelbourg to Melfort. SGEU� on the other hand, is more

centralized than CUPE� consisting of only 20 Branches (NGA Research

Associates, 1985).

As this thesis will show, COlP represents a new ideology of

labour internationalism, substantially different from that manifested

by the ClC International Affairs Department. The dramatic contrast in

interest in this new labour internationalism between some public

sector unions on the one hand and most private sector unions on the

other is related to the rise of public sector unionism during the period
of the world economic crisis. Most government employees did not have

the legal right to strike until 1967 (Palmer, 1983). The recognition of

that right by the government was both a spur and a response to a

wave of militancy by public employees which began in the 19605 and

which grew throughout the 1970s. It was a militancy not seen in

Canada since the 19305 (Palmer, 1983). The growth in the number of

organized public sector workers corresponded to the new militancy.
As a former SFl Executive Assistant and current employee of the SGEU

who has been a frequent COLP resource person, Pat Gallagher speaks
With authority When she argues:

Public sector unions. . . reached a peak in terms of their

expression of militancy, which responded to the bad economic

times that were descending on them at a much later period. . .

than the industrial unions did. So they were more receptive to

new ideas, because they didn't have the long hiStory of the
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consolidation of a business union leadership (personal
commumcatioa, February 28� 1(86).

Laurie Thompson offers four reasons to explain a tendency for

public sector unions to be more receptive to COLP programs (personal

communicanon, March 12, 1986t although he is reluctant to use the

public/private sector dichotomy. His first two reasons are in

agreement with Gallagher and with the evidence presented by Palmer.

Thompson first cites the surge in organization of the late

1960's-1970's, which "stirs up a lot of activity within the union:

Branch or local level Executives and committees are more active and

have more authority than in some unions because a tendency towards

bureaucratization has not yet matured. Therefore, locals or branches

are more likely to take the intitiative to request COLP programs.

Thompson sees the greater militancy of the public sector, which has the

effect of ·vitalizing the union", as the second reason. The third reason

identified by Thompson is the large number of women in the public
sector unions. 'The unions have therefore been forced to deal with

women's issues and women's equality, and in that process other social

issues have been drawn in and are a legitimate subject for debate,"

Thompson says. Again, Palmer's empirical findings support

Thompson's viewpoint. While job segregation has meant that women

continue to be less unionized than men, the number of male trade

union members increased by 40 per cent between 1966 and 1976�

compared to a 160 per cent increase for women trade unionists

(Pa1mer� 1(83). Many of these new women trade unionists have been

workers in the public service sector, in the health care industry, for
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instance. They have therefore joined public sector unions, so that, for

example, CUPE's 1976 membership was 41 per cent female (Palmer).

The fourth possible reason for greater COLP success amongst the

public sector unions, according to Thompson, is that many university

graduates educated during the peak of left-wing student activity in the

1960's-70's have found employment in government service at a level

where union jurisdiction applies. This has introduced an intellectually
critical element into some public sector trade unions (personal
communication, March 12, 1986).

Explicit support of some public sector unions has been expressed
for COLP, further indicating their affinity for the organization. Soon

after COLP 'WaS founded in 1980.. three public sector union bodies, the

Saskatchewan Division of CUPE, CUPW, and the Education and Publicity
Committee of the SGEU passed resolutions officially supporting COLP.

The SGEU has continued to provide official support for COLP.5 The

position of the SGEU towards COLP is consistent with its view of social

unionism and internationalism.6 Although the SGEU is a CLC affiliate..

and although the CLC leadership has been reluctant to promote the

South African Congress of Trade Unions (SACTU). the union hosted a

SACTU spokesperson in Regina in 1985.

The attempt to classify COLP's audience according to a public
sector union/private sector union dichotomy can, however, be

unrealistically arbitrary, since the parallel has a number of anomalies.

For example, despite the fact that Anne Betts sits on the COLP steering

committee, the union for which she is a staff member, PSAC, has used

COLP services only once, although it is the fourth largest union in the
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province (NGA Research Associates, 1(85).

Another public sector union, the Service Employees Internationai

Union (SEIU) has not cooperated with COLP since 1981. SEIU Research

Director Greg Trew expressed concern about the ideological content of

the COLP programs in an interview with thiS researcher. The SEIU is

the Only public sector union in Saskatchewan Whose headquarters are

in the United States. The SEIU is not viewed by the trade union

movement as a progressive union, even within the context of the

internationals (P. Gallagher} personal communication, February 28}

1(86).

Two determinjng criteria of whether or not unions request COLP

educationals, then} seem to be the union's general political and social

perspective} and the perspective of the leadership. Don Kossick says,

"It's more a problem of the people Who are in charge of education, and

Who influence education programming. It depends very much on the ..

. elected leadership and their hired functionaries- (personal

communication} March 14, 1(86). For example, the Saskatoon local of

the Candian Union of Postal Workers has used COLP programs four

times} a high rate of usage for a single local. Ken Bird} president of the

local for 3 of the past 4 years, was a participant in COLP's 1982 tour to

Nicaragua. He says, "We have a philosophy in CUPW that it's not

sufficient just to see the unions as looking after bread and butter'

issues of the membership.... I think we realize that trade unions have

to be seen in the larger context of the society - not only in canadian

society, but international society as well. We see COLP as offering

educational programs in terms of that" (personal communication,
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February 26, 1986). Pat Davis, former President of the CUPW local, has

found that, 1b.e saskatoon local of CUPW is no more militant or no less

militant than any other CUPW local across Canada. The [national]

leadership . . . promotes international solidarity" (personal
communication, March 17, 1986).

Another example of how social orientation has been a criterion of

an interest in COLP programs is the Grain Services Union (GSU). The

GSU represents Only 2.21 of Saskatchewan trade unionists, yet has

used COLP's services 9 times, or 6.61 of the total. The GSU has used

COLP programs more than any other labour organization except for

CUPE and SGEU, and almost twice as often as any other private sector

union. GSU staff representative Bonnie Pearson offers an explanation
for this:

We're a relatively small union and we believe in the necessity of

education for the membership. It makes sense, then, to access

educational programs that are available rather than doing a

duplication of services.... The GSU has always had an interest in

and recognized the validity of international solidarity. That

seems to have been a long-standing principle in this union

(personal communication, March 13, 1986).

Christine Smillie says that the GSU is a union -whose leadership is

committed to having an informed, militant membership. The

membership seems to be very involved in the internal working of the

union, and ... to be generally aware of broader, social political issues"

(personal communication, March 18, 1986). The GSU has a progressive

staff who "see a progressive role for the union - a concern with
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education in more than strictly a tools-course kind of education" (L

Thompson. personal communication. March 12. 1986).

The point that COLP's principal audience must be defined

according to a political criterion can be overemphasized. For example.
the Energy and Chemical Workers Union (ECWUt not espedal1y noted

for playing a left-wing role within the Saskatchewan labour movement

(Smillie. personal communication.. April II. 1986), used COLP programs

consistently. if not trequentiy, over the years (NGA Research

Associates, 1985). Nevertheless.. from an analysis of those unions

'Which have used the services of COLP most consistently and frequently"
it would appear that the single strongest reason for the use of the

project is not necessarily that the union is in the public sector" but that

the union's leadership and staff enjoys the support of its membership

in its shared commitment to the provision of education for the

purposes of bUilding a progressive.. politica11y-conscious kind of trade

unionism. This lesson is reinforced by an identification of the labour

organizationsWhich have expressed resistance or indifference to COLP.

COLP has not enjoyed support in Saskatchewan from the

Saskatchewan Federation of Labour (SFL) or the Canadian Labour

Congress (CLC). After repeated attempts by Christine Smillie to obtain

the endorsement of the SFL in 1980 (C. Smillie, personal

communication, March 18, 1986)" the September IS" 1980 meeting of

the Saskatche¥lan Federation of Labour's Executive Council passed a

resolution to "not endorse or participate in the current CUSO-OlFAM

project", "Part of why they didn't give support to COLP was because of

what they claimed to be the situation with SLIP,," Christine Smillie

--
.--
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remembers ( personal communication} March 1 �t 1986). "They claimed

that they had no control over the resource people or the programs that

SLIP offered. Therefore} they weren't interested in supporting COLP}

'Which they saw as a continuation of SLIP." The current chairperson
for the SFL Education Committee} Carolyn Jones} says that, "We do have

a policy of trying to do our own education} as in not relinquishing trade

union education to non-trade union organizations" (personal
communication} April 3} 1 <)86). A memorandum apparently written

by the CLC to affiliates in 1 <)82 entitled !he relationship between CLC

Labour Studies Programme and Colleges and Universities'" ruled tnat,

"Any labour studies programme offered for our membership must be

under the control of the labour movement itself" (COLP file document).

Regardless of the specific content of COLP programs} then} there does

appear to be a political interest in not offering support to COLP from

the CLC or the SFL.

However} decisions about education in the SFL do not occur in an

ideological vacuum. SFL Executive member Bonnie Pearson says that}

"International solidarity is not something that the Federation has put
on its educational program in any meaningfUl way.... Its educational

-

priority is determined in large part by [its] political agenda" (personal

communication} March 11 1986).

Now} the ideological perspective of the SFL President, Nadine

Hunt} is not consistent with COLP's} both because she is committed to

social democracy (Sarjsant, 1981) and also because she has avoided

supporting militant trade unionism (Greensnields, 1982). However}

there is reason to believe that COLP has on occasion posed a problem
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for the CLC's International Affairs Department It seems that COLP is

perceived by the CLC as a program of interest to the International

Affairs Department, rather than the Education Department, for when

Laurie Thompson requested a meeting 'With the CLC's education officer

in Regina in March, 1985, he was referred to Paul Puritt of

International Affairs in ottawa (Thompson, COLP Staff Report, March

22, 1985). When I asked the CLC's Regional Education Officer, A1f

Walker, about the CUSO-OIFAM Labour Project, he began his response

with positive comments about CUSO and OXFAM as overseas aid

agencies. When I pushed for clarification, he claimed that he had

never heard of COLP. Qearly, COLP has not kept the Regional Office of

the CLC awake at nights.
The International Affairs Department, on the other hand, has

been aware of COLP for some time. In a letter to Smillie in 1980,

Lucien Boutin, a development animator 'With the CLC, asked that,

"Whenever you are planning to involve unions affiliated to the CLC in a

particular workshop," to discuss its preparation with him (personal

communication, October 10, 1980). This invitation 'WaS not interpreted

by COLP as a friendly act, for earlier that year a COLP steering

committee member, reflecting on SLIP's experience and attempts by

COLP to gain recognition from the SFL, had noted that "OUr relationship

with the CLC is tenuous at best- (personal communication, April 2,

1980).

Relations between the CLC International Affairs Department and

COLP did not improve over the years. "It seems like almost annually

we had a crisis with the CLC," says Christine Smillie (personal
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communication. March 18. 1986). Smillie once received a phone call

from the cusa development education staff person in ottawa. notifying
her that the CLC development education staff person had phoned both

cusa and OXFAM to question their support for the project Later. in

the January. 1984 issue of cusa Forum. Smillie 'Wrote:

One of the things we have realized . . . is that trade union

consciousness does not equal working-ctass consciousness or an

understanding of the need for international solidarity. Trade

unions in North America were initially set up as organizations for

the defence of their members and they remain so. Very few

education programs address the political concerns which we deal

\\lith in our eductional programs (Smillie. 1984. p.25).
Her article was criticized by the offidal responsible for

development education for the CLC. Rick Jackson. in the March issue of

CUsaForum:

Smillie suggests that trade unions in Canada are exclusively
concerned with the economic defence of their members' and

consequently are either un\&1i11ing or incapable of plating

development issues in a working-ctass context in education

programs. What utter nonsense I . . .If ridiculous suggestions like

the one above form the basis for (Smillie's work) ... I fail to see

how such a project serves the best interests of cusa. the Canadian

labour movement or our brothers and sisters abroad (jackson.

1984. p.23).
Smillie's rejoinder in the same issue, invited by the CUSO Forum.

denied that she had made the criticism of unions that Jackson had
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charged h�r with. She stated that her statement was meant to be

descriptive, rather than criticial (C. Smillie, 1984, p.23). Furthermore,
Smillie POinted out that she had been working cooperatively with trade

unions in Saskatchewan for four years and therefore was fully aware

that trade unions were capable of induding development education

issues in their educational agendas.
Mard�le Harland, Executive Secretary for the Saskatchewan

Council for International Cooperation (SCIC), remembers when she

received "a number of phone calls from people Who don't usually call

me: in May, 1984 (M. Harland, personal communication, March 14,

1986). Harland had been called several times from the national office

of CUSO and other sources. The CUSO calls "raised the question with us

that perhaps the kinds of questions the CLC was raising, particularly
Within CIDA ... was not in COLP's interest," Harland recalls. She was

reluctant to specify the content of the phone calls.

COLP has taken opportunities to discuss its development

education theory and practice with other canadian development

educators. Smillie has done workshops on development education with

labour in Manitoba and Alberta and has published on the issue (Smillie,

Doing Developmen� 1983). COLP sees the development education

community as important to work with, however only 7 programs had

been conducted with this constituency during the period studied by

NGA Research Associates (1985).

This section has shown that, consistent With the history of

class-conscious labour COLP 's class-conscious

internationalism enjoys support amongst those Saskatchewan unions
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most closely affiliated to the politics of existing class struggle trade

unionism, and has received either overt or covert opposition from

conservative labour centrals. A simple statistical analysis reveals

that the largest Saskatenewan unions, such as CUPE and SGEU, use

COLP programs most often. Another reason why CUPE unionists have

used COLP to an even greater extent than their status as the largest
union in the province would warrant may be deduced from an

understanding of their decentralized structure. However} an analysis
of COLP's audience from a perspective which sees labour education as

ideological reproduction snows that it is the more progressive and

militant unions, in general, which have been most interested in COLP

programs. The analysis helps explain the relatively high incidence of

use by CUPW, SGEU, GSU and SWW. The comparison of data about

COLP's audience 'With analyses of the political backgrounds of unions

which do or do not use COLP and the record of the project's experience

'With the eLC and the SFL leadership reinforces two lessons learned

from a study of labour education history. First, c1ass-conscious labour

education programs have historically depended upon the support of

strong progressive unions. It has been these unions which have

expressed the greatest interest in education in general} as well. Second}

conservative or reactionary labour organizations have tended to either

ignore or oppose class-conscious labour education programs. The CLC

has attempted to terminate COLP through the national labour central's

connections with the Canadian state. This will become more evident as

the final section of this chapter turns to a consideration of the material

base of the CUSO-OXFAM Labour Project
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3.5 COLP's Material Base

The purpose of this section is to clearly identify COLP's material

bass of support. The section argues that COLP's dependence on CIDA

funding, and the record of interference by the CLC in the provision of

this fundin� has created limitations on the project's potential to clearly
break 'With dominant labour education ideology. COLP's perceptions of

what it can do are as meaningful as What it can actually do, since the

steering committee's decisions win be based on its interpretation of

available facts and, perhaps, fragments of facts. Tnerefcre, the

perceptions of development educators of their relationship to CIDA

must be taken into account.

Table 2 shows that COLP's existence is overwhelmingly

dependent on CIDA for funding, as are most other development

education organizations in canada. Purtnermore, the dependency on

CIDA funding has been increasing since COLP's founding. Money is

prOVided to COLP from CIDA's Public Participation Program (PPP)

through the SCIC, whose mandate includes providing support for world

development education (International Development, 1982).
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TABU 2

COLP RiVDUE 1930-31 - 1934/35

..l9_84L85. 1.9_8..3.L84 1.9_82 L8.3. 1.9_8..1L82 ..l9_80L8..1

CUSO 51000 51000 51000 3500 51000
OXFAM 3500 3500 3500 31000 21200
CIDA 361000 281000 231728 141961 11330
LABOUR 281 845 ------- 834 l,403a
OTHER �430a 408. �424a _L164

TOTAL 49,211 37,753 36,652 23,459 21,933

aother revenue is obtained from the sale of kits and

a number of one-time only grants for special activities by
organizations, such as the Secretary of state, the Canadian Catholic

Organization for Development and Peace (CCODP) and the Canadian

Council for International Cooperation (CCIC). (NGA Research Associates,
1985).

COLP's perception of its primary funding source is that CIDA will

fund COLP as long as the project does not cross an invisible political
line. Laurie Thompson says, "The PPP . . . is basically a public relations

program for CIDA.... They are willing to fund development education

in as many different constituencies as they think will support foreign

aid- (personal communication, March 12, 1986). However, CIDA's

support is perceived as being conditional. When asked if COLP should

be moving beyond providing information to promoting specific actions

by trade unions, COlP steering committee chairperson Martin

d'Entremont said, "It would mean the end of COLP. We would lose all
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of our funding" (personal communication, February 27� 1986).

Mardele Harland agrees. "There's no suggestion that CIDA doesn't act

politically when it has to or perceives it has to
U

(personal

communication, March 14� 1986).

The problem of continued CIDA funding for COLP has not been

isolated from political questions. COLP's concerns about the antagonism

of the CLC International Affairs Department have been described in the

previous section. By 19841 CIDA contributions to COLP were being

delayed in their de1ivery to the intermediary SCIC. On May 18� 1984,

Christine Smillie received a letter from Mardele Harland indicating that

one of the reasons why the money 'WaS being delayed was CIDA's

concern about COLP's weak relations ....nth the CLC (personal

communication, May 18, 1(84). Ten days later, Smillie 'WaS informed

by Harland that 'questions are being asked about COLP at the External

Affairs level" (C. Smillie, personal communicanon, May 28, 1(84).

Harland's communications with Ottawa in thiS regard have been briefly

described in the previous section. CIDA and the SCIC agreed at this

point that a format evaluation should be done of COLP. A favourable

evatuation of COLP was conducted in 1985 by Adrian Gibbons of NGA

Research Associates in Regina, and funding was extended for COLP.

Nevertheless, the COLP steering committee and the coordinator

recognize that the decision to continue or discontinue the project is

ultimately out of their hands. One aspect of the radical theory which

guides COLP's decisions holds that the state \Alitl always operate in the

long-term interests of capital, and that CIDA is sensitive to pressure

from powerful institutional forces like the CLC. Therefore, the fear that
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CIDA will terminate its funding to COLP imposes a limitation on the

freedom of the project to consistently and publicly challenge the

dominant ideology. In practice, COLP's concern about the political
agenda of its main funder is one reason why the projectWill not openly
and explicity counsel specific action by its trade union audience" nor

directly criticize either the SFL or the CLC. A more principled reason is

the project's view that it is not its function to offer personal leadership
to trade unionists" but rather to offer information and analysis for

workers to use in their autonomous and democratic organizations.

3.6 Conclusions

This chapter has located COLP witnin the world economic crisis

and its impact on Saskatchewan and the provincial labour movement.

It has identified the immediate origins of COLP in the class-conscious

commitment of OXFAM-Canada West Regional Office staff in 1911. The

predecessor to COLP" SLIP" established a base of support amongst trade

unionists through its extensive programming from which evolved a

model for conducting development education witn trade unionists.

Analysis of SLIp·s experience reveals that advancement of a

class-conscious view of international labour solidarity would not be

uncritically supported in the trade union movement The organization
of COLP provided the opportunity to create a class-conscious

management structure" to bring a class-conscious internationalist

perspective into the trade union movement from within" and to hire a

full-time labour educator for the purpose of building international

labour solidarity in Saskatchewan. However" the limitations of
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ideology as a force of its O'Wn were indicated by the difficulty

experienced by the steering commtttee in fulfilling its perceived

obligation to work. in true cooperation and partnership with the

coordinator. The real restrictions imposed upon employed steering
committee members contributing voluntary labour interfered with the

practical implementation of shared principles. The scope and

dimensions of COLP's audience have reflected both the divisions within

the trade union movement over strategy and the demography of

Saskatchewan trade unionism. COLP's limitations as an organization

capable of breaking fully and openly with the piurausm, economism,

and their offshoot, social democracy, are indicated by a critical

examination of the project's dependency on government funding.
COLP follows in the tradition of progressive labour education

programs by virtue of the role it plays within the labour movement.

It is an educational resource, primarily to the most class-conscious

unions in the province. The cost for this service is that it has on

occasion been identified as an Object for criticism from the ClC� which

may have contributed to COLP's insecure financial base. The opposition
or negligence expressed by the labour centrals to COLP again place the

project within the tradition of class-conscious labour education history.

COLP is unique in the published nistory of labour education in the

western wortd, on the other nand, in that it is a development education

project. This fact has several implications. The ideological roots of

COlP lie as much in radical development education theory as in class

Struggle trade unionism. As an educational program outside of the

labour movement, COlP can make no inherent claim to guardianship of
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a labour organization. Any legitimacy and support which COLP enjoys

must 00 won through effective and meaningful work. COLP is,

ultimatety, a creature of the state. As an educational program whose

curriculum is based on class-conscious trade union struggle, critical of

the state, COLP's life is atways fragile. FinallYI as a development

education program, the project's mandate is to promote not only

dass-consciousness, but also international labour solidarity. This

chapter has suggested that it is in promoting an alternative ideology to

the political view of the CLC International Affairs Department that

COLP has provoked the most opposition. Chapter Five will present

further evidence for this argument

Chapter Four turns to an ezamtnaticn of COLP's curriculum aims,

design, and implementation. The chapter Will show that COLP has

applied its class-conscious ideology to the practice of designing and

implementing curriculum. In doing SOl it has broken with the

curricular ideology of social efficiency.
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ENDNOTES

1 10e All-Hah seminar was a method developed by development educators
a.t GATT-Fly in Toronto in the mid-l970·s. It was based on Freirean

ftletbodology. The method gained popularity throughout canada, especialty
a.fter GATT-Fly pubitsnec a book on the method.

2 The SCIC is an umbrella organization of twenty-two organizations with an

interest in some form in international development. One of its functions is

to act as a central administrative structure for providing funds to
development education projects in Saskatchewan. CIDA funds have been

forwarded to the SCIC, then distributed to the different projects. Until
1982, the provincial government provided matching grants to the SCIC for

development education. In that year, the Devine government stopped the
grants, in part because development education was perceived as being too
radical.

3 One Sky is-one of a number of Canada-wide learner centres established

primarily to serve as resource centres for groups and members of the

public interested in Third World development.

4 The frequency in the number of programs and number of participants
from 1980/81 to 1985/86 is distorted, primarily, by the unequal time
periods measured. Note that the earliest time period measured spans all of

1980 and part of 1981, wnite the latest time period measured spans only
several months of 1985.

5 For example, the union 'Was "only too pleased- to agree to a 1982

request that one of its staffers, Gary Bartley, be given permission to sit on

the COLP steering committee (R. Ermet, personal communication, January 7,
1983).

6 For example, in 1985 the union helped organize a presentation of a play
on peace and disarmament in Saskatchewan.
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4. CLASS-CONSCIOUS CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

AND IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Introduction

Abstract discussion ... is, by itself, congenitally incapable of

teaching and moving its human subject matter. Only by focusing
on labor's story, and learning to tell it creatively will our work be

able to link heart and mind, and emotion and intellect, in the

human agency, the working class, that driVes the system forward

and wields the power capable of transforming it (Bergquist, 1984,

p.16).

As Chapter Three shows, the CUSO-OIFAM Labour Project was

established in order to creatively tell the story of labour as the

primary force in the making of global capitalism. It is the product of

a dialectical relationship between radical development education

theory and the conditions which spawned the beginnings of class

struggle trade unionism in Saskatchewan. That is, the progressive and

militant trade union movement whicb was dominant in Saskatchewan

in 1976-78 made decison-makers in SCIC, OIFAM-tanada West, and

CUSO aware of the possibility of organizing a development education

project for workers. On the other hand, the ctass-consciousnees which

existed within OIPAM and CUSO at the time provided the motivation

for organizing the project. Both conditions were themselves

precipitated by the objective reality of the world economic crisis, as it

was being realized in Saskatchewan. The interplay between the level

of consciousness in both the trade union movement and development
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education was the key factor which led to the creation of SLIP, then

COLP. In its commitment to fadlitate the development of

dass-consdousness amongst saskatchewan trade unionists, COLP

follo'WS in the tradition of class-conscious labour education programs in

the Western English-speaking world, a tradition described in Chapter
Two.

This chapter examines COLP's curriculum practice, or practical

ideology, to identify elements of its theory of curriculum production

and implementation Which are based on radical development

education theory, dialectical materialist educational theory, or an

integration of the two theories. The relationship of COLP's practical

ideology to that of standard labour education programs is examined.

There are three k.ey concepts used in this chapter: practical ideology..

dialectical materialist theory of education, and curriculum. Each

conceptmust therefore be defined and clarified.

Ideology consists of both practical and theoretical elements.

Theoretical ideology remains at the level of ideas and can be identified

in education, for example, in expression of ideas through curriculum

content. The concept of practical ideology is defined as the habits,

rituals, behaviors, and customs of individuals within any culture as

they act on their beliefs Wthusser, 1971). For example, within

capitalist schooling practical ideology takes the concrete form of

reinforcing the teacher as the pivotal authority in the educative

process, insuring that learners carry on their work individually rather

than collectively, and creating division rather than unity between

students (Sharp, 19aO). Within the scope of this thesis, practical
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ideology will refer to the social manifestations of COLP's

class-consciousness as it applies to designing its curriculum, and

organizing and implementing its programs. Examination of the method

of construction, the scope, and the organiZation of COLP's actually

produced curncmum Will identify the choices COLP has taken for

investment of labour time which have resulted in the production of

curriculum materials reflecting the project'S theoretical ideology. The

chapter then continues an examination of COLP's practical ideology by

studying the coordinator's habits and behaviOrs of organizing for and

implementing its programs. This fourth section of the chapter on

curriculum implementation is usefUl beCause it examines how the

coordinator's practice has had to accommodate to the restrictions of an

external world, but how, at the same time, COLP's class-conscious

practical ideology is relatively sustained.

The second key concept, the dialectical materialist theory of

education, has its basis in Marxism. Marxist epistemology holds that

the basis of all knowledge is sodal practice. Knowledge is verified

when humans achieve the expected results through social practice

(Thomson, 1974). The development of knowledge is a dialectical

process, which proceeds in a cyclical movement through three stages:

(a) perceptual knowledge, dependent on contact with the material

world, on experience; (b) rational knowledge, dependent on the

synthesis of the data perceived and the reconstruction of them; and (c)

the application of theory to practice. Theoretical knowledge, then,

begins with practice and must Ultimately return to the practice of the

self-conscious 'YI()fking-Class to test its truth (Thomson, 1914). Itmight
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be assumed, then, that a ctass-conscious labour education projectwould

design curriculum which both originates and begins with the

knowledge and experience of workers, deepens analysis and theory

through synthesis and reconstruction, then returns to practice. The

curriculum lNOutd originate with workers' knowledge and experience as

its source; indiVidual program plans would begin with workers'

knowledge in that each program's introduction would tie into workers'

local experience. Furthermore, there would be a close integration of

theory and practice. This chapter studies COLP's curriculum design to

determine the extent to which it has followed a dialectical path, both

With reference to the curriculum's evolution and Within the conduct of

its indiVidual programs.

The third key concept used in this chapter is that of curriculum.

The concept bears clarification here both because it is not commonly
used in development education and because this thesis utilizes an

uncoventional definition of the concept. McDiarmid (1971) defines

curriculutn as "a deliberately selected set of (programs) which taken

together are assumed to produce certain differences in the (program
participant] which otherwise would not have occurred- (p. 30). This

definition proves useful for the analysis of COLP's production and

implementation of its programs. As well, McDiarmid (1971) makes an

argument that -Although most commentators distinguish among the

W'Ords curriculum, instruction, and climate,... these separate categories
shoUld be considered merely aspects of the word curriculum" (p. 30).
This afgUrnent is also useful for the purposes of this thesis.

MCDiarmid's definition allows for an analysis of COLP's work on
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curriculum as different aspects of an essentially unitary labour process,

rather than as falsely segmented and objectified products of abstract

labour. rnus, an examination of COLP's organizing methods and

pedagogy become aspects of curriculum implementation.

COLP's practical ideology is a manifestation of a synthesis of

development education theory and dialectical materialist education

theory. While disagreements exist between liberal and radical

development educators, there are shared principles as 'Well. Most

development educators would agree with Pat Mooney (1983).. who

observes that the task of development education has always been to:

-( 1) show how canadian economic and foreign policy influences and is

influenced by- 'W'Orld events; and -(2) bring home the global village'...

by exposing the local manifestations of the human reality posed by

racism.. poverty.. etc: (p. 77). This process of articulating local

manifestations of underdevelopment is often described as 1in1c:age.

Most development education programs can also be characterized by

their inclusion of the following four elements: (a) consciousness

raising, that is.. creating a new awareness; (b) empowerment, which

moves from consciousness to action.. thus helping to overcome a feeling

of po-werlessness; (c) the building of coalitions or alliances; and (d) the

influencing of policy (Hall.. 1983). COLP meets all of the above criteria.

A class-consdous labour education program could therefore be

expected..
to the extent that it was not limited by the confines of its

material context.. to de-emphasize the standard role of the teacher in

the learning process by involving program participants in

decision-making over such matters as the timing of meetings,
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methodology, and the content of programs. Collective forms of

teaching and learning WOuld be planned. At the same time, content

would not be sacrificed in the name of a liberating methodology.

curriculum design and ifllplementation \liQuld attempt to unify theory

and practice by, at least, relating program content to workers'lives as

producers.

4.2 COLP's Educational Aims

An examination of COLP's stated aims of education reveals the

fundamental educational philosophy of the project. If this philosophy

is consistent with COLP's class-consciousness as an organization, then it

can be deduced that COLP's practical ideology in education should also

be class-conscious. This section analyzes COLP's aims of education to

clarify the educational purposes of the organization. This clarification

is derived from an examination of COLP's formal statementof goals and

from study of a published article wbich explained COLP's theory

concerning the purposes of labour education.

SLIP's goals were drafted in 1978 by Bob Jeffcott (jeffcott,

1978) and remain identical for COLP (Thompson, CUSO-OXPAM Labour

Project 1985-86 Workplan, 1985). COLP's formal curriculum aims are

expressed in the project objectives. They are:

1. To make Saskatchewan union members aware of the working

and living conditions faced by people in the underdeveloped

nations and of how these conditions relate to their own working

lives.

2. To explain the nature and causes of underdevelopment, the
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role of mUltinational corporations in the third 'WOrld countnes,
and the role of governments in maintaining underdevelopment to
the disadvantage of Canadian and third \¥OI1d working people.
3. To build an understanding of the necessity of labour solidarity
with the struggles of third world working people.
4. To give people in saskatchewan development education

organizations a better understanding of the 'WOrk and goals of the
labour movement in saskatchewan so that labour and those

active in development education may 'WOrk together more closely
in the future (Jeffcott� 1916� p.3).
The final Objective� not included in the original draft, was added

because of SLIP's perception tnat the development education

community had mystified and romanticized education work with

labour, and to acknowledge and overcome tne perceived middle-class

bias of development educators (C. Smillie, personal communications,
November 29� 1984).

Christine Smillie has stipulated COLP's recognition that labour

education must be directly related to the concrete experience of its

program participants, and its aim of overcoming the narrow trade

union consciousness reinforced by many labour education programs.

In COLP's first Annual Report, Smillie stated: ·COLP believes that it is

essential to relate the issues we discuss to the 'WOrk and lives of the

people we are addressing" (1961, p.4). In her 1963 article in a Special

Issue of canadian and International Education. 12(3), Smillie.Wfote:

The goal [of COLP education] is a politically conscious union

membership which understands its own situation and therefore
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the necessity for international solidarity....What we are trying

to do is transform trade union consciousness into a recognition of

the common interests which working people in canada share with

working people in other parts of the world (pp. 151-2).

Here, Smillie seems to argue that if trade unionists are presented

With c1ass-constious information in the context of a development

education program, it will be a natural result for workers to reach

internationalist conclusions. SUch a conclusion would only be valid if

'WOrkers throughout the world shared a basic class unity. To educate

for an understanding of '"the common interests which working people..

. snare" is to educate for c1ass-constiousness. Smillie asserts that these

"common interests" exist beyond national boundaries, that trade

unionists in Saskatchewan have "common interests- with workers

around the 'IfOrld. Therefore, Smillie's statement suggests an explicit

adherence by COLP to class-conscious internationalist labour education.

The ways in wbich COLP has applied this analysis to the design and the

implementation of its curriculum will be examined in the sections

Which follow.

4.3 curncuium Design for the Working- Class

COLP's commitment to serving workers' interests has meant that

its curriculum has been developed dialectically, both in terms of the

internal organisation of many programs and also in terms of its

long-term evolution. Consistent with the principles of dialectical

education, COLP designed a curriculum based initially on local

concrete needs identified by trade unionists and on COLP's analysis of

tm
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critical features of the provindal political economy, such as the rapid

computerization of many trade unionists' work. COLP's identification of

educational needs and its development and implementation of

curriculum to address these needs contributed to a raising of

internationalist consciousness amongst Saskatchewan trade unionists.

This increased consciousness was substantially fadlitated by concrete

changes in the provindal political economy and changes in the

organization of work. These concrete changes and the consequent

changes in trade unionists' consciousness at the same time affected

COLP's interpretation of workers' educational needs. As the dialectical

engagement between COLP and its audience made it increasingly

possible to discuss international issues in practical ways, COLP's

curriculum became increasingly internationalist and therefore

theoretical in content. By the structural design of some of its

individual programs, COLP has encourged members of its audience to

apply theories and information presented during a program to their

local practice. Had COLP responded directly to the interests of CIDA..

curriculum design from the beginning would have been more

intemationally-oriented. COLP's curriculum would not, then, have

originated with the knowledge of Saskatchewan workers.. the

curriculum content might have been too abstract, and the project's

impact would have been weakened. Had the COLP coordinators and

steering committee not been prepared to open decision-malting about

the design of its curriculum to partidpation by trade unionists, but

rather decided, as middle-class intelligentsia, wbat was best for the

workers, COLP's curriculum design may not have addressed the needs
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of Saskatchewan workers and VlOuld not have been capable of

developing increased subjective interest in internationalist education.

COLP's curriculum design has reflected its c1ass-oonsciousness in

ways other than through its dialectical relationship with the project's

audience. COLP has recognized the effectiveness of workers' educating

'WOrkers, and thus has not hesitated to sponsor or co-sponsor tours of

third 'WOrld trade unionists or 'WOrkers' representatives to

Saskatchewan. Tours of Saskatchewan trade unionists to Nicaragua
have been organized with the same pedagogical principle in mind. As

well, the scope of COLP's curriculum design has been broadened to

address the needs of the whole 'WOrking class, including the special

interests of 'WOmen and of unemployed 'WOrkers.

4.3.1 COLP Programs

On August 25, 1965, COLP officially changed its strategic focus .

.

In the steering committee meeting on that date, Laurie Thompson

argued:

Solidarity work in the Saskatchewan union movement is moVing

into a new stage... .It is no longer a matter of having to drum up

interest in international issues. It is a matter of deepening that

interest and assisting in organizing solidarity as a response. This

will mean that COLP will focus its education 'WOrk more sharply

and more directly on international issues (OVerall Objectives,

1965).

The change was advocated on the basis of COLP's observation that

trade union conventions had been passing an increasing number of
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resolutions on international issues, that debate on such resolutions had

attracted increasing participation, and that trade union participation in

such events as tours to Nicaragua and meetings addressed by SACTU

Solidarity COmmittee representatives had been increasing.

Thompson 's proposal, adopted unanimously by the steering

committee, was -aimed at moving unions or trade unionists into direct

solidarity \I1Ork
- (OVerall Objectives� 1965). As a result only programs

With clear international links are made available. Thompson warned

the steering committee tnat, -If adopted, the strategy \I1Ould bring the

project a little closer to the political edge of fundraising (because it

would focus on) political hotpoints (and) action- (personal

communication, August 25, 1965). The focus of COLP's 'WOrk began to

focus primarily and explicitly on Central America and South Africa.

The August decision was the apogee in COLP's evolution towards strict

application of an agenda for building international labour solidarity.

The decision may not have been possible if COLP had not

followed a dialectical strategy in the long-term development of its

curriculum. COLP has developed 63 different programs. (Programs can

be defined as designs for the presentation of information to an

audience and may be organized around a tour to the province). From

1960-65 the scope of the programs show a clear trend towards

internationalist content, away from content of primarily local concern.

Now� internationalist theory and information is being returned to the

practice of trade unionism in Saskatchewan by volunteer labour

educators organiZed by COLP. The evolutionary development of COLP's

program design is one way in Which the project's practical ideology
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has been consistent with dialectical-materialist education theory. The

second significant way is that the concepts upon which individual

programs were based originated in the local experience of workers..

introduced new information and theory.. and sometimes concluded by

asking program participants to apply theory to their own practice as

trade unionists.

An examination of COLP's practical ideology as it relates to

designing new programs indicates both that they have been developed

dialectically, and that the project is committed to the transmission of

knowledge to Workers rather than, for example, creating alternative

patterns of behaVior through role-playing. Goals for any new program

were developed either from the coordinator's own analysis of the

concrete needs of trade unionists, or from spedfically identified needs

by particular Unions. For ezample, in 1980 the COLP coordinator

prepared a program on uranium development in the province at the

request of a National Representative of the Energy and Chemical

Workers Union (HCWU). On October 14.. 1980.. the program -Uranium

Mining in Saskatchewan and the Third World- was presented for the

first time to the union's Fall Area counen meeting (Smillie.. 1981). The

program's success began a long-term relationship between COLP and

the ECWU.

COLP's commitment to the transmiSSion of knowledge is revealed in

its process of constructing programs. After goals for a new program

were identified.. the process primarily involved reviewing films.. slide

shows, and written materials 'Which had a trade union focus. The

learner centres, especially the One Sky Cross-Cultural Centre, provided
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the research materials, pamphlets and audio visuals (Jeffcott, 1960).

Appropriate resource people had to be located and confirmed.

Program objectives and methodology were established to achieve the

transfer of this knowledge.
The internal structure of COLP program designs again exposes

COLP's interest in dialectically transmitting knowledge. Programs are

designed to be one to two hours in length. Each is introduced by

outlining the agenda, establishing the socio-economic context for the

issue being dealt With, and tying the issue to the concerns or situation

of the particular union (L. Thompson, personal communication,

December 13, 1965). The group would then be introduced to one or

two resource people who were selected for their expertise, their

understanding of the program's objectives, and their ability to "present

their subject clearly and in a way that is relevant to working class

mterests" (L. Thompson, personal communication, December 13, 1965).

The program then followed with the showing of a 30-60 minute

audio-Visual and a talk from a resource person.

Following the presentation, program designs often called for

small-group discUssions of four to five people. The purpose of these

discUssions was to provide participants with an opportunity to make

the content of the presentations meaningful to their own collective

experiences and/or to develop strategies or tactics for ways to deal

with the problem presented and discussed during the evening. For

example, the program "Labour's Long Struggle" asks program

participants ·What are the similarities and differences in the tactics

used by the governments to resolve labour disputes in the past and the
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tactics used now?· The program
•

Women 's Double Day· asked '"How

can unions and other organizations change the status of 'WOmen in the

home and in the 'WOrkplace? What political and social changes will be

needed?· The program ·Women and Technological Change" concluded

by asking "What steps still need to be taken to guarantee the health

and the jobs of people in your 'WOrkplace?· Some program designs only

called for questions to be raised in plenary.

In summary, the practieat ideology of COLP is revealed here by

the example of the way COLP identified its program goals, by the

description of the basic labour process involved in collecting

curriculum materials, and by analysis of the design of its programs.

COLP was able to rely on its coordinators to identify many program

goals because its coordinators were actively involved in trade union

'WOrk, so were familiar with organized workers' needs and interests.

Other program goals were identified by explicit expressions of trade

union representatives. Thus, however needs were identified,

programs originated in workers' knowledge. Composition of programs

was based on the transmission of knowledge, which implies that COLP·s

practical ideology focused on the pivotal role 01 the teacher. This

strategy is not inconsistent with class-conscious education, since

Entwistle (1979) snows that classical Marxism has always placed a high

value on cultural reproduction. The program designs called for a

sequence beginning with each union's experience. The conclusion of

the program designs shows a return to local practice, aimed at

developing a strategy for action or local analysis. This outline of design
is necessary to demarcate COLP·s practical ideology at the planning
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stage of COLP's educational model from its practical ideology as it was

influenced by its social context during implementation.
The scope of COLP curriculum exhibits an interest in meeting the

needs of all members of the working-class. The scope of COLP

curriculum was broadened since March, 1960 to include programs for

-women. "Because 1 was involved in Saskatchewan Working Women

[SWW], 1 pushed us to be working with more than simply organized

unions,· says Christine Smillie. ·1 extended our programming to include

SWW and later the unions of the unemployed- (personal
communication, March 16, 1966). Programs developed primarily for

female audiences included ·Work and Health for Women-, on

occupational health in job categories dominated by women, ·Women's

Double Day·, on the ways in 'Which the double day serves the interests

of capital, and ·Women and Technological Change·, on the impact of

technological change on the femjnjzation of the international division of

labour. Although only three labour organizations used COLP programs

more frequently than SWW, the programs focusing on women were

also used by other working women's organizations, such as Working for

Women, the Prince Albert Women's Resource Centre, and by locals of

job-ghettoized hospital workers. The broadening of programs is

supported in CUSO's Development Education National Project Criteria,

which state that priority for funding should be given to programs

"that have one of the following as their target group: .... ii. those that

recognize the unique oppresssion of women in society and \libose

objective is to support their struggle" (n.d.).

The scope of COLP's curriculum has evolved dialectically.

1IIIfI ......l.... __
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Programs originally focused on issues within a provincial or national

framework, that is, within workers· own experience. Only gradually
did COLP come to emphasize issues in their international context. This

shift signifies a raising of consciousness at the theoretical level by COLP

because issues such as occupational health, the double day, and

technological Change are not usually discussed in their world context

by standard labour education programs, and because an understanding

of issues in their world context requires a higher level of abstraction.

COLP·s initial focus on domestic issues also reflects its radical

development education theory that underdevelopment exists in

Saskatchewan as well as in the third world.

COLP·s evolutionary, dialectical program development was the

source of concern expressed by CIDA·s Public Participation Program

Director Ruth Groberman in her telephone communications with SCIC

Executive Secretary Mardele Harland in May, 1984. Groberman was

concerned about the number of COLP programs which did not contain

international content (C. Smillie" personal communication" May 18"

1984). Indeed, of the 10 COLP programs which have been used 4 or

more times, 4 focused on domestic content In other words" of a total

of 72 presentations of these programs" 29, or 40.3 per cent" focused on

domestic content. From 1980 - 1985, COLP employed the following

strategy:

We suggest that unions begin with programs whicb nave a local

or Canadian focus, and move from there to the programs with a

primarily third world focus. We have found that when a union

local began with a third world program, the programs sometimes

I
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backfired because the participants couldn't relate to wbat was

being discussed. By building from the local to the international

aspects of an issue, we get a much more positive response from

union participants (Smillie, 1981).

In fact, in 1980-81, COLP was encouraging union locals to accept
three programs from their '"Health Care Industry- series which were

domestically-oriented, rather Ulan tne popular -Living and Working
Conditions in South Africa-. COLP was learning the lessons of SLIP's

experience. SLIP had found it difficult to establish linkage between

health care issues in South Africa and canada, which had been the

focus of the -Uving and Working...
-

program.

In an interview in 1984, Smillie pointed out that COLP's

motivation for this strategy is to assist program participants to reflect

upon and analyze their own 'WOrking conditions:

I don't want to give the impression that we do domestic

programming just as a way to then be able to come back and say,

-O.K. How about a program on Working People in Central

America1- Because we are .. .interested in 'WOrking and living
conditions in canada Whatwe have found is that some unions

don't even have an education program with regard to their own

locals. So there are real gaps in kinds of basic information

(personal communication, November 29, 1984).

COLP's expressed interest in working and living conditions in

Canada demonstrates the project's location within the radical

development education school of thought. Another motivation COLP

had in developing programs with a primarily Canadian content was to
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fill what it perceived as a vacuum in trade union education, such as the

need for a class-conscious labour history.

At the same time, COLP strove to improve its ability to deliver

meaningful international labour education. ·We need to do more work

in developing good third world programs Which have the same appeal

as our programs with a more local focus..

• Christine Smillie wrote in

COLP's 1981 Annual Report (p.12). Towards that end.. The Microchip
and the Global Assembly Line" was developed in the summer of 1981.

The purpose of the program was "to address people's concern about the

issue of technological change.. but to address it in the context of the

global division of labour.. rather than just as an issue affecting North

American workers" (Smillie.. 1982, p. 8). A year later.. Smillie would

call the program "a good model" (1982 .. p.8) for a COLP program design
because it was able to place an issue Which was directly affecting many
Saskatchewan trade unionists into a meaningful international context.

OVer the first five years of COLP's hiStory, the project was able to

increase the theoretical content of its programs, While at the same time

to address the interest of its primary funding source in more

internationalist content By the time she submitted COLP's 1984 Annual

Report, Smillie was able to use the "Microchip...
"

program for eVidence

to argue that ·OVer the past few years we have become better at

developing programs Which incorporate both an international and

local component" (Smillie.. 1984). With one exception.. The

Microchip ...
"

was presented to more audiences than any other COLP

program in COLP's history. Of the ten programs which were presented

to the largest number of audiences in COLP's history, Only the
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programs which explicitly made international links were used after

1963. COLP's August, 1965 decision was the cuimmauon of a strategy

which the project's coordinator and steering committee had long

understood as necessarily dialectical.

To conclude.. the design of COLP's programs has been consistent

with a dialectical materialist approach to education. Program designs

originated in problems inherent in Saskatchewan trade unionists'

working lives.. introduced new information and theoretical knowledge..

and often concluded by asking workers' to apply their new knowledge

to the formation of union strategy. The scope of COLP's programs has

evolved over time to reflect a long-term strategy of moving from the

immediate and concrete interests of Saskatchewan workers to an

increasingly more theoretical and internationalist content. At the same

time.. the scope has broadened to promote class-consciousness by

speaking to the whole class, including women and the unemployed,

rather than only the best-organized and most-privileged sector. In the

design of its programs.. COLP's practical ideology has been manifested

in the form of researching trade unionists' objective needs through

personal contact with trade union officials and involvement in the

labour movement.. the collection of materials and location of resource

people for program design and delivery, and the construction of new

program outlines. This practical ideology is a response to COLP's

dialectical approach to transmitting knowledge to workers in that

program ideas always originated in workers' knowledge, the

knowledge was then synthesized and put into more abstract form

through the design of program content, then returned to practice

---------
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through the construction of discussion questions. The following
sub-section will show how COLP has utilized tours of third world trade

unionists or workers' representatives as part of its long-term

curriculum plan.

4.3.2 The Strategy of Worker-to-Worker Education

Tours of third world trade unionists or workers' representatives

to Saskatchewan, and of Saskatchewan trade unionists to Nicaragua,
have been effective methods for meeting COLP's aim of developing

internationalist c1ass-oonsciousness. COLP has found that personal

contact between third world workers or their representatives and

Saskatchewan trade unionists -greatly increases the effectiveness- of

the project's solidarity work (C. Smillie, personal communication, March

16, 1964). The program evaluation of COLP conducted for CIDA in

1965 by NGA Research Associates concurs. Because of its belief in the

value of worker-to-worker education, COLP participated in organizing

meetings for ten tours to Saskatchewan from 1960-1966 (see

Appendix 2). COLP's sponsorship or co-sponsorship of the tours in

this province has had the effect of orienting trade unionists' discussions

about international trade unionism more towards insurgent or

revolutionary workers' movements, rather than the pluralist activities

of the ICFTU or the International Labor Organization, both of which

receive substantial coverage in the pages of the CLC's newsmagazine

canadian Labour. Of the ten tours, six 'Were concerned With Central

America, three focused on Nicaragua. Two tours, including the most

successful ever for COLP, were by representatives of the SACTU
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Solidarity Committee in 1965. It has been the creation of COLP which

has enabled these speakers to address local trade union audiences in

Saskatchewan.

COLP has organized two tours to Nicaragua (1982 and 1985). The

trips were only one phase in a process of building internationa1labour

solidarity in Saskatchewan. Through the tours the returning trade

unionists "accomptisnledl far more than I could ever do wearing out

my shoos speaking for a year on Nicaragua,- because the people from

the tour can -give very direct images and examples- of social

organization in Nicaragua (L. Thompson, personal communication,

December 13, 1985). The tours are quantitatively more effective

because the tour participants return with a level of commitmentWhich

produces a number of effective educators. Mervyne Patterson, one of

the 1985-tour participants, says, -A tour like that brings the rest of the

world closer to home. I never ever had a sense of international

support (for)... other working class struggles in the same ...way that I

would now'" (personal communication, March 1, 1986). Ken Bird,

president of Saskatoon's CUPW local, feels that his experience in 1982

on the COLP-sponsored tour gave him a -renewed interest in trying to

do the best job I could ... working for the membership here- (personal

communication, February 24, 1966). It is because tours provide a

deeper sense of internationalism than may otherwise be possible and

produce highly motivated trade union internationalists that COLP is

making a strategic change towards emphasizing tours rather than its

standard programming (L. Thompson, personal communication,

December 13, 1985).

�.t�..��-_J� __
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A major reason the tours have been effective instruments for

SOlidarity work in Saskatchewan has been that the selection of the

participants has been based, in large part, on their capacity to do

follow-up work on their return (C. Smillie, personal communication,

November 19, 1964). On returning, the 1965-tour participants formed

the Saskatchewan Trade Union Solidarity Committee to further the

goals of international labour solidarity. Through the tours to Nicaragua,
COLP has organized a group of volunteer labour educators who are

returning the theory and information learned in a revolutionary

society to their trade union practice in Saskatchewan.

4.3.3 Distance Education for International Labour Solidarity

COLP has developed five kits to reach unions interested in

undertaking their own educational programs and sold them primarily

to development educators in canada and the U.S. interested in working

With labour. !he Health care Industry- (1961) is concerned with

the capitalist rationality which governs health care, either nationally or

internationally; ·Working Women- (1962) provides information and

analysis concerning issues such as reproductive rights and 'WOmen's

role in the international economy, of particular interest to working

women. -An Injury to One is an Injury to All- (1964) aims to deepen

workers' understanding of a common basis for international labour

solidarity by focusing on such issues as state repression of workers in

both South Africa and Canada and the capitalist interest in creating

unemployment. The "Nicaragua and Central America Briefing Kit

(1964) contains information and analysis on working people and

-"_---_ --_
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unions in that region. "Education in a Box· (1964) is a compilation of

siX film descriptions and background articles, created primarily for use

during strike educationals.

Kit materials for each program include: a one to two page

program description aimed at summarizing program themes and

providing directions on how to conduct the program; a brief film

description; one copy of one or two recommended hand-outs;

background articles from other publications; and a bibliography. The

kits did not market well amongst trade unionists, for they were "too

long, too wordy, too abstract- (L. Thompson, personal communication,

April 23, 1966). Therefore, the steering committee decided to

discontinue their sale in 1965. To the extent that the failure of the kits

is due to their provision of too abstract knowledge, the case is

reinforced that labour education must begin by relating directly with

workers in the context and language of their own experience. The kits'

failure also underlines the value of the worker-to-worker strategy
manifested through the tours.

4.3.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, COLP's curriculum design corresponds to a model

for dialectical education in the internal structure of its programs and

in the evolution of its scope. Programs have originated in COLP's

identification of workers' interests and needs related to their lives as

producers, have then introduced new information and theory through

resource persons and audio-visuals, and have sometimes concluded by

inviting program participants to analyze their local conditions or
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develop strategies and tactics for resistance in their organizations. The

fact that COLP has not done this consistently is one limitation of the

program. The evolution of COLP programs began by dealing primarily
with issues within a national or provincial context, increasingly

emphasized the treatment of issues within their international contest,

until in 1985 COLP was able to officially adopt a policy of restricting its

programs to those which explicitly promoted international labour

solidarity. A critical aspect of this decision was that COLP would make

the organization of tours one of its priorities. It is in organjzing tours

50 returning participants can apply their new knowledge and theory to

practical solidarity work in the labour movement that COLP has

completed the cycle of dialectical education.

A review of COLP's curriculum design also snows that the project

has utilized the principle of linkage and has developed a curriculum

based on the radical development education theory that

underdevelopment exists in Saskatchewan as well as overseas. This

section has emphasized COLP's dialectical approach to education and

paid liWe attention to the project's practical ideology. In the follOwing

section, an examination of COLP's curriculum implementation reveals

how its practical ideology has been directed by c1ass-consciousness, but

that curriculum design has been significantly affected by the social

contextwithin which the projectmust function.

4.4 Curriculum Implementation

COLP's class-consciousness is reflected in its practical ideology

concerning organization and pedagogy. COLP's class-consciousness is
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shown in the respect for the working-class Which guides much of its

work. Thus, in organizing for program presentations, the COLP

coordinator strives to insure that there is a shared understanding and

agreement with the union representative or contact person on the

purpose and content of programs, rather than bureaucratically

providing a rigid curriculum to union locals. COLP's approach is also

characterized by its respect for the right of workers' to determine

their mode of organization, '\Ir1lich means that the coordinator always

works through these organizations to establish dates for program

delivery, rather than bypassing them, a strategy Which has been

employed by some other development educators.

COLP's ability to teach in a way consistentWith dialectical theory

is limited beCause of the practical time pressures on program delivery,

the lack of commitment by workers' organizations to a series of

programs, and the project's failure, in most cases, to consider

alternative forms of pedagogy.

A descriptive analysis of the preparation and organization of

COLP's tours to Nicaragua showed that COLP has consciously planned

the trips with a view to developing active and informed members of a

labour solidarity movement upon their return. All aspects of COLP's

role in the 1985 trip, from recruitment of tour participants to

orientation meetings and to COLP's supportive role in follow-up work,

reveal that COLP saw the tour as a the necessary ingredient in

strengthening international solidarity in Saskatchewan.

An examination of COLP's history of curriculum evaluation

showed that the coordinators have been rigorous and objective in their
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efforts to review their own work for the purposes of more effectively

achieving their mandate. Evaluation forms are distributed to program

participants or the local organizers of COLP events after most program

presentations. COLP resource people and the coordinator usually

analyze the effectiveness of each program after it has been presented.

A field study of programs organized for the SACTU Solidarity
Committee provided examples of effective c1ass-conscious labour

solidarity education from wbich COLP has learned. However, the scope

and intent of this chapter do not justify detailed presentation of these

findings. The most essential elements in COLP's practical ideology are

adequately revealed in a study of the organization and pedagogy

underlying the project's program implementation.

4.4.1 Organizing COLP Program Delivery

The delivery of COLP programs to rank-and-file trade unionists in

their locals or union branches breaks with the current custom of

directing international labour education only to trade union leaders.

COLP took its 63 (and other) programs to approximately 3,933 people

on a total of 158 occasions from 1980-86. This compares favourably

With the total of 12 prairie trade unionists the CLC 'NOrked with on

international affairs for one week during a CLC Summer School in

August, 1979 (Jeffcott, 1979). The first prairie Summer School

devoted to international issues since 1979 was held in 1986. !he

Congress doesn't do a lot of education... with the members," says SFL

Executive Council member Bonnie Pearson (personal communication,

March 13. 1966).. !hey tend to operate on a plane above the
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membership." Larry Langgard, Education Officer for the SGEU, says,

·COLP is a more grass-roots organization" (personal communication,

February 27, 1966).

Organizing the implementation of COLP programs begins by

making contact with trade unions and achieving agreement that a

presentation is appropriate for a local's or branch's needs. This process

usually begins by visiting trade union officials in their office and

discussing available programs. There's a basic principle involved -

you don't try to subvert the structure that union members themselves

have set up," says Christine Smillie (personal communication,

November 29, 1984). The process continues by consistently insuring

that the program is one that meets the specific needs of union

members. Christine Smillie is worth quoting to show that decisions

about applied program design are made in close consultation with

trade union officials:

I'd spend a lot of time in the office making phone calls,

writing follow-up letters to the union reps confirming who the

resource people were going to be, what the audio-visuals were

going to be and then letters to the resource people, proposing a

plan for the program. I usually would have to write and detail

how I saw the program going, and what I hoped they would

cover - getting that in writing in case there was any

misunderstandings further on (personal communication, March

16, 1986).

If the coordinator is successful in winning the support of a union

representative, the representative might either set up meetings
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directly 'With union tocats, or provide the names of local members to

contact. If the coordinator contacts local representatives in outlying

towns, it is generally by telephone. The meetings with union

representatives in Regina or Saskatoon might also result in an

invitation to deliver a program to a provincial conference or

convention. Work prior to a program involves confirming dates,

arranging for audio-visuals.. and coordinating with the resource person.

Since the choice of good resource people is cnncai, the coordinator

often develops a group of individuals for each program with a clear

understanding of 'What is to be done (C. Smillie� personal communiction,

April 16� 1985).

4.4.2 COLP Pedagogy

It is essential to relate the program content to the concrete

conditions of the program participants; tneretore, program designs as

laid out in COLP's written materials are not followed rigidly. "The

program [designs] are more a concept than a specific curriculum that

you stick to every time," says Laurie Thompson (personal

communication, April 23� 1986). "That's where tailoring it to the

particular unions comes in," he says. SUccessful programs begin with

an understanding of the central purpose. The purpose of the programs:

Is not to present a certain set of facts. . . . [but to] present a

certain understanding of the world� and not so much to present it,

but to draw it out. The whole process of education and the role of

the intellectual is like a road map. People Who are in a workplace

or particular union may have a very good understanding of their

-J
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immediate district on the road map. They know it better than

anyone else. They know all the backroads, and cutons, and

back-country ways to get around most quickly, much more so

than somebody coming in from the outside. But what they lack

is a general understanding of the overall picture,

the overall geography of the country, or the world� or the

province.... The whole process of education is a broadening out

of that map, of getting a wider picture of what's going on....So, a

(resource person] can come in, and if they understand What the

essential elements of the map are, and can present it clearly,

they're useful. If they come in and talk about theories of

geography and the back roads in southern Florida, then they're

no use wbatsoever.... A trade unionist here could nave a very

good understanding of the backroads around Humboldt. You can

do a presentation about the backrcads around

[ohannesberg. So what? But if you can make the

connections between those to show that there is a road between

these two places, then people have very little difficulty

understanding it (personal communication, December 13, 1905).

Oearly, the two key ingredients in COLP's epistemology are an

emphasis on conceptual understanding and the unity of abstract

knowledge and lived experience. For example, when Ken Traynor of

the SACTU Solidarity Committee spoke to trade unionists in Melfort,

diSCUssing apartheid, he kept his language concrete. When he talked

about runaway industry from canada to South Africa, he pointed out

that "all that's left in Scarborough ... is. .. 35 workers in a big wntte

n
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warehouse: wnen he spoke of the need for international labour

solidarity, he was sufficiently familiar with local Saskatchewan

conditions that be could note "you guys have. . . 15 concessions on the

table". He was speaking to hospital workers in Melfort, so he

dtscussed the details of a hospital workers strike near Soweto. Since he

was speaking to a union local in rural Saskatchewan, he made the

point that, "They (black South Africans) produced all of the food that

was consumed in the mines... wben they (Saskatchewan farmers)

were pioneering the Melfort area: Thompson's statement also reflects

the development education principle of linkage. In fact, his later

comment that the role of the resource person is "to draw out the

connections, to make the links" (personal communication, December 13,

19e,6) indicates that development education is precisely where the

COLP coordinator's pedagogical theory comes from.

COLP took every opportunity to learn from program participants,
so that the relationship between coordinator /resource persons and

participants was in itself dialogical. COLP coordinators and resource

people "developed our expertise" by listening and talking with the

trade unionists. "You go into a program wanting to draw out the local

information, the information on how this issue is concretely affecting

people in that work place. . . . There would always be interesting

insights and stories that would come out" (C. Smillie, personal

communication, April 16, 1986). This dialogical process also had the

effect of distribUting knowledge amongst grass-roots trade unionists

about the conditions faced by their Brothers and Sisters, with COLP as

the transmission belt.

1 t1 .. _ • 'I
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Although COLP coordinators learned their educational theory

from their previous development education work" COLP has generally
taken the approach of some radical development educators of

emphasizing knoWledge transmission through informal lectures and

audio-visuals" rather than attempting to develop alternative

pedagogies. Reflecting on his observations over ten years of liberal

development educator's Freirean methodology" Laurie Thompson

argues that 10 some extent [Canadian development educators' use of

Freire) missed the point It's not so much the methods that you use,

but the purpose for which they're used and the audience that they're
used on" (personal communication" December 13" 19as). Thompson's

argument is that an appropriate goal, such as promoting the interests

of international labour solidarity, rather than, perhaps, promoting a

conversion to health food is a more significant consideration for

development educators than concern about alternative pedagogy.

Furtllermore, identifying a critical audience for social change" such as a

group of active trade unionists" rather than" perhaps" a class of Grade

Nine Social Studies students is also a more significant consideration

than fretting about methodology. Thompson's argument is also that

Freire's work is often reduced to techniques and skills within a liberal

framework. Freire's radical political framework is often rejected.

Many Freireans may agree With Thompson.
In her analysis of the use of practical ideology in public scnooting,

Sharp (19aO) argues that class differences which are reproduced in the

school are not destroyed merely by generating alternative practical

ideologies, such as "progressive" pedagogical practices. It is also true
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that an attachment to conscientization as the means of enabling

political liberation is an over-simplification of the problem (Bowers,

1986). However, Sharp (1980) also claims that a movement towards

alternative pedagogical practices "must necessarily be an important

element in the development of any counter-hegemonic practice- (p.

124). Hommen (1986) found that Gramsci sought the development of a

democratic production of political knowledge.
A more significant limitation of COLP's pedagogy was often

imposed by the social environment within wbich COLP works.

Although COLP program designs call for small group discussions to

follow the presentations, only about 25� of the programs implemented

actually allowed for the method to be used (C. Smillie, personal

communication, April 16, 1986). This was because the time available

simply did not allow for it. Christine Smillie describes the tension

involved in fitting into a union's regular agenda:

The people who had lined [the program) up would take us out

into the hall (When Smillie and the resource person walked into

the union local meeting] and say, "Now you're only going to take

an hour, right? You said you were only going to take an nour?" ..

.We'd say ·Well, bow bout an hour and a quarter?"...Then we'd

take an hour and a half. But, even so, we would just be getting

through the minimum" (personal communication, April 16, 1986).

COLP was often forced by circumstance to eliminate planned

small-group discussions in response to pressure from the program's

hosts, thus negating the possibility of providing for maximum

democratic and collective decision -maktng concerning strategies and
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tactics for resistance on issues which COLP theory and information had

raised. Nor could locally-applied analysis of these issues occur. Thus..

the possibility of completing the dialectical education process was

reduced. Though small group discussions were seldom possible..

general discussions from the floor were always used (C. Smillie..

personal communication.. April 16.. 1986).

Another limitation which may have prevented COLP from

implementing an alternative practical ideology, or pedagogy, was

COLP's inability to implement a series of programs with any particular

workers' organization. The 1985 evaluation of COLP conducted by NGA

Research Associates for CIDA identified a "concern" that "the majority
of COLP's educational programs were offered on a one-time only basis"

(p. 38t and recommended that COLP shift the "organizational basis of

its educational programs . . . to one Which emphasizes . . . programs

offered in a series tormat" (p. 46). However, as a brochure published

by COLP in March.. 1980 indicates.. this precisely had been COLP's and

SLIP's strategy. In his "pnot study· of the conditions for doing

development education work. with labour in 1979.. Jeffcott had found

that "very few unions were willing to commit themselves to a whole

series" (Jeffcott.. 1960.. p. 5). This was to be COLP's experience as well.

The reasons for this problem may reflect the still immature state of

the intemationallabour solidarity movement in Saskatchewan. Valid

conclusions on this question lie outside the scope of this thesis. At any

raw.. the effect has been that COLP does not have the opportunity to

experiment with methods that often take longer periods than two

hours.. on single occasions.. to have a significant effect.
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COLP met each of the criteria Hall ( 1983) identified as

characteristics of development education work in Canada. COLP

attempted to raise workers' consciousness bOth through the content of

the presentation and the diSCUSSion which often followed. Workers

were empowered to some extent because they moved from

consciousness to action. Local resolutions were often passed in

support of solidarity actions, or material aid, such as for workers in E1

Salvador, was raised. Resolutions might take the form of launching a

local sanctions campaign, or recommendations to the workers'

management might be sent. The 1985 tour of Saskatchewan by the

SACTU Solidarity Committee's Ken Traynor resulted in money being

raised from CUPE and SGEU. Empowering actions led to the

achievement of Hall's fourth criterion, the influencing of policy. The

CUPE Hospital Council voted to send a letter from the union to all

hospital administrators where CUPE is the union, requesting that South

African canned fruits not be used in food services after Traynor's visit.

CUPE 1975 at the University of Saskatchewan made a similar demand

(SACTU builds, 1986, p. 2). Hall's third criterion, the building of

alliances, was encouraged by COLP's deliberate use of resource people

who were representatives of mass or popular organizations, such as

working women's organizations and organizations of the unemployed,

with a view to strengthening the credibility of the organizations in the

eyes of the labour movement.

4.5 Conclusion

The concept of practical ideology implies that a view of the world
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lies behind the actions of persons, and that human action can be better

understood by searching for its ideological roots. In the case of COLP�

there is evidence of the organization's class-consciousness in the

overall design and implementation of its curriculum. There is also

evidence that COLP holds to a radical development education theory.

COLP manifests its c1ass-consciousness through its practice of designing

curriculum which has been dialectical both in its long-term evolution

and in its design of individual programs. The evolution of COLP

curriculum design is taken to begin 'With programs of a predominantly
local focus and to have reached a stage where priority is being placed

on, among other things, tours to Nicaragua. It is evident, tnen, that the

process has moved from concentrating on immediate concerns to

internationalist theory and back, ultimately, to practice by COLP's

creation of a contingent of returned tour participants who are active in

solidarity work in their own unions and in the organization COLP

helped them form - the saskatchewan Trade Union Solidarity

Committee (STUSC). Individual COLP programs have also been

dialectically designed by beginning with workers' experience as the

origins of program goals, moving to theory through resource persons

and audio-visuals, and returning to practice through small-group or

plenary discussions. In implementing its programs, COLP has adapted

its program designs to account for union- or local-specific knowledge

and interests, thus reinforcing the pnncipte of beginning with workers'

reality.

COLP's class-conscious theory has also been manifested through

its practice by broadening the scope of its curriculum to speak to the
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whole working-class, including women and the unemployed.

Furthermore, COLP's decisions to sponsor or co-sponsor tours into and

out of Saskatchewan brings the question of class struggle more clearly

to the attention of Saskatchewan workers than standard labour

education programs do. This COLP action also reflects its

class-consciousness. COLP's decision to work through existing trade

union structures is a consequence of its belief in workers' autonomous

control of their own organization. COLP's view that a class-conscious

labour internationalism must go beyond the politics of the ICFfU is

manifested in its non-sectarian work in support of the SACTU

Solidarity Committee.

Perhaps COLP's most significant contribution has boon that it has

taken its programs directly to rank-and-nte workers, an action

consistent with a theory that an effective international labour

solidarity movement must be based on the conscious activity of the

union membership. In its continuing participation in tours to

saskatchewan, its rejection of kits as a medium for education, and its

support for the activities of returned Nicaragua tour participants

through its work with STUSC, COLP has expressed its belief in direct

forms of education by working-class intellectuals as one of its

educational principles. Another educational principle, the commitment

to the value of knowledge and theory, is reflected in the design of

individual programs and in its abandonment of small-group discussions

When confronted with the time pressures of local meetings.

COLP's practical ideology has reflected radical development

eduction theory primarily through its promotion of the concept of

J



solidarity with, as well as support for workers in peripheral and

semi-peripheral regions such as South Africa and Central America.

This manifestation has taken the form of addressing the necessity for

change in Canada through locally-focused programs, planned questions

to conclude meetings, and linkage with third world struggles.

Solidarity and linkage as guiding strategies are also shown by COLP's

criteria for selecting resource people on the basis of their skill at

establishing linkage.

183
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5. AN IDEOLOGY FOR A NEW LABOUR INTERNATIONALISM:

COLP CURRICULUM CONTENT

5.1 Introduction

Chapter Two found that labour education programs in the

English-speaJdng western world reinforce capitalist ideology because

they transmit the ideologies of pluralism and economism, and they
utiliZe SOdal efficiency curricular ideology, effectively serving to

fragment and "des1d11" the mental processes of program participants.
It presented pluralism as a mystification of po\l1ef'relationships so

that class struggle for state po\l1ef' is not understood as a fundamental

problem for '\Io1Ofkers, and no alternative social order is considered.

Rather, Pluralists are presented as viewing an social conflicts as

resolvabl� through the application of normative rules, often established

by a neutral state. The pluralist political and social goal is compromise
bet\l1een non-antagonistic interests. Social democracy, the political

ideology Of the eLC and the SFL, is in harmony with this definition of

pluralism.

Economism is "a striving to restrict political agitation and

struggle" <Bottomore, 1983, p. 143) in trade unions in which collective

ba.rgaining is portrayed as a sufficient and sometimes only concern of

trade unions. Social democratic trade union leaders in canada argue

that the lX>1itical interests of their membership are suitably met by

supporting the NDP and passing resoiuttons at annual conventions.

Social effieiency curricular ideology was derived from Taylorism, in

that it �parates concepts from actions, fragments mental processes,

and redu� them to behaviors and s1d11s to be practiced.

Cha.pter Three examines an ideology of class-consciousness in
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COLP's origins" organization and selection of staff people. COLP was

shown to follow in the tradition of class-oonsci0lls labour education

programs in two major ways: COLP has received tb.e adive support of
those unions in the trade union community Wbidl most closely
approximate class struggle trade unionism; an(l the project has

received the animosity of the bureaucratiztd tentral labour

organizations, largely for ideological reasons.

Chapter Pour provided evidence that COLP has designed and

lmplemented a curriculum Which sjgnlfitantJy reflects a

class-conscious pradical ideology and therefore marts a break. from

most contemporary labour education programs. COU>'s pradical
Ideology follows logically from the project's state<! aims and from its

roots in class-conscious development education theory.
The central point of this thesis is that COLP has made a significant

break With the ideology of labour education programs supported by
the leadership of the canadian labour movement, in particular the

canadian Labour Congress. This chapter contributes to the thesis by
arguing that COLP curriculum marks a break. from the pluralist and
economistic theoretical ideologies of most labour education programs

by reproducing an ideology Which meets the criteria of

dass-consdousness as set out by Mann (1973). Pluralism and

economism serve to prevent the development of class-consciousness.

Therefore, a program Whidl educates for class-consciousness in

slgnlficantways represents an important ideological break.
While the language of modem world-systems theory (MWS) is

not used in COLP curriculum content, COLP's ideology of class unity on a
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world stale is in harmony with MWS theory. COLP has fostered a view

of common interest bet\oY'een people in developed and in

underdeveloped nations based on class interest rather than the

pluralist concept of group interest Which is not necessarily antagonistic.
COLP has presented social, state, and trade union alternatives to

Saskatdlewan workers, primarily through its work in solidarity witl'l

Nicaragua. The state is not vie\l1ed as neutral in COLP curriculum

content" as tl'le pluralists would have it, but as an institution of at least

general use to tl'le bourgeoisie. Therefore" tl'le state is portrayed as an

essential problem for workers" to be contended witl'l through class

struggle trade unionism" rather than through support for an electoral

social democratic party.
The coordinators and steering committee of COLP view its

program as supplementing existing labour education programs, not

substituting for them. COLP's raiSOn d'etre is" after all" to provide

knowledge to organized workers Which contributes to the building of

internationa11abour solidarity. Thus" COLP programs, by definition and

mandate, pay liWe attention to training for collective bargaining,
without qUestioning its legitimacy. It is possible, nevert1'1eless" to

promote international1abour solidarity within an entirely pluralistic
and economistic framework, and COLP bas avoided tllis strategy. At

the same time" partidpants in COLP programs are often presented with

the opportunity to act upon new learning from program content in

non-partisan political ways, if only by discussing political issues with

their 'WQrkmates. When COLP curriculum supports the view that

feminism is a working class issue and that all workers have a
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legitimate concern for '"women·s issues,· then an econOlXlistic view of

material interest is disputed.

COLP·s break. with the ideology of labOur education programs in

the western EngUsh-speaking \o¥OI'ld is not absolute. COLP is, as a

development education project, an adjunct of the capitalist state.

Certain ideological contradictions are therefore maintained. COLP nas

seldom, If ever, explidtly criticized social democracy. One must

thoroughly read COLP curriculum materials to find any direct criticism

of the Ctc. No mention is made in COLP curriculum content of the

concept of a revolutionary party, nor is socialist revolution in canada

promoted in COLP curriculum content. COLP has been carefUl to hire

coordinators who understand both the balance of political forces in

Saskatchewan and Canada, and also the level of consciousness of

Saskatchewan trade unionists. Ultra-leftism has seldom, if ever, been a

successfUl strategy in the bistory of �rking-dass movements and

politics. COLP·s continued operation probably depends on a

c1ass-consdous understanding of the limits to which it can test the

patience of the state.

The following section expands and substantiates the argument
that COLP has broken with economism and pluralism. Section 5.3
shows that, in its materially limited way, COLP addresses a critical

need Within the Canadian labour movement for intenlationallabour

solidarity. This section argues that: there is a material need for an

internationalist trade union strategy in Canada; that a growing
partiCUlarism amongst western trade union movements limits the

potential for international workers· unity; and that the form of labour
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internationalism wbich characterizes the canadian trade union

movement at the moment runs contrary to the long-term interests of

international working-class unity.
At a poHtical level� the CLC represents canadian labour in

international affairs� and its promotion of social democracy supports

the post-WWII tradition of labour imperiaHsm� that is domination of

the trade union movements of the third world by those of the

industrialized countries, primarily the Westem-Europe-based ICFfU.

COLP's ideological break challenges this labour imperialism and

therefore provides a basis for genuine intemationa1labour soUdarity.

By carrying out its mandate� COLP works against this conservative

trend.

5.2 COLP's Ideological Break.

COLP breaks with the ideology wbich characterizes standard

labour education programs in canada, the United States, and Great

Britain by promoting worldng-class-consdousness. In Chapter 2,

Mann's (1973) definition of class consciousness was outlined. He

claimed that working-class consciousness consists of: (a) class identity,

or self-recognition; (b) class opposition - perception of the capitalist

and his agents as the enduring enemy; (c) dass totality - acceptance of

class identity and class opposition as the defining characteristics of

one's total situation and environment; and (d) the construction of an

alternative vision, achieved through struggle with the class enemy.

An analysis of COLP's curriculum content shows that by raising

ctass-consctcusnees, COLP simultaneously challenges pluralism and
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eoonomism. COLP programs depart from pluralist ideology in four

ways. COLP programs: (a) clarify, rather than mystify, power relations

in canada and in underdeveloped countries in their concrete reality as

being dependent upon economic class, thus encouraging an

internationalist class identity; (b) identify the state as an institution

serving those who economically dominate the system of production,
rather than as a neutral mediator either in Canada or the third 'WOrld,

thereby encouraging both. class opposition and class totality; (c)

integrate the politics of class and gender, which broadens a potentially
narrow understanding of workers' self-interest and facilitates class

totality; and (d) present an alternative social system, not as a model to

be copied, but as a society from which valuable lessons can be learned.

With these considerations in mind, it becomes a logical deduction for

workers to reach non-pluralist and non-economistic conclusions

concerning the strategy of their organizations.
COLP departs from the economism of most labour education

programs by: (a) breaking with pluralism, an ideology which facilitates

a view that trade unions need not concern themselves with politics,
since the election of a friendly government will shift the state to the

side of workers; (b) providing the means for Saskatchewan trade

unionists to see first-hand and learn from political and class-conscious

trade unions; (c) sharing content and outlinjng discussion questions in

its programs which ask program partidpants to grapple with issues in

their SOCio-economic and political contexts; and (d) on occasion, creating

opportunities for program participants to act in political ways upon

new knoWledge presented in tbe programs.
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This section proceeds by presenting particular elements of the

curriculum - general design# contributions of resource persons, use of

audio-visual matenats, use of handouts, discussion questtons, or

background readings found in kits as they are found to dartty COLP's

theoretical ideology in relation to the economism and pluralism of

standard labour education programs.

5.2.1 Class identity

COLP develops class identity# a minimal level of

c1ass-consdousness# through various curriculum elements, induding

those aimed at bigher levels of consciousness. Materials such as the

filmS The Winnings of Frankie Walls-, used in "Unemployment in the

Eighties-# and "Maria-# used in -Working Women Organize-# are

fictionalized depictions of working class life�ch appeal to minds 6J1O

hearts of the audience and inspire class identity.

5.2.2 Class opposition

Class opposition is advanced in COLP programs by exposing the

history of class struggle in Canada and Nortb. America# rather than

standard labour histories# to trade union audiences. When standard

labour education programs do deal with labour history, they promote a

-myth of achievement- (Clements# 1977) which suggests that labour

history bas been a record of steady improvement through existing
trade union practice, and they tend to concentrate only on the history
of particular labour organizations, rather than on the class as a whole.

COLP labour history takes a different view. For example# the "labour's
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Long Struggle- program is a COLP critique of a -myth ...created by

canadian historians. . . (and] perpetuated by the politicians,
businessmen and the mass media who have had a vested interest in

portraying labour militancy as 'un-Canadian
,-

(program description,

p.l). The program criticizes the portrayal in most Canadian history

and literature of a relatively peacefu11abour history in which social

legislation was won tbrough the good will and statesmanlike wisdom of

legislators. A film used in the program, -As Friend and Foe-, contains

the thesis that there has, in fact, been a great deal of class struggle in

Canadian history and that only workers' collective and united action

will create suffident change. One of the themes of the film "Union

Maids-, used in the program -Women in Unions·, is the "ctass warfare

(Klein, Reichert, and Mogulescu, 1976) waged during the 19305 by

workers In the United States. The film supports the claim of -As Friend

and Foe- that collective and unified action by wwkers is necessary.

Class opposition is also fostered In COLP curriculum through clear

identification of the state as an agent of the employer. One of the

arguments presented In "Unemployment in the Eighties-, for example,

is that unemployment In canada is, in part, a consciously planned

phenomenon on bebalf of capital. A bandout used with the program

argues that "Unemployment bas. . . been deliberately increased to

assist business in reducing labour costs and restructuring production"

(The policies, 1983, p.4). The film "Union Maids" illustrates the use of

the police against striking workers. The class-biased definiton of law

and punishment was criticized in the early COLP program ·Work. and

Health.. when the audio-visual had a miner's \\1idow ask. ·When
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anybody murders somebody they get sentenced to jail. Who will I

sentence now?- (Katadotis, Thompson, Richardson, & NeWlllan, 197a).

In another program wblch focuses on occupational health and safety

for women, the program -Work and Health for Women- used an

audio-visual wblch, in part, told the story of a woman who bad lost a

hand because of her unsafe working conditions, for which tbe company

was fined only $100. A background article in -Labour's Long Struggle

makes the case that:

A survey of the labour struggles that have occurred over the

century reveals a number of important lessons. The first is that .

. .canada has been a state capitalist society with the organs of the

state working hand in glove with the business community ....

Government policy has always been designed to protect the

interests of capital Governments and their bureaucrades have

worked in the fundamental interest of capitalism at both the

federal and provinda1levels, including provinces where the N.DP.

have held office (Brown, 1973, p.34).
Itmust be reoognized, however, that much of what COLP does to

challenge the state on the ideological plane can be found in many union

conventions. At the recent CLC biennial convention, for example,

United Auto Workers - canada president Bob White said, "More and

more unions today are understanding that the issues we are facing are

political issues, and those are the kinds of things you11 see debated at

tJle CLC convention- (Slotnick., 19a6, p. A3). UAW-canada has moved

increasingly towards class struggle trade unionism. COLP curriculum

marks a break from conventional labour education ideology, not
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necessarily with class struggle trade unionism as it is emerging in the

Canadian trade unionism of the 1960·s. One way in wbidl COLP

curriculum strengthens class opposition is in its identification of the

problem of the nature of the Canadian state.

5.2.3 Class totality
COLP curriculum fosters class totality by: (a) extending class

analysis to international issues; (b) making wtlat are typically called

'\oYomen's iSSUes- into iSSUes of class, at the domestic and international

levels; and (t) putting social issues, such as health care, in a class

context. To d� with class on a world scale, COLP injects the issue of

the new international division of labour (NIDL). The program

'"Unemployment in the Eighties-, for example, Views high

unemployment in canada as a permanent structural problem. The

program shoWs how strUctural changesWhich produce high permanent

unemploymellt are the results of: (a) the move towards the -new

technology-, 'Which replaces better-paid workers; and (b) the shift of

production to third world countries. Background articles for this

program note that foreign control of nominally Canadian corporations

means that �vestment decisions are based on the company's global

investment strategy (11Je policies, 1963), and call on workers to ensure

that the intrOduction of automated technology serves their own

interests <The shorter 1963, p.z).
,

!he Microchip Industry and the Global Assembly Line
-

is a

popular progr'Un desigtled to develop a sense of c1ass-consciousness on

a world scale. The audio-visual component of this program is a slide

� .. 4
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show, -After the Difficulties,- which examines the working conditions of

women in the microchip assembly plants of South Bast Asia. The

narrator tells the audience that, -While the mUltinational corporations
manage to earn hundreds of millions of douars every year, the

workers, on the other hand, are guaranteed eXploitative wages and

appantng working conditions- (SharlbaDi, Xlodawsky, and the

Development Education Centre, 1962). The sho'H' urgesmilitant action,

for -It is not a question of U but w1JeJ1 the "gentle, hardworking,

passive Asian girls" will strike in full force: Finany, the canadian slide
show pol bays bosses sa� ·Why should we pay $5.00 an hour to a

\I1Orker in canada, or anywhere else in North America, wben we can

pay $2.50 a day for a young unmarried woman to do the same work in

Asia?-

The strongest analysis of the NIDL, hO\'1ever, is in ·Women and

Technological Change·. The program frames the issue of technological
change within its world context, to make the general argument ttlat ttle

major reason for ttle introduction of automation is to reduce labour

time and increase profits (program description, 1982). Witllin this

general argument, ttle program makes three points: (a) The new

technology desk.i11s workers, (b) unions dO not have an appropriate
strategy to contend with the introduction of the new technology, and
(c) the organization of the microelectronics industry is a good eDJDple
of the global factory and the new international division of labour. The

handout, !he newderneantng of work- (McDermott, 1981), claims that
it will be women Workers who suffer most from the labour

displacement caused by the introduction of the new technology,
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because it is directed primarily at the service sector, ylbere women are

concentrated in the labour force. The article refuteS arguments that

the new tedmology wt111ead to the creation of new jObS as old ones are

eliminated. McDermott details ways in 'Which desktlling is taking

place, ways in 'Which productivity is being increased bY the tedmology,

ways in 'Which health and safety are jeopardized, and ways in which

the labour process is being (banged to adjust to the t,edlIlology.
In the background readings prepared for the program, Grossman

(1960) exposes the treatment of assembly line WOrkers in the

multinational semiconductor plants in East Asia. IJJD (1961) covers

much of the same territory as Grossman, but relates class division to

patriarchal ideology, and <Slscusses the SOCial probletnS as wen as the

'Working conditions of the women WWkers in the semiconductor plants.
Both Grossman and Um criticize the role of the host governments for
servile cooperation with the industrial relations polides of the

multinationals. Thus, conSistent with radical development education

theory, class analysis is applied to conditions in third world countries.

The most compelling statements in this regard, however, are made by
others:

The relationships between many Third World governments and

the multinational gO�ernments and the multinational corportions
is not very different from the relationship between a pimp and

his customers. The governments advertise their women, sen

them, and keep tbem in Une for the multinational johns
(Ehrenreich and Fuentes, 1961, P.56).
Another article aCCOmpanying the program in the ·Working

'It .4
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Women· kit tells the reader that:

What capitalist development has meant to the masses Of these

countries is production without purpose, eXtept to sta) alive;

massive immiseration acoompanied by a wllolesa1e attadt on the

values, relationships, gods, that made such itJUDiswation

bearable; rulers wbo rule not for their own people but for

someone else - a development that makes no sense, has no

bearing on their lives, is disorganic (Sivanandan, 1980, p.40).

Ehrenreich and Puentes (1961) place \'1OIDen workers in the

semiconductor plants in the context of world class, saying, 1his is the

\'1OI1d's new industrial proletariat, young, female- (p.53). Ehrenreich

and Puentes describe the World Bank's complidty witb this global

multinational strategy, but identify the United states go�ermnent as

being the prindpal political ally of the MNCs. The dedsion by COLP to

include the Ehrenreich and Fuentes article in their curriculum content

is at odds with the strategy of the CLC wbiCh.. in its critique of MNCS

and underdevelopment, as described in its monthly newsmagazine,

canadiap Labour. rarely relates the problem to the American

government Ehrenreich and Fuentes argue that the exploitation of

third world 'WOI1dng 'WOmen is an issue that must be taken up by the

North American feministmovement OVerall, the program offers the

most thorough critidsm of capitalist industrial strategy and its effects

on workers both in the first and third worlds in the COLP curriculum.

·Women and Technological Change- raises two issues which help
extend COLP·s analysis to an international plane - the role of the state

in other nations.. and the explOitation of female workers. The issues are

-----------,-
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also addressed in other COLP programs. By exposing the class nature of

the state in other nations, COLP's curriculum emphasizes both class

opposition and class totality for internationalists in canada. In

-Labour's Long struggle-" for example, a program designed to make the

links between common workers' histories, apartheid is defined as a

system designed to ensure cheap black labour for corporations. The

moral perception of apartheid which is common in much of the

anti-apartheid work done in Canada is thus secondary to a more

concrete perception based on class unity between South Africans and

saskatchewan trade unionists. One of the handouts, ·South Africa:

Black Workers Unionize-" for example, reasons that -ne

superexploitation of black labour is the very essence of apartheid

(Robinson, 1961, p. 1 of handout).

Consistent with its long-term strategy of moving from local or

domestic conditions to international parallels, COLP designed programs

wllich address the working lives of women in Canada as well as on a

world scale. For example" the purpose of ·Women Workers OrganiZe· is

-00 give an analysis of the role wbich women play in the Canadian

economy, and wIlo benefits from women's taoour" (program

description,1962, p.t), The handout for the program, ·Women Workers

OrganIze,. discusses wily women are forced by economic circumstances

to seek employment" but it also criticizes union leaders for insufficient

attention to the need for equal pay for work of equal value (Women

Workers, 1982). Background articles tell tlle story of working women

organizing in Saskatchewan and provide "a descriptive analysis of the

ways in Wbich occupational segregation" a visible feature of the labour

. ----�-�- ---_
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force in a capitalist SOCiety.. is accelerated and more pronounced during
an economic crisis· (Arbus.. 1978.. p.l). The analysis is similar to that

given by Christine Smillie when she designed a program called

·Women's Role in the Canadian Economy· for Prince Albert's Working

for Women project on March 10.. 1982. Smillie's prepared notes include

the following remarks:

Many married women 'WOI'k the same number of hours outside

the home as their husbands....women in the paid labour force

are... segregated into generally lOW-paid dead-end jobs... Why?
... An explanation ... which I tb.in1c. is more accurate is that ..

women serve as a reserve army of labour in capitalist economies

who are moved in and out of the paid work. force according to the

labour force demands of the economy at any given time...

.women's partidpation in the labour market has become a

necessary and permanent feature of Canadian sodety.... union

attitudes are important.. but just as important in any discussion of

why working conditions and wages for women remain low.. and

why fe'Wef women are organized than men is

the way in \oI1bich the 'WOI'k force has been structured (personal
communication.. March 10.. 1982).

Aside from the radical critique of the political economy offered

here.. this passage is noteworthy for three reasons. First, it is the only
record in COLP files of what may have been actually said at a COLP

workshop before this investigation began. Second, although the

program was delivered in the period during which much of COLP

programming was domestically-oriented, the content of the program

------.�..
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did not avoid putting the analysis in an international context,

suggesting that the critidsm by CIDA that COLP programs have lacked

international content may have been incorred Third, Smillie

recognized a common criticism of trade unions made by feminists, but

insisted that the critidsm shift to a focus on the structure of tile

economy.

COLP has frequently attempted to put its curriculum content in

an historical context as weU as in the framework of the political

economy. For example, the program ·Women in Unions· is an ·attempt

to bring the history of working women in this country to the attention

of trade unionists in Saskatchewan, so thatwomen's contribUtion to the

struggles of working people can be better appreciated- (program

description,1982,p.1).
COLP has consistently provided a class-oonsdous critique of

women's conditions, both in canada and abroad. Por example, the

program ·Women's Double Day· addressed the problem of women's

double day both from a class-oonsdous and also an internationalist

perspective. In this prograln, the perspectives and words of Latin

American women are used to instruct canadians, a method Which

reverses and challenges a COlonial mentality held by some canadian

trade unionists. The aUdiO-visual, -ne Double Day,· provides a clearly
class-constious ennque of the double day which does not blame men.

The women say:

We work a double da" and we're not happy about it The

domestic work. that a woman does at home is part of the

production systhm. If a 'WOman didn't 'WOrk, wages 'IlOUld have to

-- .. -.--�.--- .. -.�
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be much higher.... The basic social role assigned to women is the

reproduction and maintenance of the labour force.. " The female

labOur force serves as a marginal force which can be brought Into

the labour force when the market improves.
A c1ass-oonsdous alternative vision of how to deal \'lith problems

of gender in the trade union movement is suggested In the program.

one of the handouts tens how Peruvian women "bave not splitwomen's

issUes from men's issues" (Smith" 1980" p.2). Rather" they have

-Involved themselves In retent trade union struggles- (p.2).
COLP's primary intention in designing programs aimed primarily

at women was to speak to the interests of audiences which '¥fere

sometimes largely composed of women. Nevertheless, the programs

have the effect of fracturing social democratic ideology. As the right
of \IlOmen workers to struggle through their trade unions for

Improvements in their someWhat gender-specific conditions is

supported, the division of labour between some privileged males and

generally super-exploited Women must come under question and

analysis. AmiD (1980) argues that social democracy is the ideology of a

relatively privileged class fraction, which does not include women.

Amin's analysis accords exactly With that of Lentin (1975). By creating
and delivering c1ass-oonscious programs directed at the legitimate
self-interest of women 'WOrkers" COLP curricula have the objective
effect of, in some small way" clarifying their interests vis a vis the

social democratic ideology" and thus '¥feakening its force. This is one

way in which" to an extent" COLP breaks with the ideology.
In its early history" COLP contributed to class totality by

------ ..-�--------
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proViding a class analysis of health care. For example, Jim Harding, a

primary resource person for the "Profit and Health care- program,

argued that -At present., a profitable multinational system of medical

treatment, one stressing drugs and detracting scarce resources from

pubHc health care programs, is currently in place- (Harding, n.d., p.6).

The handout for the program -Work and Health- offers evidence to

show that disease and disability correlate witll social class and living

conditions and argues that -If tlle healtll of tlle working class is to

improve, the social conditions created by capitalism must be cbanged

(p.I),

5.2.4 Class alternative vision

The prindpal way in which COLP presents an alternative vision,

the fourth of Mann's criteria for class-consdousness, is by presenting

the case of Nicaragua to wwkers. The extent to which Nicaragua

presents a model in accordance with Mann's formula for class

consdousness must be qualified. The strategy for winning power in

Nicaragua was unique, but, like at least most revolutions in the

periphery, was ba,Sed to some extent on a class alliance. Given their

own recent history, Nicaraguans would probably feel that Canadians

Who attempted to rigidly apply their lessons to Canada have missed tlle

point; nevertheless, it coUld be argued that popUlar power won through

some measure of class alliance does not necessarily sharpen class

consciousness amongst the students of that experience from core

countries. FurthertJlore, Nicaragua remains to some extent a pluralist

society (Saul, 1985), which provides the reason for the limited support
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it receives from the CLC (DoCument No. I O� 1964). Nevertlleless�

Nicaragua does exist as a revolutionary society, promoted in COLPos

advertising for a tour it and two other organizations are organizing for

1966 as a society where "'working people come first- (1966 Trade,

1966, p.t), No tour member Who bas returned from the 1965

Saskatchewan tour coordinated by COLP bas missed this point

COLP has also promoted Nicaragua as an alternative vision

through its distribution of the �icaragua and Central America- kit In

the first article in the kit, for example, the authors ten us, "1lle entire

country is intense With adiVity... 1t is clear that this revolution i..� for

the workers and peasants· (Burbach and Draimin, 1980, pp. 2-3). A

number of the articles in the kit are written by canadian trade

unionists WIlo had toured Nicaragua. For example, an article written

by Wayne Mundle, the RegiOnal Education and Qrganization Officer for

CUPW in the Maritimes� saJs that the Nicaraguans -are setting an

example of how a country ShOUld be run in the best interests of the

people and not for the profits of the mUlti-nationals- (1964, p.2). A

working woman, LOri Rotenber& writes that ·We sensed a real

commitment on the part of tlle leadership of the country .... to obtain

full involvement tor women" (1983, p. 16). John Donaldson, a

vite-president of the Ontario Federation of Labour, agreed with

Rotenberg (DonaldSOn, 19a3� p. 24) and also noted that -It was

interesting to see hOWmuch Partidpation the union had in the nJDning

of the plant (hIs groUP had toUred)- (p.22).
Partidpants of the tours COLP organized in 1985 and 1982 agreed

with their Canadian brotb�s and sisters. Ken Bird" president of

-��----.
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Saskatoon's canadian Union of Postal Workers local, was part of the

1962 tour to Nicaragua, organized by COLP. Bird found the experience
was higbly motivating for him (personal communication, PebrUary 24..

1966). Marg Ooat., president of eUPE 974 and dinit aid at West Side

Community Clinit,Whith services a poor and largely native coaununity,

feels that:

I learned about the strengths of people. How people can with a

common goal and common needs, how they can band together at

the cost of not only some oomfort tllat OODles from being passive
and letting things go by.. [but] even death. . . . There was this

feeling, this sense, of ·Well never go baa.· That kind of an

experience was new to me. We read about it, and we see it a

little bit in this dinic. We see it occasionally.. but there it was a

whole mass of people that will not relent (personal
communication,Mardl 5, 1966).

One of Midlael Murphy's dearest impressions eences Ooat.

Murphy's prior understanding concerning the revolution was

reinforted. !he Nicaraguans are overwhelmingly dear, even amongst

those who have some differenoos With the government.. that there's no

way that they're going to go bade This was said to us over and over

again. (personal communication,Mardl25.. 1966).

Nancy Wilkinson is a shop steward at CUPE 974. Wi1k.inson

remembers:

One short visit . . . answered some questions that hadn't been

answered in my mind. One of the last evenings we were there

we went out to a Christian base community and met with a group
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of women. (It was) a W'OI'king class neighborhOOd - half decent

housing. Very small_ very clumped in fences. Narrow alley.

Porches on the front Music coming out Lots of rocking chairs on

the porches. Very small_ crowed houses. Very much a sense of

going down a back alley. The small meeting han that -we -went

into they used as a church and as a meeting hall. Very bare.

There was a cross, but there -were also political slogans around

too. (If there's a fence, or a wall_ there's poUtical graffiti on

it - -Sandino Lives_, or ·We go forward with the

Front·_ �icaragua Libre-, ""Free Nicaragua or death·). When '¥Ie

came out, (I noticed] on a little hunk of dry grass _ a series of little

crosses - 'Where teenagers 'Who bad been 1d11ed by the [National]

Guard were buried (personal communication, March 26, 1986).

This image stays with Wilkinson because, despite the loss of

children from Somoza's guns, '"One of the things 1 hadn't been expecting
was lack of revenge - a sense of caring and humaneness- (personal
communication, March 26_ 1966). Wilkinson returned to Canada with a

general sense tJlat There's so much to team, about grass-roots

organization, about how they've done things. They've done What

people say cant be done, and they've done It fast.-

Like Wilkinson, Martin d"Entremont was deeply impressed \llith

the spirit of the people. He remembers a conversation one evening with

a group of participants and their translator. lbe love that she had for

the country and tne people came through so clearly,· d"Entremont

remembers. As well, -I never saw hatred once. That·s not quite true.

I saw two little boys fighting. I'm sure they must get angry [in
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NicaraguaL but I didn't see it I didn't see it- (personal communication6

February 2 I, 1986). Mervyne Patterson returned with the same sense

that a nation of revolutionaries were fille<16 not by hate, as the Nortll

American popular press would portray tllem6 but by an exceptional

spirit of humaneness and compassion (personal communication6 March

t, 1986).

The level of commitment to the revolution and to working for

others shown by many Nicaraguans was another feature of the society
that struck. the tour partidpants. Martin d"Entremont was -amazed at

the amount of dedication and commitment it took to be a member of

the FSLN (Sandinista Front for the Uberation of Nicaragua]. That was

demonstrated to us time and time again- (personal communication,

February 216 1986). Michael Murphy was also struck by the level of

commitment and activism, particularly in the womens' organizations

and trade unions. As well, he was impressed by the level of

consciousness and politicization of the Nicaraguans (personal

communication, March 25, 1986).

For Pat Gallagher, Nicaragua was a model of democracy. She

noted that They were democratic. Democracy in action is always the

most amazing thing to me. The opportunity is really there to

partidpate- (personal communication, Pebruary 28, 1986). Michael

Murphy was strongly affected by the fact that -nis is not something

that is dictated from top down. This is a percolating upwards of a

weU-e5tablished base movement- (personal communication, March 25,

1986). Toronto writer, activist and scholar John Saul, who toured

Nicaragua in 1984, was inspired by the practice of democracy he found

-----�-.--.---
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in the country and writes that, -In theory revolutionary socialism is

about nothing if it·s not about the radical democratization of every

nook. and cranny of the transformed society- (1965, p.50). This process
seems apparent to all who tour Nicaragua.

other aspects of the Nicaraguan model came through even more

concretely to the tour participants. Martin d"RntretnOntwas struck. with

the level of organization in the country. Michael Murphy agrees:

The sense of popular participation, the sense of popular

mobilization. .. . To see, on a large scale, peoPle organizing and

organized from the grass roots upward is very impressive. . ..

OUr visit coincided with the Second Annual National

Immunization Against Polio Day. We visited a fairly isolated

clinic and then we visited one in Matagalpa. . . .

The ability of people working with the Department of Health and

... with UNICEF to mobilize, despite war conditions, and to reach .

every young child in Nicaragua was most impressive. You see the

same thing in the hospital and the 'WOrk.places (personal

communication, March 25, 19&6).

Both Marg Ooat and Mervyne Patterson described their

exdtement with the day care system in Nicaragua. Mervyne Patterson

says that -ne day care centre that we went to was just phenomenal.
It·s the kind of day care system that we think. would be great up here.

In (NicaraguaL Where there·s not enough money and not enough

facl11ties, they had the ideal day care- (personal communication, March

1, 1986).

COLP curncuia, then, mark a break. with pluralist ideology

-------_._-'"
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through facilitating the development of class consciousness amongst its

audience, in an of the stages identified by Mann. COLP curricula differ

from the eoonomtsm of most labour education programs both through

its curriculum design and the content of its programs, in ways

suggested at the beginning of this section. For example, one of the

aspects of the Nicaraguan alternative transmitted to tour participants is

a model of non-economistic trade unionism. Jeff Braidek, a member of

the 1985 tour, says, "I brought back ... the fact that trade unions can

be involved in broader issues than wages and shifts...they deal with

everything that affects the working person" (personal communication,

January 28, 1986). Tour participantMarg Cloak affirms Braidek·s view:

'"Trade union membership is a political task, a political duty, part of the

revolution" (personal communication, March 5, 1986).

COLP programs are designed to engage participants in discussions

'Wbich provoke non-economistic thinking. For example, the "Work. and

Health for Women" program asks the audience to locate their local

occupational health hazards and identify "what political and social

changes will be needed" (program description, 1982, p.2). After placing
the issUe of tedmological change in its international context, the

program design for "Women and Technological Change" asks workers to

consider ·What steps still need to be taken to guarantee the health and

the jobs of people in your workplace?" (program description, 1984,

p.3).
The most significant way in which COLP breaks 'With economism

is by simply providing trade unionists with an educational experience
Which invites them to act on their political instincts. The results of Ken

--------
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Traynor's visit to saskatchewan in November# 1965 is illustrative.

Three labour organizations voted for a total of $900 to be donated to

the SACTU strike Fund. Saskatoon's SGW Branch requested that their

proVindal executive organize a coordinated sanctions campaign in all

SGEU workplaces. RWDSU workers volunteered to monitor MacDonalds

warehouses for South African products (SACTU builds, 1966, p.2).
These actions, coordinated by COLP in Saskatchewan, reflect a

groundsweU of solidarity with South African workers throughout
Canada (Sanctions, 1965; SSC, 1966).

The theoretical ideology of COLP's curriculum content contrasts

With the pluralism and economism of most labour education programs

by promoting an internationalist and class-conscious understanding of

\IlOrkers' concerns. A pluralist curriculum mystifies power relations,
Views the state as neutrat, and sees alternatives only within a closed

SOCial system. At a minimal level, COLP strengthens class identity by
Using fictionalized stories of wor1dng class life to promote workers'

self-image. Each of the other ways in which COLP builds

ctass-consciousness also enhances class identity. Oass opposition is

promoted by telling the history of class struggle in Canada and other

countries, in particular the United States, SoUth Africa, and Nicaragua.
The pluralist view of the state is attacked by explicating the history of

class struggle, by revealing the role of the Canadian government in

deHberately causing unemployment in the interests of the ncn, by

exposing the actions of police throughout mOdern history in repressing
strikes, and by demonstrating the class-bta5e(1 actions of courts on such

issues as occupational health. COLP education on these issues also
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supports the development of class opposition. COLP details the

behaviour of the state in class-oonsdous terms, rather than as the

result of mean-spirited poHtidans and government offidals and

bureaucrats,

COLP's curriculum critically analyzes pluralism and eoonomism at

the same time as it reinforces claSS totality. Class totality is reinforced

by helping WQrkers to see their world as defined by class wblle, at the

same time, recognizing the position of women as a class question. The

world is Viewed from a class persj)e(tive by showing howmultinational

corporations are determining the future of the global production

system, in part through the restructuring of the international division

of labour in their interests. Thus, the new technology is seen as a

question wbich should provide the basis for a more developed

working-class internationaHsm. The description of the role of the state

in other countries, in particular in the third world, reinforces the

concept that the capitalist state is an enemy of the working-class. As

problems of particular concern to 'NOmen W'OI'kers, such as job

discrimination and the double day, are examined from a class

persped.tve, feminists are called to join the workers' struggle,

espedally in a spirit of lnternationaHsm, and trade unionists are asked

to consider the priorites of their union's agenda from a pelspective that

reneets the needs of �en. Thus, trade union economlsm is

challenged. COLP's emphasis on women's working conditions also

provides an ImpHcit critique of social democracy. Class totality was

developed and the role of the state was further questioned in COLP's

programs which showed that the health care system is designed for
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profitability and the privilege of a few.

The alternative Vision proVided by Nicaragua told much about the

value of a revolutionary spirit and set of values, demonstrated the

effects of the reorganization of an economy in \I1OI'kers' and women's

interests, instructed tour partidpants abOut a revolutionary definition

of democracy, and showed living examples of non-economistic trade

unions.

Economtsm has also been challenged by COLP through its critique

of pluralism, upon wbich economism is dependent, by the content of

COLP programs, induding the design of the group discussion periods,

and by prOViding trade unionists with an opportunity to express

themselves politica11y through their trade unions.

5.3 The Need for a New Ideology for International Labour Solidarity

If COLP has a significant social meaning, it is as an educational

program designed to promote international labour solidarity. In

general, COLP contributes a dass-oonsdous internationalist theoretical

ideology and practice to those unions and indiViduals within the labour

movement who 'WOUld support class struggle trade unionism in

SaskatcheW4Ul. Class struggle trade unionism represents one side of a

debate which has recurred in North American trade unionism

throughout its history and occurs again in this period of crisis. The

political ideology with which class struggle trade unionism contends in

the Western world, with the notable exception of the American

Gompersists, is social democracy. The debate is fought in the field of

international trade unionism as "WeU. For canada, social democracy is

---�.�
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primarily represented in international trade unionism by the CLC. Yet,

the crisis Which canadian and Saskatchewan 'WOrk.ers face requires a

new ideology in trade union internationalism. For those with whom

Canadians and Sask.atchewanians express solidarity, the 'WOrkers of

underdeveloped nations, the need for a new ideology in the developed

nations is at least as critical. The purpose of this section is to

substantiate the argument made above and to show that in

Saskatchewan COLP is the institutional manifestation of class struggle

trade unionism in the realm of international labour solidarity.

The section begins by demonstrating the need for a strong

international labour solidarity movement in Canada. Then it clarifies

the debate between class struggle trade unionism and business

unionism, identifies the CLe"s commitment to soda1 democracy,

eJamines the institutional base of the social democrats in international

trade unionism and discusses the role of the CLC in international trade

unionism. The section concludes by arguing for a new ideology for

trade union Internationalism and by formulating COLP"s role, in relation

to the current International trade unionism of the developed Western

nations.

5.3.1 Is intemationallabour solidarity necessary?
The argument of this section is presented from the perspective of

canadian workers" self-interest. There is a pressing need for a

strengthening of the International labour solidarity movement In

canada, for the labour movement is in crisis, much of which is related

to the structure and current restructuring of the world economy. Since
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WWII, the world economy has become increasingly internationalized.

For example, 24,000 jobs have been lost and 30 plants closed in the

canadian clothing industry since 1961, in part because Imports have

jumped to 41 per cent of total sales in 1984 from 31 per cent in 1981

(stewart-Patterson, 1985, p. B2). An estimated 16,000 and 20,000

jobs could be lost in Canada as a result of the dropping of quotas on

shoe imports in NOVetnber, 1965. Developing countries are now

producing 35 per cent of the world output of 3.5 billion pairs of shoes a

year, with Bastenl Europe accounting for another 30 per cent. Low

wages are perhaps the most important reason for the shift of

production to developing countries (Ust, 1965, p, B 14). Even the

production of autoJJlobile parts is shifting to low-wage economies. Por

example, the value of MeXican automotive parts shipped to canada and

the United States itlCfeased from $200million in 1976 to $2.5 billion in

1984 (Anderson, 1985, p. B2). The effect of tbis internationalization..

some would argue, is to put domestic workers in competition With

workers all over the globe (Brecher, 1984, p. 4).

The move towards the automation of production in many

industries ·is a gun ready to give any group of workers the capital

punishment of pennanent layoff· (Brecher, 1984, p.5). In fact, it seems

that job losses due to technological change and declining demand far

exteed the number of jobs lost due to cheaper imports from the Third

World (Chapkis and Enloe, 1983.. p.21).

Brecher cites five other factors in the world poUtical economy
which have created a crisis for the North American labour movements:

(a) conglomeratization, which creates a situation Where work.ers in any
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one plant or branch possess little economic: leverage against their

employer; (b) politi<:a1 dedsions such as the move to deregulation.. now

oeeunng internationally.. and wbich have enoouraged the <:reation of

non-union shops; (c:) the effects of high unemployment, Which have

<:reated non-unionized part-time and temporary work forces as factors

Which have produ<:ed a <:!'isis for the labour movement One overall

effect is that, in<:reasingly.. wages are driven toward the lowest rates

that can be found abroad; (d) shortened time horizons.. where

companies have beOOme far less interested in long-range produ<:tive

investments.. and far more interested in making rapid profits; and (e)

the dedine of produ<:tive invesbnent, Which has meant that economic

resources have inaeasingly been poured into nonproductive forms.

The result of the latter two tactors is that employers are far less

interested in maintaining industrial peace by means of oollective

bargaining \a1hich workers find satisfactory. Haworth and Ramsay

(1984) have induded these two factors as oonditions Whidl work

against buDding intemationallabour solidarity. Since dedsions take

place beyond the logic: of the production process, the

Internationalization of the producuon process in itself does not

automati<:a11y lead 'WOrkers to follow a logic: to international

organization.

ReamtCanadian statlstic:s justify Bre<:her's daims. Wages in major

contracts In 1965 inaeased by the lowest figure since Labour canada

started keeping records in 1967. Itwas the third conse<:Utive year that

a new low had been reacned (Slotnick .. 1986, p. A3).

Brecher finds support from other scholars in the field. For
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example, Ross (1961) argues that -International interdependence is the

capitalist game of the future (p. (36).... capital is increasingly able to

treat the entire international setting as its labor markel . . . only
international union solidarity and struggle could help· (p. (38).
Structural changes in the world eoonomy have not, of course, gone

without notice in the labour movements of the industrialized countries.

one (1962) claims that '"Right from the outset of this period of

structural change in the WWld economy, trade unionists working at

(the) international level repeatedly stated thal .the

intemationalisation of trade unions had become the survival issue of

the trade union movement" (P.30).
ODe problem with current theories and practices of trade union

internationaHsm, however, is that, despite a perceived need for

international labour solidarity, there has been precious little of il

After studying the responses of labour movements in the United states

and throughoutWestern Europe, Ross found that:

The major result of [structural changes in Ule world economy) has
been increasing rank-and-file particularism, the desire of

employed workers to protect their own Positions, whatever the

result of this for other parts of the working class.... Heightened

particularism poses a major threat to ... <:lass consciousness. If

union movements are unable to de� innovative and

progressive strategies in the modem crisis, working-class
consciousness may well slide toward \ new defensiveness

(p. (37).
From the perspective of the interests of WOrk.ers in Saskatchewan
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and Canada# tnen, there appears to be a critical objective need for

international labour solidarity. HO\l1ever# achieving a sense of

international solidarity amongst Saskatchewan workers may not come

easily. One argument of this thesis is that, by going to the

rank-and-file with a class-consdous curnenum, COLP has begUn to

break do'Wll at least some limitations which Ross (1981) observed.

Achieving soHdarity in a meaningful waYI hO\l1everl requires genuine

unity with third world workers. This study now turns to a review of

how current practices implemented by the Canadian Labour Congress

provide a fetter to the attainment of international soHdarity.

5.3.2 The CLC and Social Democracy
The poHtical ideology of the CLC leadership is social democracy.

A content analysis of the CLC's magazinel Canadian Labour. for the

years 1980-85 reveals that its pages are impregnated with supportive
articles and items for Canada's social democratic New Democratic Party.
In every issue at least one article supports the party. Leading
members of the NDP are commonly pictured in the magaane, often in

the company of CLC leaders. When federal elections occur, the program

of the party is published. Provincial NDP governments r�ve praise
and coverage for the passage of legislation the CLC supports. For the

CLC leadershiPI alternative visions for change do not go beyond social

democratic governments in other parts of the lNOrld. One example of

the CLC leadership's commitment to a social democratic ideology and

strategy is the Labour Day message of CLC President Dennis McDermott
in 1983. Entitled -Canada at the crossroads", the message outlined

-�--- --.� ...
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McDermott's perspective of the massive dlanges occurring in the

structure of the canadian labour market The message read in part:

We must be prepared to face the new challenges which

will emerge....The canadian labour Congress is spearheading a

campaign for a new economic alternative.... Much of it already

nas been achieved in other countries SUch as Germany, SWeden,

Norway, Austria (canada at, 1983, p. 3).

It would seem logical that education programs sponsored by the CLC

would be social democratic in ideological eonten� at least to some

extent Skip McCarthy is a past graduate of the Labour College of

canada and, in his subsequent academiC work as a graduate student at

CarletDn University, has come to know a number of Labour College

faculty on a personal level. McCarthy says tnat, -chere are fairly

consistent links to the NDP, I think, amongst people 'Who teach at the

Labour College· (personal communication, February 5, 1(86). Martin

d'Entremont has experience from CLC education at the regional level in

Western canada. !here might not be part of the educational called

'Why should we support the NDP,' but it comes through consistently

tbrough all the dialogue,· says d"Entremonl ·It's expected, and it's

said- (personal communication, February 21, 1(85).

5.3.3 Social Democracy and the InternatiOnal Trade Union Movement

In the arena of international labour SOlidarity, social democrats

find their base in the International Confederation of Free Trade

Unions. The ICFTU is a world federation Of trade unions from over 50

countries in the Western world. 111e federation was founded in 1949
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in opposition to and as a break-away from the World Federation of

Trade Unions (WFTU), wbich it perceived as being dominated by
unions from Eastern bloc nations and not suitably oriented to the

interests of the West. From the begirlnin& the first priority of the

ICFTU was to both politica11y and ideologically oppose communism

(Bean, 1985; Lorwin, 1(53). 'The new organization·, says sturmthal

( 1(73), ·was united more in a negative than an affirmative program.

Anti-communtsm was the one tie that held the affiliates together·

(p.133-4).

Today, the CLC -praises· the ICFTU and "supportls it] strongly·
(Report of the International, 1982, p.3). After the AF'L-CIO left the

ICFI'U in 1966, the CLC became the major North American player. 1

From the early 19708, the CLC began to expand its involvement in

International affairs, and in 1972 CLC president Donald MacDonald

became the first non-EurOpean president of the ICFTU, -cementing the

trans-Atlantic social democratic alliance· (Saskatoon Solidarity

Committee, 1981, p.22).2 The CLC's role in the ICFTU was underlined

by the staging of the 1981 meeting of the Interamerican Regional

Organization of Labor (ORIT) - the Western hemispheric affiliate of the

ICFTU - in Canada. The meeting was held here "so that delegates could

erAmioe first hand a union movement that aligns itself with a social

democratic party-. The delegates left the meeting saying 111ey will

increase their political activity in . . . fostering social democracy in

their countries" (First ORIT, 1981, p.5). The report on Central America

presented by the CLC International Affairs Department to the

September, 1983 meeting of the CLC's Rxecutive Council claimed tnat
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The CLC is one of the few affiliates in the hemisphere that can bring a

democratic socialist approach to tb� crisis- (Active role, 19831 p.9).

5.3.4 Is a new idQ()logy for jJlternati0na11abour solidarity necessary?
The role of the CLC ill iIltefllational trade unionism, through the

ICFTU, is not COndUcive to th� building of international labour

solidarity for at l�t two reasons: (a) Wbile it may represent the
interests of the most privileged �Ute of the industrial proletariat in
core nations, soda! democracy is not in the interests of the world's

working class as a Whole, and (b) the CLC's ideology and international

affiliation defines a questionable setof friends and enemies.
The debate between EmmanUel (1970) and Bettelheim (1970)

over the question of whether SOUdarity could be expected by the

workers of the third \A1()rld from the workers of the world's central

nations is addressed by Aalin (19761 1980 a) in his analysis of social

democracy. The review of the Uterature laid out Amin's argument
that socla1 democracy serves the interests of only the most privileged
fraction of the world's proletariat and objectively works against the

interests of most of the world's WOrkers. Since one problem with

social democracy is that it serves to maintain the hierarchy of labour

dlaract&ri2ed by the particularism Ross (1981) \A1()rried about, the

ideology, at face value, cannot promote internationa1labour solidarity.
The problems wIth the ICFTU's theory and practice at the

tnternationa1level become multiple when the analysis extends from

ideology to politics. Three writers who have studied the international

trade union movement find that There is a great deal of covert and

---
------ - -
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dishonest manipulation of labour by many institutions set up to

appear to serve the cause of international SOlidarity- (Bienefe1d,

Godfrey, and Schmitz.. 1(77). In Latin America, for example, the

ICFTU-affiliated ORIT: (a) endorsed the overthrow of the nationalist

Arbenz in Guatemala in 1954; (b) worked against Quadros and then

supported the military overthrow of Goulart in Brazil in 1964; (c)

supported Burnham over the radical Jagan in Guyana (�th the aid of

the ICFI1J and the British and American governments).. Which led to

Jagan's final overthrow in 1964; and (d) approved of the 1965

American invasion of the Dominican Republic. There is evidence that

ORIT was complicit in the overthrow of Allende in 1973 (Busch, 1983;

Thomson and Larson, 1(78), This is the organization to which Dennis

McDermott was elected the first president of the Committee for the

Defense of Human and Trade Union Rights in Latin America in 1979.

One of the major activities of the ICFTU is its campaign for

human rights and -free trade union rights: However, the ICFTU

campaign nas been selective. In support of human and free trade

union rights, Lech Walesa and Solidarnosc received coverage in

Capadj,p Labour in considerable excess of any other international

trade union leader or issue. Lech Walesa was described as the

·spokesman for . .. the most significant revolution of our times- by
Dennis McDermott in 1981 (Lecb. Walesa, 198 I, p.6). Walesa was

nominated for the 1982 Nobel Peace Prize by the canadian Labour

Congress. On the other hand, there was not a single mention of the

repression of trade union rights in the Phillipines from 1980-85,

altllough tbe magazine includes a monthly section called "Labour's
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World-. The ICFTu affiliate in the Philippines collaborated with

Marcos' repression to the extent of justifying the imprisonment of
non-ICFI'U trade union leaders (Howard, 1984). Aside from some

recent critiCism of U.S. intervention in Central America, the central

role of the U.S. as the most responsible perpetrator against human and
trade union rights in the world today (Chomsky and Herman, 1979)
has not been mentioned in Canadian Labour. The CLC's loyal
membership in the ICFTU has implicated it in questionable alliances.

Questionable alliances have also been made by the CLC in

Nicaragua. Imrnediatly following the revolution, the CLC sent aid to

the Nicaraguans (Nicaragua: a working, 1979, p.9). The CLC has also

severely criticized ·outside intervention-in Nicaragua (Nicaragua -

Towards, 1983, P.5). However, the CLC has expressed unreserved

support for the ICFTU affiliate, the Confederation of Trade Union Unity
(CUS). In fact, CLC International Affairs Department director John
Harker claims that !he Sandinistas have continually harassed the

CUS.... because it adheres to the same goals - freedom and soCial

justice - as it always did- (1983, p.7).
The CUS is the smallest labour federation in Nicaragua, has close

links with the AFL-CIO in the United states (Dixon, 1984, p.18l. and
was one of only two labour organizations to be allowed to function

under Somoza (Gandall, 1986). The CUS has declared that !he

government of the Frente Sandinista is the child of the Nicaraguan
people... .Now, this legitimate child of the Nicaraguan people is going
bad- (Nicaragua's, 1984, p.15). As a result of conflicts between the

FSLN government and the CUS, the eLC has "sent several messages to

-------_----- �.-.-�-�
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the Nicaraguan government expressing our concern over a series of

inddents which could only be interpreted as pladng trade union

freedom in jeopardy in that country· (Nicaragua - Towards, 19&3, p.3).
Coverage of events in Nicaragua in Canadian Labour are infrequent.
Yet, an item in the March, 19&6 issue of Canadian Labour begins with

"Opposition leaders, lawyers and trade unionists are subject to

frequent short-term imprisonment in Nicaragua in apparent attempts
to intimidate them and harass them- (Amnesty, 19&6, p.&). The CLC

has not recognized the largest trade union federation in Nicaragua, the
Sandinista Confederation of Workers (CST). Qualified support of the

revolution in Nicaragua can be contrasted with the unquestioning
support given to Solidamosc.

F'Dmjnation of the CLC's position on South Africa also reveals

something of its perspective on international trade unionism. Within

canada, the key factor is the work of the SACTU Solidarity Committee

(SSC). In a February, 1986 cover story inTbis Magazine. ottawa trade

union activist Marv Ganda11 \I1I'ites a lengthy critique of the CLC"s

practices on international affairs. Gandall says that in South Africa,

'"the Western (labour) federations are vying with SACTU and other

radical unions for influence in the country's burgeoning and still quite
unseWed black. trade-union movement· (p.6). Harker denies this

allegation (April, 1986). SACTU is affiliated to the WFTU. Gandall tells

how the Ctc leadership has moved into ·open opposition" to SACTU

after Dennis McDermott was admonished for expressing support for

SACTU by Harker on behalf of the ICFTU. Thereafter" McDermott

wrote to CLC affiliates" '"criticizing the SSC.... and asking unions to
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contribute to the anti-apartheid struggle through Harker's office and

the ICPTU· (GandaU, 1986, p. 8). Officially, the CLC supports all

non-racial South African trade unions (L. Thompson.. personal

communication, June 7, 1(86).

5.3.5 The significance of COLP in a new internationa1labour soHdarity

movement

The CUSO...()IPAM Labour Project is one part of the answer to the

need for a new ideology for labour internationalism in canada and

Saskatchewan. COLP is by no means the only development education

program in canada.. or even in Saskatchewan, wbich addresses the

need of trade unionists for information on international issues. Nor is

the COLP coordinator the only trade unionist in Saskatchewan guided

by the ideology of class struggle trade unionism; on the contrary, COLP

fits well within one trend of an ongoing debate in Saskatchewan and

canadian trade unionism. To its credit, however.. COLP does provide

programs Wbich speak to the issues characterizing the crisis of the

labour movement described by Brecher (1984). To the problem of

·runaway· industry, for example, COLP has brought lbe Food

Processing Industry in Western canada· and Ibe Runa'W8.Y Shop·. To

the problem of automation or technological change, COLP has brought

Ihe Microchip Industry and the Global Assembly Line· and ·Women

and Technological Change-. COLP has imbued these and other

programs with the ideology of class struggle trade unionism, to some

extent directed to the problem of particularism identified by Ross

(1981).
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While COLP Is not independent of the constraints imposed on all

development education projects by CIDA, it Is independent of the CLC

and therefore able to promote a new international labour solidarity

not limited by the conservative and sectarian program of the ICFTU.

COLP hosts representatives of the SACTU SOlidarity Committee and

distributes sse literature. Tour participants who travel to Nicaragua

are exposed to the reality of that country's trade unionism and return

awakened to tile ICFTU's dogmatic attitudes. An offshoot of the 1985

tour, the Saskatchewan Trade Union SOlidarity Committee, Is lobbying

to gain recognition from the CLC for the major trade union federation

in Nicaragua. Thus, a new internationa1labour solidarity concerned

only with the long-term interests of an workers Is being slowly built

in Saskatchewan, in part due to the progressive and intense work of

the CUSO-OIFAM Labour Project

5.4 Conclusions

The achievement of the CUSO-OXFAM Labour Project. is that it

breaks with the dominant ideology of labour education programs in

the Western EngliSh-speaking world. COLP brings a c1ass-oonscious

view of development education to the trade union movement Which

contrasts \A1ith pluralismJ economism, and their derivative, social

democracy. By organizjng curricula to contribute to class struggle

trade unionism, that is social change by and in the interests of the

working class, COLP is rooted in the traditions of social

reconstructionistcurricular ideology. By finding the source of many of

its ideas for content at the point of produCtion, COLP also derives
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elements of its curricular ideology from the Marxist philosophy of

linking education with production. Thus� COLP provides an alternative

to the anti-worker social effidency ideology. SUch a view implies a

recapturing of the agenda for trade union education \I1hich was the

centrepiece of educational fora sponsored by a number of the more

progressive labour organizations bistMica11y in the Western

EngUsh-speaking world.
COLP"s effective break with the dominant ideology remains

limited, however, in part because it has not used a pedagogy \I1hich

matches its radical critique of political economy, butmore importantly
because it is forced to operate to some extent within the constraints

imposed by being itse1f� Ultimately, an adjunct of Ule state.

Furthermore, with one exception implemented in 1985, COLP has been

unable to sustain an ongoing sequentially-organized program with a

single group of workers. Therefore, it is difficult to determine the

long-term impact of COLP programs. There are oUler groups within

the working population in Saskatchewan whom it might be desirable

to design programs for, such as young people or native people, if COLP

had the human and finandal resources,. Finally, if, as Lenin suggests,
the spontaneous development of working class consciousness is

towards economism, COLPos approach of simply raising questions
without offering a concrete political program leaves the effectiveness

of its implidt cha11enge to social democracy in question. To offer a

political program, of course, is far outside COLP's mandate, outside its

ability (given its material base, in particular its financial sources),
outside its appeal (to workers Who most likely would resist an
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externally-intrOduced strategy)� and outside its principles of

encouraging self�ected democratic action by its audience.
The pluralist ideology in labour education programs is revealed

in its unwritten commitment to restricting trade union education, by
and targe, 00 the training of effective collective bargainers. Pluralist

labour education means that trade uniOniSts learn how 00 efficiently
practice the rules of the game Within a rule-governed system. An
economistic ideology helps insure that negotiations and other forms of
rule-guided behavior� SUch as filing of grievances, are the appropriate
curriculum for trade union education. When attention is paid to

political issues, it is Within a dosed liberal ideology that sees no

fundamental alternatives. Social efficiency is certainly an effective

basis for designing a curriculum for the repetition of skills.

The view of the state as a neutral agent, a tenet of pluralism, and

the belief that political struggle is to be waged through electoral

parties, a principle of economism, are two baseS for social democracy.

Available data suggest that a major reason for CLC engagement in the

training of third world trade unionists is the promotion of a social

democratic vi�w. Tool subjects form the content of many programs in

Africa and Latin America; however it shoUld be assumed that where

courses on economics and politics are taugnt, they are in harmony

with the ideologies of both the eLC and the ICFTU.

COLP breaks with pluralism, economism, and social democracy

by puWng forward an internationalist dass-conscious ideology. The

state is viewed in the context of its hiStory of always acting in the

long-term interests of capital in all capitalist countries. The role and
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history of class struggle contrasts sharply with a view that workers"

interests are served by limiting trade union work to collective

bargaining, grievance filing, and, perhaps, campaigning during

elections. An alternative vision is provided through solidarity work

with Nicaragua. An alternative view of the world economy as it

undergoes crisis and support through education for the needs of

women, bOth in Canada and in the new international division of

labour, objectively serves the interests of a genuine international

labour solidarity and therefore undermines social democracy. On a

politica1level, COLP's non-dogmatic preparedness to work with labour

organizations notatfiliated to the 1CFI1J advances international labour

solidarity, but implicitly challenges the political line of the CLC

International Affairs Department, and provides one reason why

neither SLIP nor COLP have received the support of the labour

establisbmenl

In summary, canadian labour movement leadership support of

a bourgeois ideology in labOur education in canada is influenced by at

least seven factors: (a) trade union consciousness in Western

countries has historically tended to remain within bourgeois ideology,

as economism; (b) the rise of modern imperialism during the

twentieth century, especially since WWII, generally provided the

material basis for a compromised Ideology; the tendencies in aU

western labour movements towards (c) bureaucratization and (d)

collaboration With the state.provides institutional and politiCal bases

for the ideology; (e) the dominance of American trade unionism in

Canada since the Berlin Congress of 1902 nas meant that American
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-internationals- have had an exceptional impact on Canadian trade

unionism" espedal1y since U.S. Senator Joe MeCarthy; (f) the influence

of British social democracy as a resutt of immigration has made some

difference between the Canadian and American forms of trade

unionism" but has not fadUtated an alternative ideology which would

challenge capitaliSm; (g) the consistent repression of militant trade

union movements by the state since at least the turn of the century

has insured that alternative ideologies and alternative visions do not

get equal time and resources to compete for the hearts and minds of

Canadian trade unionists.

COLP"s break from the dominant labour education ideology may

be accounted for, to some exten� by four historical or SOCial conditions.

Fir� the crisis in the Canadian labour movement which was

precipitated by the crisis in, and restructuring of, the world political

economy has provided the material conditions for at least some trade

unionists to question the recent history of Canadian internationaliSm.

Second, the formation of development education as a field, a product
of the liberal welfare state and the social upheaval of the 1960's,

provided an institutional basis for education about International tssues

in Saskatchewan. Third" the dominance of public seeter unions in

Saskatchewan and the limited congruence between public sector trade

unionism and class struggle trade unionism has helped provide a baSe

of support for COLP programming. Fourth" the long tradition of a

social democratic government in Saskatchewan" which then came into

conflict With its unionized employees in the mid-1970s as well as with

other workers, helped place the legitimacy of SOCial democratic
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ideology in question. Fifth, there are a range of radicalizing influences
Which have affected Canadians Since 1960 and which account for the

influence of individuals like Michael Murphy, Laurie Thompson, Bob

Jeffcott, and Christine Smillie, and others. Influences include: (a) the

impact, in some cases, of a liberal or radical university educations; (b)
the tradition of social gospelism and the rise of the Christian left in

Canada; (c) the effect of work With CUSO, particularly in revolutionary
countries; (d) the impact of the Vietnam war, both on immigration to

Canada and on the radica1i2ation of the 1960s youth in most western

countries. These influences came together in 1977-&0 to provide the

basis for the emergence of a radical development education theory.
This theory, wben combined With the liberal pluralist view that

workers were one constituency Which should be appealed to, led to

the creation of SLIP and then COLP. The prindpallimitation on COLP's

break With the dominant political ideology has been that COLP

remains an adjunct of the state, sensitive to political pressure.

By focusing on education for change, rather than acceptance,
and emphasizing conceptual knowledge, rather than stills, COLP has

broken With soda1 effidency curricular ideology. Furthermore, COLP's

curriculum design is consistent With dialectical education in three

ways. First, COLP's curriculum changed as the interplay between

COLP's effective education and the altering consciousness of organized

work.ers moved the possibility for increasingly more internatiOnalist

programming forward. Second, those COLP programs were dialectical

which derived their goals from workers' experiences, constructed new

knowledge and theory for workers based on these experiences, then
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asked program partidpants to apply theory to their own local

conditions. Third, the evolution of COLP's curriculum design took. a

dialQCtial form by moving from issues of provincial or national concern
to programs of an internationalist content then, primarily through
tours to Nicaragua, applying new knOwledge and theory to practice in

the labour movement Class-COnsciousness in curriculum design was

also demonstrated in COLP's broadening of its program scope to

include the concerns of working women and the unemployed.
COLP's major achievement in its practical ideology was its

carrying of internationalist education to rank-and-file trade unionists

and other organized workers. This achievement represented a break.

with standard IntMnationallabour education programs at the level of

practical ideology. An examination of COLP's practical ideology as it is

manifested through curriculum development displayed a

commitment to the transmission of c1ass-conscious information using

conventional means. COLP's praetieat ideology as shown through the

project's curriculum. implementation reveals a development educator's

approach to education, in that a key process is linkage. As well, COLP

met or helped meet the four development education criteria by (a)

raiSing consciousness, through curriculum content; (b) empowerment,

through actions taken upon program content; (c) coalition-building,

through the selection of appropriate resource people and

co-sponsoring tours; and (d) poticy-maktng, through resolutions

passed at local meetings. COLP's three major limitations in curriculum

design and implementation were its lack. of an alternative theory of

pedagogy, the constraints resulting from time pressures at local
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meetings, and the failure to Win any trade union's support for the

implementation of a series of programs. These latter two limitations

strengthened COLP's theoretical scepticism about alternative

ped8gogies by making their implementation practically impossible to

consider.

COLP introduced its curriculum to Saskatchewan workers

because a small group of radical development educators won the

support of sympathetic development educators at SCIC and CIDA, and

because there was a vacuum within development eduction concerning

work with trade unionists. COLP also introduced its curriCUlum to

saskatchewan workers because a progressive SIlL staff and Bxecutive

was prepared to support the initiative for COLP's predecessor, SLIP.

The precedent having been successfully established, momentwn and

political will compelled the creation of COLP. These reasons eotnbine

With the historical and social reasons examined above, as weU as the

freedom of speech allowed by CIDA in the context of a liberal

democracy, to account for the program's continued contribUtions to

lnternationallabour solidarity .

• ":"'''''=::'::'''�-':.''':''::'::'''::
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APPENDIX II
COLP-SPONSORED OR CO-SPONSORED

TOURS TO SASKATCHEWAN
Audience Place Program Resource Person
CUPE Balcarres Profit and Marta Medina

Health care
in Nicaragua

1/24/84 CUPW Saskatoon Workers Enrique Torres
struggles in
Central
America

5/14/84 CUPE Prince Health care Marta Medina
Albert in the New

5/15/84 CUPE 974 Saskatoon Nicaragua
5/16/84 SUN Pres., Regina

Educ. officer

5/17/84 SGW conv. Regina
5/17/84 SONA conv. Regina

11/24/84 GSU Ft. Qu'appeUe Labour's Don Kossiclc.� CUSO
members Long DanO"Meara
workshop stroggle:

C8nadaand
South Africa

10/10�11185 STP reps. Saskatoon Literacy in Mike Browne

teachers caribbean
at eomm-

unity eott,
Native
SUrvival
School

11/65 Nine mtgs. sask.atoon Solidarity Ken Traynor,
130 trade Regina with SACTU
unionists MeHort South Solid3fity

Regina Africa comtXlittee

.,..,-_:--.=.:::..::.__-.,;_- _:_ __:.:__
.....

....:..:..
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